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ABSTRACT 
Knowledge of the genetic parameters like gene action, heritability, genotypic and 
phenotypic association among traits and heterotic levels helps the plant breeders in 
developing breeding strategies. Four white grain maize inbred lines from flint group of corn, 
two with late maturity (100 - 120 days) and two with early maturity (90 - 100 days) were 
selected for this study. These contrasting inbred lines were crossed to form four crosses. Six 
generations i.e., P1, P2, F1, F2, BC1, and BC2 were developed for each individual cross and a 
total of 20 entries were evaluated in triplicate for two consecutive years (2006 and 2007) 
during summer season (July – October) at experimental farm of Cereal Crops Research 
Institute (CCRI), Pirsabak, Nowshera, NWFP, Pakistan. The objectives of the study were to 
elucidate the pattern of inheritance and to determine the relative magnitude of various 
genetic effects, broad and narrow sense heritability estimates, mid-parents and better parent 
heterosis, genotypic and phenotypic correlations and to ascertain the best hybrid 
combination(s) for commercial cultivation in maize growing belt of NWFP. Both dominance 
gene action and epistatic interaction played major role in governing the inheritance of days 
to pollen shed, silk, maturity, ear height, grains ear-1 and harvest index, whereas ear 
diameter, shelling percentage, stover and biological yields were mostly controlled by 
dominance gene action. Additive and dominance gene actions were seen only for 100-grain 
weight and grain yield efficiency. Leaf area, leaf area index, plant height, ear weight, ear 
length, kernel rows ear-1, grains row-1 and grain yield were found to have been controlled by 
additive, dominance and epistatic gene interactions. High heritability estimates were 
observed for all the plant traits except kernel rows ear-1 and shelling percentage which were 
of moderate levels. Significant and positive association was observed among most of the 
grain yield associated traits and between physiological and grain yield related traits. Ear 
weight, grains ear-1, grain yield, grain yield efficiency, stover yield and biological yield 
exhibited high heterotic levels while most of the other traits showed moderate levels of 
heterosis except days to pollen shed, silk and maturity, ear diameter, kernel rows, shelling 
and harvest index which indicated low levels of both mid-parents and better parent heterosis. 
Based on the present results it would be worthwhile to utilize the parental lines of the 
crosses that exhibited additive and dominance gene actions, coupled with high narrow sense 
heritability estimates and having strong relationship along with high heterotic levels for 
most of the physiological as well as grain yield related traits in the improvement of maize 
breeding germplasm of subtropical nature. Moreover, these lines could be successfully used 
for the development of superior maize hybrids. The resulting hybrid particularly Pop.9804 x 
FRW-4 was outstanding for yield attributes and can, therefore, be recommended for 
commercial cultivation in sub-tropical climates after testing on multiple locations to confirm 
its yield superiority. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 Maize (Zea mays L.) is a short day highly cross pollinated plant with monoecious 

nature. It is grown at an altitude from sea level to 3300 meters above sea level from 500 N to 

400 S latitude as multipurpose crop in temperate, subtropical and tropical regions of the 

world (Abdelmula and Sabiel, 2007). Maize is the third most important crop world wide 

(Frova et al., 1999).  It is the major summer cereal and is planted on about 27 % of the total 

cropped area annually in the North-West Frontier Province (NWFP) of Pakistan (Khan et 

al., 2004). It is the most important cereal, after wheat in Pakistan’s North- West Frontier 

Province (NWFP) where it is grown on about 0.516 million hectares with a total production 

of 0.919 million tones and an average yield of 1.780 ton ha-1 (MINFAL, 2007). Maize is 

both the primary crop in majority of the farming systems and the staple food of the rural 

population in much of the province, especially in mountaneous areas (Khan et al., 2003). In 

high mountains of the province where chilling conditions and snowfall limit the growing 

period of other cereals, it has priority as a food crop due to its short duration nature (Saeed 

and Saleem, 2000; Saleem et al., 2002). Due to several industrial products being made from 

maize, importance of maize as an industrial raw material is also increasing.  

The primary objective of most maize breeding programs is the evolution of high 

yielding and well adapted cultivar accompanied with other desirable attributes. Breeding for 

improved varieties is a continuous process and requires a thorough understanding of the 

genetic mechanisms governing yield and yield components (Saleem et al., 2002 and Unay et 

al., 2004). Several breeding procedures have been established to increase the grain yield of 

maize populations and the hybrids derived from there in. In order to choose the best hybrid 

combinations, a large number of subjectively chosen inbred lines are crossed to each other 

(Unay et al., 2004). Before the development of high yielding maize cultivars and/or hybrids, 

it is foremost important to study the yield components of maize and their genetic 

architecture. The estimation of gene action or genetic analysis of these quantitative traits is 

most important before launching a successful breeding program. Principal contributing 
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factors to total genetic variability must be calculated to predict the genetic control of various 

quantitative traits in successive generations. Various reliable biometrical techniques dealing 

with the genetic analysis of important characteristics have been developed in the past, which 

have significantly faciltated the plant breeders in tailoring superior genotypes for diverse 

environments and production systems. 

 Generation mean analysis (GMA) is one of those biometrical techniques that 

involves the estimation of the magnitude of various genetic effects (additive, dominance and 

epistatic). Gamble (1962a) indicated that the estimates of genetic effects can help the plant 

breeders to decide the breeding procedures better suited for the improvement of the trait 

being analyzed. Generation mean analysis, a biometrical method developed by Mather and 

Jinks (1982), greatly helps in the estimation of various components of genetic variance. 

Estimation of the types of gene action involved in the expression of traits, the level of 

additive effects and the degree of dominance are very important in designing a breeding 

method for improving the trait of interest. Knowledge of the way genes act and interact will 

determine which breeding system can optimize gene action more efficiently and will help 

elucidate the role of breeding systems in the evolution of crop plants (Hallauer and Miranda, 

1988). Significant and unique positive estimates of additive and dominance genetic effects 

were found for yield related traits in maize using generation means analysis (Frank and 

Hallauer, 1997).  

 The total genetic variance can be sub-divided into additive, dominance and epistatic 

variance (Suzuki et al., 1981). Measures of genetic effects especially epistasis in maize 

hybrids was estimated by Hallauer and Miranda (1988) using (i) triple-test crosses, (ii) 

making comparison of single, three-way and double cross hybrids, or (iii) measuring 

variance components. The original generation means analysis, proposed by Hayman (1958), 

measures the different generations derived from a cross between two pure lines. Lamkey et 

al., (1995) suggested that epistasis might play a significant role in elite maize hybrids. 

Darrah and Hallauer (1972) observed that dominance effects were several times larger than 

additive effects for all crosses in a maize diallel. The relative magnitude of dominance gene 

effects was greater than the additive gene effects in the seedling root characteristics in maize 

(Rahman et al., 1994). McConnell and Gardner (1979) detected epistatic gene effects for 

grain yield in cold tolerant maize while additive and dominance gene effects contributed 
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significantly to the variation observed for germination and seedling vigour. Hinze and 

Lamkey (2003) noticed only five out of 40 testcrosses in maize, resulting in a significant 

epistatic effect for gain yield. Epistasis can make substantial contributions to additive, 

dominance and interaction genetic variance components (Cheverud and Routman, 1995). 

Non-additive genetic effects (dominance effects) were observed for grain yield in maize 

(Dehghanpour et al., 1996; San-Vicente et al., 1998; Kalla et al., 2001 and Unay et al., 

2004). 

 Gridiharan et al. (1996) reported that grain yield was controlled by additive and non-

additive gene action in maize. Ismail (1996) observed that maize inbred lines posses excess 

dominant genes for grain yield per plant. Perez-Velasquez et al. (1996) performed diallel 

analysis on five elite maize inbred lines and concluded that number of kernels row-1 was 

controlled by additive type of gene action, while number of kernel rows ear-1, 100-grain 

weight and grain yield plant-1 were conditioned by over dominance gene action. Joshi et al. 

(1998) studied combining ability in maize inbred lines for yield attributes and reported both 

additive and non-additive gene effects. 

Heritability could be estimated from generation means and variances. Heritability 

estimates provide reliable information about the extent to which a particular genetic trait will 

be transmitted to the subsequent generations and could help significantly in making 

desirable selections. Therefore, the estimation of heritability is essential for breeders to 

foresee the genetic potential of breeding materials, identify effective promising 

combinations in hybridization and determine effective methods of selection there from. The 

higher the heritability, the simpler and less time consuming the selection procedure and the 

greater will be the genetic improvement (Allard, 1960).  Heritability in broad-sense (h2
B) is 

the ratio of total genetic variance to the phenotypic variance, while the ratio of additive 

genetic variance to the phenotypic variance is termed as narrow sense heritability usually 

denoted as h2
N (Sujiprihati et al., 2003). The latter is more important to plant breeders 

because the effectiveness of selection depends on the additive portion of the genetic variance 

in relation to the total variance (Falconer and Mackay, 1996). Mohammadi et al. (2002) 

stated that alleles with dominance or additive phenotypic effects influence heritability 

differentially, depending on whether they are of homozygous or heterozygous nature. A high 

h2
N estimate indicates that the character investigated is simply inherited, while a low 
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estimate shows that the character is less heritable because high numbers of genes are 

involved in the control of that character, accompanied with significant environmental effects 

(Suzuki et al., 1981). High h2
N estimates were reported for grain yield in maize by 

Dehghanpour et al., 1996; Kalla et al., 2001; Muhammad and Muhammad, 2002 and Unay 

et al., 2004. High heritability estimates were observed for grain yield, kernel numbers ear-1, 

kernel weight ear-1 and ear weight in maize, while low estimates of heritability were noticed 

for ear number plant-1 (Xiao et al., 2005).  

  The knowledge about the nature and magnitude of association among plant traits is 

essential for an effective breeding program to improve the crop plants. According to 

Vencovsky and Barriga (1992), the association between traits is an important aspect to deal 

with in breeding programs because genetic change due to selection for a given trait may 

change positively or negatively other traits. In addition, in most breeding programs the 

strategy is based on selection for several traits simultaneously and, therefore, knowledge 

about the genetic association between traits is inevitably useful for the establishment of 

selection criteria. The basic causes of genetic correlation are pleiotropy and linkage 

disequilibrium (Falconer, 1964; Hallauer and Miranda Filho, 1995). Hallauer and Miranda 

(1988) indicated linkage also as an important factor that causes correlations in populations 

under random mating. They also added that, indirect selection would be effective if 

heritability estimates of the secondary characters were greater than that of the primary one. 

Genetic correlations among characters are important for use as selection criteria in effective 

selection programs (Sujiprihati et al., 2003).  

 The positive and significant correlation of grain yield with leaf area index, number of 

leaves plant-1 and plant height in maize was reported by Nyuetta and Cross (1997). High 

correlation coefficients (rG and rP) between plant height and ear height were observed by 

Farias and Miranda (2001) in maize. Xiao et al. (2005) observed positive and significant 

correlations among grain yield, kernel numbers ear-1, kernel weight ear-1 and ear weight in 

maize while low estimates of heritability were noticed for ears number plant-1. Positive and 

significant association of grain yield with leaf area index and number of leaves plant-1 while 

positive and non-significant correlations for grain yield with plant height and stem diameter 

was observed in maize by Abdelmula and Sabiel (2007).  
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 The success of hybrids in maize is dependent largely on the breeder’s ability to 

exploit heterosis. The use and exploitation of heterosis depends on knowledge of the genetic 

mechanisms involved in the expression of heterosis. The term “heterosis” was coined by 

G.H. Shull to avoid any implications that hybrid vigor was solely Mendelian in origin 

(Hayes, 1952). Shull (1952) defined heterosis as “the interpretation of increased vigor, size, 

fruitfulness, speed of development, resistance to diseases and to insects pests, or to climate 

rigor of any kind, manifestation by cross bred organisms as compared to corresponding 

inbreds, as the specific results of unlikeness in the constitution of the uniting parental 

gametes”. To develop sound breeding strategies for the use of heterosis, breeders need 

knowledge of the genetic mechanism involved in heterosis.  

 The expression of mid parent heterosis is a function of the difference in allele 

frequency between the parents and the degree of dominance (Falconer, 1981). Dominance 

has been shown to exist in most maize populations, although it has been difficult to 

determine whether dominance is in the partial to complete or over dominance range 

(Hallauer and Miranda, 1981). Generally, heterosis has been studied in populations with 

different genetic backgrounds, which confound the relationships among heterosis, 

dominance and gene frequency. Liu and Wu (1998) strongly emphasized that neither genetic 

diversity nor heterozygosity is a good indicator for predicting heterosis. 

Heterosis, or hybrid vigor, has been the subject of intense research and speculation 

for well over a century; however, the basic mechanisms that cause or contribute to heterosis 

remain unclear (Coors and Pandey, 1999). Despite this lack of understanding, breeders have 

quite successfully manipulated heterosis to increase the vigor of many domesticated species 

(Springer and Stupar, 2007). Heterosis has been used in the breeding and production of 

many crop and animal species (Melchinger and Gumber, 1988; Janick, 1998). In maize, it is 

estimated that the use of hybrids and heterosis increases yields by 15 % per annum (Duvick, 

1999). Maize breeders have been looking for the possibility of predicting heterosis between 

inbred lines of maize based on the morphological, pedigree, physiological, biochemical and 

molecular marker data during the past decades (Smith and Smith, 1989; Smith et al., 1990 

and Ramesh et al., 1995). Heterosis could also be estimated from generation means and 

variances. Estimation of heterosis is helpful in checking the performance of parents in 

hybrid combinations. According to Springer and Stupar (2007) heterosis refers to the 
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phenomenon in which the hybrid F1 offspring exhibit phenotypic characteristics that are 

superior to the mean of the two parents (mid-parent heterosis), or the better of the two 

parents (better parent heterosis). Similarly Unay et al. (2004) defined heterosis as the 

superiority of F1 over the parental mean, and observed that generally high heterosis values 

are desirable for grain yield in maize.  Dehghanpour et al., (1996) estimated 152 % mid 

parent heterosis for grain yield, while Larish and Brewbaker (1999) reported an average of 

55 % mid parent heterosis for variety crosses and 105 % heterosis for inbred crosses in 

maize. 

In NWFP (Pakistan), majority of research work on maize crop has been carried out 

on agronomic and physiological aspects of maize breeding material. Little or no effort have 

been made to determine the genetic variability among genotypes for both the qualitative and 

quantitative characteristics in maize and there has been no evidence to partition genetic 

effects into its constituent components to explore the genetic potential of maize breeding 

material for long term breeding endeavours. The present study was therefore, undertaken to: 

  

i. elucidate the pattern of inheritance for yield and yield associated traits in two contrast 

groups of sub-tropical maize inbred lines used in breeding program of NWFP. 

ii. determine the relative magnitude of various genetic effects in these maize populations. 

iii. calculate broad and narrow sense heritability estimates. 

iv.  quantify the magnitude of mid-parent and better-parent heterosis. 

v. measure the co-efficient for phenotypic and genetic correlations in various generation 

means. 

vi. ascertain the best hybrid combination(s) for commercial cultivation in maize growing 

belt of NWFP. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 Manifestation of genetic parameters like gene action and interaction, genetic and 

phenotypic correlations, broad and narrow-sense heritability and heterosis of both types i.e. 

mid-parent and better-parent, of quantitative characters is very essential for a sound and 

successful breeding program.  Generation means analysis is a tool for the estimation of 

various genetic effects {additive, dominance and epistasis (additive-by-additive, additive-

by-dominance and dominance-by-dominance)} in quantitatively inhrited traits. Plant 

breeders search for the exploitation of additive gene action in a quantitatively inherited yield 

related trait with high heritability in narrow sense accompanied with high additive genetic 

correlation of positive nature as well as high heterotic pattern for long term improvement in 

the material under study. Commendable research work on maize for these genetic 

parameters has been conducted by several researchers, however, some most related and 

limited literature is reviewed here to discuss and support the present study.  

 

2.1 Gene action 

 The knowledge about the magnitude and behavior of genetic components for 

quantitative character being envisaged is very essential for a plant breeder since gene action 

and effects are key factors for understanding the inheritance of quantitative traits. 

Quantitative traits are usually considered to be controlled by multiple genes and are 

considerably influenced with the interaction of environment. Generation means analysis 

(GMA), can be utilized to study the pattern and magnitude of genetic variation present in a 

breeding population as well as obtain valuable preliminary information about the genetic 

mechanism involved in the expression of a plant trait. GMA involves the estimation of the 

magnitude of various genetic effects (additive, dominance and epistatic). The estimation of 

genetic effects can help the plant breeder to decide the breeding procedures appropriate for 

the improvement of quantitative traits. A number of researchers have studied the mode of 

gene action in maize through the pattern of diallel crossing techniques, but studies on the 

inheritance pattern of genes through generation means analysis (GMA) in maize are meager. 

Information about gene action in maize through GMA is albeit dearth through out the world, 
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however, a few worthwhile research works of the previous researchers is summarized here 

to support the present study. 

 Gamble (1962a and 1962b) studied quantitatively inherited traits in maize. His 

results showed that dominance effects were relatively more important in explaining the 

inheritance of plant height and ear length. He also stated that out of three epistatic effects, 

the dominance x dominance epistatic effects were relatively more important for kernel row 

number, ear diameter and seed weight. 

 Darrah and Hallauer (1972) categorized 22 maize inbred lines into four types (first 

cycle, 2nd cycle, good and poor) with seven in each type. Each group of 7 lines was crossed 

in partial diallel fashion to make 21 F1 hybrids. Nine generations (P1, P2, F1, F2, F3, BC1, 

BC2, BS1 and BS2) were developed for each group of seven inbred lines. A total of 90 

entries, including 84 generations and 6 check inbred lines were evaluated at random 

locations in a 9 x10 simple rectangular lattice design. They observed dominance effects of 

genes for days to silk, plant height, ear height, kernel row number, ear length, ear diameter, 

300 kernel weights and grain yield. 

 Kassem et al. (1978a and 1978b) evaluated some maize populations and concluded 

that additive effects were more important for silking, while for tasselling, ear height, ear 

length and grain yield, the additive x dominance effects were predominant. They also 

specified from their study that additive x additive and dominance x dominance epistatic 

effects played major role in the inheritance of plant height and ear diameter. McConnell and 

Gardner (1979) evaluated six pioneers inbreds, three warm-season (W) and three cool-

season (C), their 15 F1 hybrids, 15 F2s and 30 backcross populations during 1976 and 1977 

in a randomized complete block design with three replications at each location. They 

observed significant difference among genotypes within inbreds, F2 and backcross 

generations for grain yield, while variation among F1s was found non-significant, but still F1 

hybrids obtained from crosses among warm x warm inbred lines produced the highest grain 

yield followed by cool x warm and cool x cool crosses, respectively. They concluded that 

although some epistatic gene effects were detected, grain yield in the specific group of 

parents studied was controlled by additive and dominance gene effects. Hallauer and 

Miranda (1988) reported relative importance of additive and dominance effects in maize for 

plant and ear heights, number of ear plant-1, kernel rows number, kernel weight, kernel 
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depth, cob diameter, ear length and ear diameter. Tarutina et al. (1991) found that additive 

and dominance gene actions were predominant over non-additive gene action for grains  

row-1 while estimating genetic basis of variation in various maize hybrids.  

Maize inbred lines were crossed in a complete diallel fashion and evaluated by 

Gridiharan et al. (1996) to estimate genetic components. They reported the presence of both 

additive as well as non-additive gene actions in the inheritance of grain yield plant-1. Ismail 

(1996) also reported that grain yield plant-1 was due to the presence of maximum dominant 

genes in the inbred lines while evaluating F1 maize hybrids derived from 7 inbred lines. 

Perez-Velasquez et al. (1996) used five elite maize inbred lines to develop diallel crosses 

with all possible combinations. The evaluation of these crosses revealed that grain rows   

ear-1, 100-grain weight and grain yield plant-1 were seemed to be governed by dominance 

genes while additive type of gene action was more important in the inheritance of number of 

grains row-1. 

Frank and Hallauer (1997) crossed two maize inbred lines, A and B having twin-ear 

characteristics (prolificacy), with B79 and Mo17 and evaluated their progenies for 

penetrance and expressivity. They observed that additive and dominance effects for 

penetrance were adequate in explaining the variation of genetic effects for A x B79, A x 

MO17, B x B79 and B x MO17 because the additive and dominance model accounted for 

96%, 94% and 95% of the total variation in genetic effects, respectively. All the four crosses 

had positive additive effects and estimates of negative dominance effects for penetrance that 

were significant and unique due to relative unimportance of the epistatic effects.  

With studying the inheritance of anthesis silking interval (ASI) through generation 

means analysis using eight maize inbred lines, Hema et al. (2001) concluded that recessive 

genes controlled the inheritance of interval between anthesis and silking with prominent 

additive effects genes. Amer et al. (2002) studied the combining ability among eight maize 

inbred lines and their top cross progenies, using line x tester analysis during 2000-01 in 

Egypt. They observed that additive genetic variance was predominant in the inheritance of 

days taken to silk, plant height, ear height, number of kernel rows ear-1, ear diameter and 

100-grain weight while kernels row-1 and grain yield were under the control of non-additive 

genetic variance. 
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Kumar et al. (2002) observed preponderance of non-additive gene action for grain 

yield and of additive gene action for plant height, protein and oil contents while conducting 

the combining ability analysis of single cross hybrids, among ten parental inbred lines of 

maize. Six inbred lines of maize i.e., B-46, CML-3, EX-285, SYP-24, TZMi-1102 and WF-9 

were crossed in a diallel fashion (Saleem et al., 2002). They evaluated these lines and their 

single crosses including reciprocals in randomized complete block design with three 

replications. They concluded that number of days taken to tasselling, number of kernel rows 

ear-1, number of kernels row-1, 100-grain weight and grain yield plant-1 were controlled by 

over dominance type of gene action, while number of days taken to silking showed partial 

dominance. 

Gene action and combining ability in maize inbred lines were studied by Shanthi et 

al. (2002) for grain yield, protein content and oil content and reported that inheritance of 

these three parameters was governed by non-additive gene action. Half diallel crosses 

among six tropical maize inbred lines evaluated for gene action (Zehui et al., 2002) 

indicated preponderance of both additive and non-additive genetic components in the 

inheritance of grain yield. 

Hinze and Lamkey (2003) crossed five maize diverse inbreds in a diallel mating 

design to produce 10 F1 hybrids, F2, BC1 and BC2 generations in each group. Significant 

tester effects and generation while non-significant tester x generation effects were observed. 

They noticed that five out of 40 testcrosses had significant epistatic effect for grain yield. 

Evaluating single cross hybrids derived from 12 x 12 half diallel crosses among 

selected inbred lines at two locations at University Putra Malaysia, Sujiprihati et al. (2003) 

observed that non-additive gene action played a significant role in the inheritance of days to 

tasselling, days to silking, days to maturity, plant height, ear height, ear weight, ear length, 

ear diameter, grain weight ear-1, kernel rows ear-1, number of kernels row-1, 100-grain 

weight, shelling percentage and grain yield. Further these traits exhibited low estimates of 

narrow sense heritability at both the locations. 

A set of 54 top cross hybrids derived from 18 white grain maize inbred lines with 

three testers, was grown along with two local checks for evaluation (Amer, 2004). It was 

observed that days to 50% silking, plant height, number of kernel rows ear-1, number of 

kernels row-1, 100-grain weight and grain yield were controlled by additive type of gene 
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action. Devi and Prodhan (2004) studied the inheritance of various plant traits while 

evaluating 54 testcross maize hybrids along with 21 parental lines using line x tester design. 

They reported that additive gene action was obvious in the inheritance of days to silking, ear 

length, kernel rows ear-1 and grain yield, while non additive gene action was responsible for 

the inheritance of ear diameter and 100-grain weight. 

Mousa (2004) collected information from evaluation of 54 combinations derived 

from 27 newly developed white maize inbred lines by crossing with two tester lines. He 

found that additive type of gene action was predominated in the inheritance of ear height, 

ear diameter and number of kernel rows ear-1. He also observed preponderance of non-

additive gene action for the inheritance of days to silking, plant height, ear length, number of 

kernels row-1, 100-grain weight and grain yield. Nine maize inbred lines and their diallel 

crosses were evaluated for inheritance study of various parameters (Prakash et al., 2004). 

They concluded that additive type of gene action was important for days to 50% tasselling, 

ear height and number of grain rows ear-1, while non-additive gene action played a major 

role in the inheritance of plant height, ear length, number of kernels row-1, 500 kernel weight 

and grain yield. Unay et al. (2004) investigated half diallel crosses among 9 inbred parental 

lines of maize along with a commercial check hybrid. They concluded that grain yield was 

under the dominance gene effects as dominance variance (H1) and corrected dominance 

variance (H2) were significantly different from zero. 

For studying the nature of gene action, Kumar et al. (2005) crossed seven white 

maize inbred lines in a diallel fashion which revealed the presence of over dominance gene 

action for days to 50% silking, plant height, ear height, 100-grain weight, ear weight, 

number of rows ear-1 and grain yield plant-1 while for ear length non-additive gene action 

was seemed to be important in the material studied. Lee et al. (2005) obtained 12 F1 hybrids 

by mating three male and four female inbred lines of maize using a North Carolina Design II 

and evaluated these crosses at Ontario from 2000 to 2002. They concluded that grain yield 

was controlled by additive gene effects and that grain yield was consequently the product of 

dry matter accumulation (DMA) at maturity and harvest index. 

Leon et al. (2005) studied 194 F3 families as a mapping population, obtained from a 

cross of the maize inbred A 679 with a single highly prolific S1 plant derived from CG (MP) 

after 23 cycles of selection for prolificacy. They found that no additive-by-additive 
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interactions were obvious for any trait, however, additive-by-dominance interactions were 

detected for total number of ears plant-1, number of ears on the main stalk, main stalk total 

length (plant height), upper most lateral branch length and position of the lower most ear on 

the main stalk (ear height). 

Six generations (P1, P2, F1, F2, BC1 and BC2) were developed from crosses of four 

elite European flint maize inbred lines which were evaluated with their testcrosses and 

synthetic populations in four environments (Mehaljevic et al., 2005). They observed that 

epistasis is of minor importance for grain yield and grain moisture contents. Tabassum and 

Saleem (2005) formed diallel crosses among eight promising maize inbred lines and 

analyzed these crosses to study the inheritance pattern for yield and yield association traits. 

The study revealed that the expression of leaf area plant-1, 1000-grain weight and grain yield 

plant-1 was mainly governed by over dominance type of gene action, while for plant height 

the importance of additive gene effects was prevalent. 

Appunu et al. (2006) studied 10 x 10 half diallel maize crosses for yield components 

and some morphological plant traits and concluded that additive and non-additive gene 

actions were important for all the traits studied with predominant action of non-additive 

gene effects. One hundred two F1 testcross progenies and their F2 generations derived from 

34 female lines and 3 male testers were planted to study the inheritance in some traits of 

maize (Atanaw et al., 2006). They noticed that additive gene action was important in the 

inheritance of days to 50% tasselling and days to 50% silking. Prevalence of non-additive 

gene action was also observed for days to 50% husk browning and grain yield. Azizi et al. 

(2006) used six generations (P1, P2, F1, F2, BC1 and BC2) to determine genetic parameters 

for yield and yield attributes in maize through generation means analysis. Preponderance of 

both additive and dominance effects was observed for most of the characters studied but the 

dominance effects had a pronounced expression in the inheritance of those traits. 

A total of 48 maize hybrids were evaluated in a square lattice design to investigate 

the inheritance of various plant traits by Bujak et al. (2006). It was observed that additive 

gene action was obvious to control the inheritance of plant height, ear length and number of 

kernel rows ear-1. They also found that number of grains ear-1 was controlled by both the 

additive and non additive gene actions. From a study of line x tester analysis in maize, the 

results of Chattopadhyay and Dhiman (2006) revealed the presence of additive gene action 
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for plant height, maturity and prolificacy. They further reported preponderance of both the 

additive and non additive genetic effects in the inheritance of cob size (ear length), cob 

weight (ear diameter), number of grains ear-1 and grain weight. 

A set of seven diverse maize inbred lines possessing the drought tolerance were 

crossed in a partial diallel mating design and evaluated these crosses to find out the 

inheritance of grain yield and its associated traits. Kumar et al. (2006) revealed that 

preponderance of both additive and non additive gene action was obvious in governing the 

inheritance of ear length, ear diameter, number of grains ear-1 row, number of grain rows 

ear-1, 100-grain weight and grain yield plant-1. Meseka et al. (2006) evaluated 96 maize 

hybrids developed from 24 inbred using design II mating scheme to determine gene action. 

The hybrids and their parents were planted under low and high nitrogen levels side by side 

in separate experiments at one location during moon soon season for two years. They 

observed that non-additive genetic effects were predominated over additive genetic effects 

in governing the inheritance of grain yield under low nitrogen level. 

Ravikant et al. (2006) planted six generations of maize i.e., P1, P2, F1, F2, BC1 and 

BC2 to study the nature and magnitude of gene action for yield and yield contributed traits 

using generation means analysis techniques. It was revealed from their study that most of the 

characters were controlled by additive type of gene action. They further added that shelling 

percentage, grain yield plant-1 and some other traits were governed by duplicate epistatic 

genetic effects. Sofi et al. (2006) investigated six generations in maize crosses (P1, P2, F1, F2, 

BC1 and BC2) to determine type of gene action and interaction  and linkage relationship 

between genes for yield and its components through generation means analysis. They found 

preponderance of non-additive gene action for the expression of most of the traits studied 

except for days to 50% husk browning (maturity) and 100-grain weight which exhibited the 

prevalence of additive type of gene action. Sofi and Rather (2006) studied inheritance of 

various plant parameters during evaluation of different maize crosses along with parental 

lines and testers, using line x tester analysis procedures. They depicted predominance of non 

additive gene action for most of the traits studied. 

Ten female and three male inbred lines in maize were crossed together using line x 

tester analysis and evaluated by Ali et al. (2007) to study the inheritance pattern of some 

quantitative traits. They concluded that non-additive variance was dominant in the 
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expression of 100-grain weight, ear length, ear diameter and grain yield. Ma et al. (2007) 

conducted study on 294 recombinant inbred lines (RIL) of maize in china to investigate the 

genetic basis of yield and yield related traits. They observed that both additive and epistatic 

(additive x additive) gene effects played important role in the genetic control of yield and 

yield components. They further found that only 30.4% main effect of quantitative trait loci 

(QTL) for ear length was involved in epistasis from which it can be concluded that many 

loci in epistasis may not have significant effects for character alone but may affect the 

character expression by epistasis with the other loci. 

Singh and Roy (2007) used eight diverse maize inbred lines to develop partial diallel 

crosses to study the genetic pattern for various plant parameters. Days to 75% tasselling, 

days to 75% silking, ear length, ear diameter, number of grain rows ear-1 and grain yield 

plant-1 revealed non-additive gene action in their inheritance, while plant height and days to 

maturity were governed by the additive type of gene effects. Wardyn et al. (2007) estimated 

covariance components for inbreds relative to maize synthetic BSCBI (R) C13. Previous 

estimates of covariance parameters have been used to explain the ineffectiveness of inbred 

progeny selection in the stiff-stalk population BS 13. They found that the dominance 

variance was larger than the additive variance only for grain yield, whereas the additive 

variance was larger than the dominance variance for all other traits. 

 

2.2 Heritability 

 It is suggested that heritability of a quantitative trait is one of its important 

characteristics (Falconer, 1981). Heritability in narrow sense is the most important genetic 

parameter to plant breeders because the effectiveness of selection depends on the additive 

portion of the genetic variance in relation to the total variance (Falconer and Machay, 1996). 

An increased h2
 (NS) estimate indicates that the character investigated is simply inherited, 

while a low estimate shows that the character is less heritable because high number of genes 

is involved in the control of that character (Suzuki et al., 1981). A number of investigators 

through out the world have described heritability in maize. However, some worthwhile and 

finite literature reported by earlier researchers is reviewed here to support the present study. 

 In an experiment on maize conducted by El-Hosary (1989), the estimates of 

heritability recorded were 23.5% for grain rows ear-1 and 67.1% for grain yield. During 
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evaluation of 400 full sib progenies of maize in a trial, high level of heritability was noticed 

for grain yield (67%) while number of grains row-1 exhibited low level (Singh et al., 1989). 

Singh et al. (1989) evaluated 100 maize entries consisting of 10 parental varieties, 45 F1 

partial diallel crosses and 45 F2 generations and observed high heritability estimates for leaf 

area and grain weight.  

 Twenty one maize genotypes were evaluated by Debnath and Khan (1991) to study 

heritability, variability and genetic advance for days to silk, plant height, ear height, ear 

length, ear diameter, kernel rows ear-1, number of kernels row-1, 1000-grain weight and grain 

yield. They observed high heritability estimates for days to silk, plant height, ear height and 

1000-grain weight, moderate levels for ear diameter and number of kernels row-1, and low 

estimates of heritability for ear length, kernel rows ear-1 and grain yield. 

 Aulicino and Magoja (1992) measured 9 agronomic characters in the parents, F1s, 

F2s and backcross generations of crosses between 7 red flint maize inbreds as female and 

Gaspe as male parent. They found that some ear and plant traits were positively correlated 

with earliness of tasselling and had high estimates of heritability. Alika (1994) calculated 

high heritability estimates for kernel weight and kernel yield while evaluating half–sib 

families, derived from an unimproved land race of maize. Observation recorded on 36 maize 

genotypes of diverse genetic back ground on 10 yield components grown in Tadony during 

1989, Singh et al. (1995) reported high heritability estimates for days to flowering, plant 

height and 100- grain weight. 

 Heritability was estimated in some open pollinated maize population for various 

agronomic traits (Malvar et at., 1996). They reported that ear and kernel traits had high 

heritability values indicating good potential in these traits for improvement through an 

intrapopulation selection scheme. During evaluation of 8 maize hybrids in 1993-94 in the 

Antalya- Manavgat region, Tusuz and Balabanli (1997) observed high heritability estimates 

(h2
BS) for days to 50% silking (0.93) and low for plant height (0.12), ear height (0.31), 

moisture percentage at harvest (0.03) and grain yield (0.06). 

 Aziz et al. (1998) evaluated 15 maize single cross hybrids developed from six inbred 

lines (20P-2, N-84, A-556, OH 54-38, WM 13-RA and K-55) for heritability and correlation 

estimates. They observed high heritability estimates for plant height, number of kernels  

row-1, 100- grain weight and grain yield and also noticed that these traits had positive and 
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significant relationship among each other. Based on positive relation and high heritability 

estimates for these traits, they suggested that improvement in grain yield can be achieved by 

using these traits as selection criteria. 

 By evaluation of 400 families of maize selected from F2 and F2 Syn10 derived in 

various stages from cross between B-73 X Mo 17 in a 16 column x 25 row alpha lattice 

design at Iowa State University Farm during 1997, Cook (1998) estimated higher heritability 

values in F2 Syn10 than F2 for yield, grain moisture, plant height, days to 50% anthesis and 

days to 50% silking and concluded that random mating did not significantly influence 

heritability estimates in this population. 

 Benjamin (2001) studied 13 reciprocal full-sib recurrent selection cycles in two 

maize populations, BS10 and BS11 in a 8 x 8 simple lattice on 9 locations, in Iowa and one 

location in Nebraska State of USA during 2001. Relatively high estimates of heritability 

were observed in both the populations for days to mid-anthesis, days to mid-silk, plant 

height, ear height, grain moisture percentage and grain yield. 

 A series of tropical maize hybrids, involving 10 single, 4 double and 4 three-way 

crosses, were examined along with their parental inbred lines and three local varieties as 

check entries at University Putra Malaysia, Serdang, Malaysia by Saleh et al. (2002). Broad 

sense heritability estimates varied with characters, Moderate heritability estimates were 

observed for grain yield indicating a substantial amount of genetic variation in the hybrids. 

They further added that low and negligible heritability estimates for days to silking and 100-

grain weight indicated that these traits were highly influenced by environmental factors. 

They concluded that non obvious differences were seen in performance among the three 

categories of hybrids, the single, double and three-way crosses. 

 In a series of 21 different experiments conducted during 1989 and 1999 at several 

locations in typical maize growing regions of Germany and France on 48 to 144 entries 

derived from maize inbred lines of dent and flint gene pools in various combinations under 

low and high nitrogen levels, Presterl et al. (2003) observed moderate to high levels of 

heritability for grain yield and grain dry matter content under both the low nitrogen (LN) 

and high nitrogen (HN) levels in all the experiments. The estimates of heritability ranged 

from 35.9% to 94.1% under low nitrogen level while under high nitrogen level, it varied 

from 40.7% to 88.0%. 
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 A total of 66 cross combinations obtained from crossing among 12 selected maize 

inbred lines in a partial diallel mating procedure by Sujiprihati et al. (2003) were evaluated 

in two locations in a randomized complete block design (RCBD) in Malaysia. They 

observed heritability estimates of 0.3-54.0% for gain yield and number of kernel rows ear-1 

at one location (Field 2) while a range of 0.3 to 36.7% was observed for ear length and 

number of kernel rows ear-1, respectively at the other location (Share Farm). 

 In a study of interrelationship among grain yield and its components in 49 maize 

hybrids and 14 parental lines, Rafique et al. (2004) observed heritability estimates higher 

than 80% for plant height, ear height, ear length, ear diameter, kernels row-1 and grain yield. 

Nine maize inbred lines were crossed in a 9 x 9 diallel fashion to obtain 36 F1 populations in 

2000 (Unay et al., 2004). These 36 F1s, 9 parental inbred lines and a commercial hybrid 

(Tieter) were evaluated at the Agriculture Faculty Experiment Station, Adnan Menderes 

University Andin, Turkey in 4 replications during 2001. They observed heritability estimate 

for grain yield in broad sense (0.97) and in narrow sense (0.24) from their study. 

 Beyene (2005) evaluated 180 maize accessions collected from Northern, Southern 

and Western high lands of Ethiopia in a randomized complete block design during 2002 at 

Alemaya University, Ethiopia. He observed heritability estimates of high levels for days to 

tasselling (78.5%), days to silking (77.8%), plant height (70.1), number of leaves plant-1 

(86.9%), days to maturity (84.1%) and kernels row-1 (69.5%), moderate for ear height 

(53.0%), leaf length (45.8%) ear diameter (44.7%) and kernel rows ear-1 (46.4), while low 

levels of 17.0%, 17.7%, 18.1% and 21.6%, respectively for grain yield, leaf width, 1000-

seed weight and ear length. 

 High levels of heritability estimates of 96.8%, 98.5%, 94.5%, 97.2%, 89.4%, 97.0%, 

98.8%, 88.1%, 99.2% and 98.7% were observed, respectively for days to 50% flowering, 

days to 50% silking, plant height, ear height, number of kernel rows ear-1, number of kernels 

row-1, number kernels ear-1, 100-seed weight, grain yield and shelling percentage in a set of 

47 diverse maize genotypes collected from CIMMYT,  Mexico (Sumathi et al., 2005). 

 Two hundred and thirty four F2 families derived from the cross X178(P1) X B73 (P2) 

were evaluated along with their parents for drought response in Shanxi province in China 

during the dry summer season in 2002 (Xiao et al., 2005). These families were evaluated in 

a randomized complete block design with two replications under well water (WW) and 
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water stress (WS) regimes. They observed high estimates of heritability under well water 

(WW) regime as compared to water stress (WS) regime for ear weight, kernel weight ear-1, 

kernel numbers ear-1, 100-kernel weight and grain yield. The estimates of heritability ranged 

from 0.49 – 0.71 and 0.31 – 0.64, respectively under well water (WW) and water stress 

(WS) regimes. 

 Abdelmula and Sabiel (2007) estimated genetic parameters including heritability in 

15 maize genotypes during evaluation at two locations in Sudan (Khartoum and Wad 

Medani). They observed moderate levels of heritability estimates for days to 95% anthesis 

(26%), leaf area index (27%), days to 95% silking (29%), stem diameter (36%), grain yield 

(40%), number of leaves plant-1 (41%) and plant height (56%). 

 Twenty diverse maize cultivars obtained from various locations within the Ekiti State 

were evaluated at Teaching and Research Farm, University of Ado-Ekiti, Nigeria for various 

plant traits (Salami et al., 2007). They estimated low levels of heritability in broad sense for 

days to 50% anthesis, days to 50% silking (0.20), plant height (0.35) and grain yield (0.24). 

From these low levels of heritability they noticed that perhaps the heritability estimates 

would have been improved if the evaluation had been conducted in multiple environments. 

 Lorenzana and Bernardo (2008) tested maize test crosses of 119 intermated B73 x 

Mo17 recombinant inbreds in organic and conventional systems in both Waseca and 

Lamberton, MN, in 2006. They observed that the organic production system exhibited lower 

heritability for grain yield and higher heritability for root lodging, stay green character and 

ear height. They suggested that high yielding cultivars for organic systems can be developed 

largely by screening conventional inbreds and hybrids for their performance under organic 

systems. 

 

2.3 Correlation  

 Association among plant traits is of immense importance to plant breeders for a 

successful breeding program. Substantial additive genetic association among quantitative 

traits is very essential for an efficient breeding program to improve maize crop. According 

to Vencovsky and Barriga (1992), association between traits is important to deal with any 

crop breeding program as genetic change in a given trait may change positively or 

negatively other trait simultaneously. In addition, in most breeding programs the strategy is 
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based on selection for several traits simultaneously and, therefore, knowledge on the genetic 

association between traits is inevitably useful for the establishment of selection criteria. The 

basic causes of genetic correlation are pleiotropy and/or linkage disequilibrium (Falconer, 

1964; Hallauer and Miranda Filho, 1995). Commendable research has been conducted on 

maize to study genotypic and phenotypic relationship among yield and yield associated traits 

and sufficient literature is available. The most relevant literature on genetic and phenotypic 

correlations among plant traits in maize reported by earlier scientists is presented here to 

discuss the present investigations.  

  Saha and Mukherjee (1985) studied a set of crosses among sex heterozygous 

genotypes and found that grain yield was correlated with grains ear-1, grains row-1 and 100-

grain weight, but ear length was not correlated with grains ear-1 and 100-grain weight. Five 

maize composites including local check were tested by Khan (1986) under traditional and 

recommended cultural practices at two locations for grain yield and green and dry fodder 

production. He observed highly significant and positive association of both the grain and 

stover yield at both the locations with days to 50 % silking, leaf area, leaf area index, 100-

kernel weight and plant height.  

Parh et al. (1988) observed positive and significant correlation of yield plant-1 with 

days to silking, days to maturity, plant height and ear height in 19 exotic open pollinated 

maize varieties. Farhatullah (1989) in separate experiments on maize found that grain yield 

was positively and significantly correlated with days to tasselling, days to silking, days to 

maturity, plant height, number of kernel rows ear-1, number of kernels row-1 and 100-grain 

weight.  

High positive correlation calculated between days to flowering and plant height and 

ear length (Malvar et al., 1990). Similarly positive and significant association between grain 

yield and plant height, ear length and ear diameter, grain yield and number of kernel rows 

ear-1, number of kernels row-1 and 100-grain weight were reported in maize (Iqbal, 1990).  

Debnath and Khan (1991) computed positive and significant genotypic correlation of 

grain yield with days to silk, plant height, ear height, ear diameter and 1000-kernel weight in 

maize. They also observed positive and significant association of plant height with days to 

silk, ear height and ear diameter, ear length with ear height and number of kernels row-1 and 

between ear diameter and 1000 kernel weight. Dwyer et al. (1991) observed positive and 
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significant association between leaf area index and grain yield in maize. Positive correlation 

of grain yield per plant was reported by Jadhav et al. (1991) with plant height and ear weight 

in maize. Quang and Szundy (1991) studied yield and six of its components in 18 S2 families 

and their hybrids from crosses with two unrelated testers in maize and observed that grain 

yield was correlated with ear length and number of grains row-1 in S2 families . Spanner et 

al. (1992) studied 43 topcross hybrids of quality protein maize and observed that grain yield 

showed significant positive correlation with days to 50% silking and 1000 grain weight. 

Khalid (1993) while working on six local and exotic inbred lines of maize found that 

grain yield plant-1 was positively correlated with plant height, number of kernel rows ea-1, 

ear length, ear diameter and 100-grain weight, whereas yield was negatively correlated with 

number of kernels row-1.  

High genetic correlations (0.81) between plant height and ear height in maize were 

reported by Hallauer and Miranda Filho (1995). Sathyanarayana (1995) calculated 

phenotypic and genotypic correlation values for 10 yield and disease related characters in 10 

parents and their 45 F1 hybrids. It was observed that grain yield was positively and 

significantly correlated with kernels row-1, kernels rows ear-1, ear length, ear girth and 100-

kernel weight. Thirty six maize genotypes of diverse genetic background were evaluated for 

ten yield components in Tadony during 1989 (Singh et al., 1995). They reported highly 

significant correlation of positive nature between yield and grains row-1. Betran and Hallauer 

(1996) reported that grain yield had positive genotypic correlation with grain moisture 

content, plant height and ear height.  

Ghorasani et al. (1997) tested maize F1 hybrids derived from 40 female inbreds with 

two male testers and found that plant height, ear height, leaf area, ear length, ear diameter 

and kernel rows showed positive and significant correlations with mean yield of inbred lines 

and their hybrids. They also noted that yield of inbred lines had positive and significant 

correlations with leaf length and 1000- kernel weight. The positive and significant 

correlation of grain yield (kg ha-1) with leaf area index and plant height was reported by 

Nyuetta and Cross (1997). In evaluation of 8 maize hybrids during 1993-94 in the Antalya-

Manavgat region, Tusuz and Balabanli (1997) reported significant correlation of positive 

nature for yield with days to 50% silking, plant height, ear height and grain moisture 

percentage at harvest.  
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Positive and significant correlations of grain yield in maize were reported with 

kernel weight, ear length and ear diameter both at genotypic and phenotypic levels (Austin 

and Lee, 1998). Aziz et al. (1998) examined maize inbred lines and their F1 hybrids and 

observed that 100-grain weight was positively and significantly correlated with grain yield 

plant-1 while with ear diameter it was positive but non significant. It was also observed that 

grain yield showed negative correlation with ear length and number of kernel rows ear-1.  

Nawar et al. (1998) conducted two separate experiments on maize inbred lines and 

hybrids and observed that grain yield was positively and significantly correlated with plant 

and ear height, while significant but negative association of yield was observed with days to 

silking. Khatun et al. (1999) found that grain yield plant-1 was positively and significantly 

correlated with 1000-grain weight and number of kernels row-1.  

Edmeades et al. (2000) reported that the decrease in grain yield of corn under 

drought stress is associated with the asynchrony between male and female flowering (ASI). 

Significant and positive phenotypic as well as genetic correlations were observed between 

most of the characters studied (plant height vs grain yield, silk emergence vs grain moisture, 

plant height and ear height) in maize population BS11 by Guzman and Lamkey (2000).  

Miranda and Andrade (2000) reported estimates of additive genetic and phenotypic 

correlation co-efficients of 0.84 and 0.80 between plant height and ear height in the base 

population ESALQ-PB1 of maize. Significant and positive association of yield in maize was 

reported with all characters except days to 50% silking. The rank of correlation observed in 

another study in maize from high to low was plant height, 100-grain weight and number of 

kernels ear-1, respectively (Umakanth et al., 2000). 

Brandolini and Brandolini (2001) worked on 562 maize accessions from Italy and 

observed a positive and significant correlation of ear diameter with row number, 1000-

kernel weight, plant height and flag leaf area. They further added that 1000-kernel weight 

also exhibited positive and significant correlation with most of the above characters. 

Significant and positive correlation of grain weight with 50 kernel weight, plant height and 

ear height was also reported by Carvalho et al. (2001). Devi et al. (2001) observed positive 

and significant genotypic and phenotypic associations in 69 hybrids of maize for grain yield 

with kernels ear-1, kernels row-1 and 100-grain weight. 
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High positive correlation was observed between plant height and ear height and ear 

weight with plant and ear heights in 921 full-sib maize progenies (Farias and Miranda, 

2001). Grain yield in a synthetic maize population 316P02 exhibited highly significant 

additive genetic correlation with ear diameter (ra= 0.427**), kernels row-1 (ra= 0.643**) and 

ear height (ra= 0.871**) as reported by Vasic et al. (2001). Highly significant and positive 

correlation between ear length and row number was also observed in 10 sugary-1 sweet corn 

lines (Voichita, 2001). 

Ahmad and Salim (2003) studied maize hybrids derived from six inbred lines and 

found that there was a positive and significant correlation between plant height, kernel rows 

ear-1, kernels row-1 and 1000-kernel weight with grain yield. Due to positive and significant 

association of kernels row-1, 1000-kernel weight, ear length and kernel rows ear-1 with grain 

yield, these were considered as the major yield contributing components (Alvi et al., 2003). 

 In a series of 21 different experiments conducted during 1989 and 1990 at several 

locations in typical maize growing regions of Germany and France on 48 to 144 entries 

derived from maize inbred lines of dent and flint gene pool in various combinations under 

low and high nitrogen levels, Presterl et al. (2003) observed that positive and significant 

correlation of both the types (genotypic and phenotypic) were common between high and 

low nitrogen levels for grain yield and grain dry matter content in all the experiments.    

         Sujirihati et al. (2003) evaluated single crosses derived from (12 x 12) half diallel 

crosses in maize inbred lines and observed positive and significant correlation of grain yield 

combined and or individual location analysis with plant and ear height, ear weight, ear 

length, ear diameter, number of kernels row-1 and 100-grain weight while it was positive but 

non significant with kernel rows ear-1 and shelling percentage. The relationship of yield was 

significant but negative with maturity characteristics (days to tasselling, days to silking and 

days to maturity). Plant height and ear height showed highly significant and positive 

correlation with almost all the characters studied. They also added that flowering 

characteristics were negatively correlated with ear characteristics and shelling percentage. 

The relationship among ear characteristics remained positive. 

Strong correlation of yield was observed in F1 hybrids and parental lines of maize for 

yield attributes viz: plant height, ear height, ear diameter, ear length, grain rows ear-1 and 

shelling percentage (Kadubiee and Kurianta, 2004) and Rafique et al. (2004). 
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Beyene (2005) studied 180 maize accessions from Ethiopia and observed that yield 

per hectare was positively and significantly correlated with ear diameter, ear length, kernels 

row-1, kernel rows ear-1 and 1000-grain weight at both the genotypic and phenotypic levels. 

Grain yield was significantly but negatively correlated with days to tasselling, days to 

silking, plant height, ear height, leaf length, leaf width and days to maturity in this study. 

Positive and significant association of kernel yield with ear diameter and plant height was 

observed in 36 F1 hybrids of baby corn both at genotypic and phenotypic levels (Koner and 

Prodhan, 2005). 

Twenty six maize hybrids along with their parents were studied by Malik et al. 

(2005). They observed positive and significant genotypic correlation of plant height, leaf 

area and kernels row-1 with grain yield, while correlation was positive but non significant 

with kernel rows ear-1 and 100-kernel weight. Sumathi et al. (2005) studied 47 diverse maize 

genotypes collected from CIMMYT and observed that association of days to tasselling and 

days to silking was highly significant and positive. These flowering characteristics were 

positively and significantly related with plant height and 100- seed weight, while with grain 

yield, number of rows ear-1, number of kernels row-1 and number of kernels ear-1, the 

relationship recorded was negative. They observed positive and significant relationship of 

ear weight with kernel rows ear-1, kernels row-1 and grain yield while with 100-seed weight 

it was significant but negative. Furthermore, the relationship of grain yield plant-1 was 

significant and positive with all the yield associated traits except with 100-seed weight 

which was significant but negative. 

Two hundred and thirty four F2 maize families derived from the cross X178(P1) X 

B73 (P2) were evaluated along with their parents for drought response in Shanxi province of 

China during the dry summer season in 2002 (Xiao et al., 2005). These families were 

evaluated in a randomized complete block design with two replications under well water 

(WW) and water stress (WS) regimes. They observed highly significant and positive 

association of grain yield with kernel number ear-1, kernel weight ear-1, ear weight and ear 

number plant-1. Similarly kernel number ear-1 with kernel weight ear-1, ear weight and ear 

number plant-1 and between kernel weight ear-1 and ear weight under both the water stress 

and well water regimes. They also observed negative correlation of 100-kernel weight with 

kernel number ear-1 at both the regimes. 
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Sadek et al. (2006) studied five white maize inbred lines and six single crosses and 

observed that yield plant-1 was positively and highly significantly correlated with plant 

height, ear height, ear weight, ear length, ear diameter, number of kernels row-1, 100-kernel 

weight, leaf area plant-1 and leaf area index, however, kernel yield plant-1 was positively but 

not significantly correlated with number of rows ear-1 and days to 50% pollen shedding. 

They also observed that grain yield plant-1 was highly significantly and negatively correlated 

with days to 50% silking. 

Abdelmula and Sabiel (2007) conducted experiments on 15 maize genotypes 

collected from CIMMYT and observed that relationship between silking and anthesis, stem 

diameter and plant height and grain yield and leaf area index were significant  and positive, 

while grain yield and silking were significantly but negatively correlated with each other. 

Similarly negative but non significant association of grain yield with anthesis was also 

recorded. They also observed positive but non significant correlations of plant height with 

anthesis, silking and grain yield. 

 Twenty maize cultivars obtained from various locations within the Ekiti State were 

evaluated at Teaching and Research Farm, University of Ado-Ekiti, Nigeria for various plant 

traits (Salami et al., 2007). They observed positive and significant association between days 

to 50 % anthesis and days to 50 % silking, plant height and ear height, plant height and grain 

yield and between ear height and grain yield. They further noted that association among 

other characteristics was non significant either of positive or negative nature.  

Zaidi et al. (2007) studied association between line per se and hybrids performance 

under excessive soil moisture stress in tropical maize. Across moisture regimes, they 

observed that all morpho-physiological traits including plant height, days to 50% anthesis, 

days to 50% silking and plant maturity had positive and significant correlation with mid 

parent traits. 

Zeeshan (2007) conducted study on 30 single cross maize hybrids derived from the 

mating of 6 inbred lines at Agric. Univ. Faisal Abad during kharif, 2006. He observed that 

plant height was positively and significantly correlated both at genotypic and phenotypic 

levels with flag leaf area and 100-grain weight, although it was positive but non significant 

with ear diameter, kernel rows ear-1, kernels row-1 and grain yield plant-1 at both the levels. 

He also observed positive and significant association of grain yield with flag leaf area, 
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kernel rows ear-1, kernels ear-1 and 100-grain weight. Similar association of ear diameter was 

found with kernels row-1, 100-grain weight and grain yield. The association was positive but 

non significant among flag leaf area, kernels row-1 and ear diameter and between kernels 

row-1 and 100-grain weight. Negative association of significant and non significant 

magnitude between flag leaf area with 100-grain weight and kernel rows ear-1, ear diameter 

and kernel rows ear-1 and kernel rows ear-1 with kernels row-1 and 100-grain weight.   

Test crosses of 119 maize inbreds derived from intermating of B73 X Mo17 

recombinant inbreds were evaluated in organic and conventional systems in both Waseca 

and Lamberton, Minnesota in 2006 by Lorenzana and Bernado (2008). They observed 0.84 

genetic correlations for performance in the two production systems for grain yield, 0.90 for 

grain moisture, plant height and ear height. They suggested that high yielding cultivars for 

organic systems can be developed largely by screening conventional inbreds and hybrids for 

their performance under organic systems.  

 

2.4 Heterosis  

Heterosis is defined as the superiority of F1 over the parental mean (Unay et al., 

2004). According to Springer and Stupar (2007), heterosis refers to the phenomenon in 

which the hybrids F1 offspring exhibited phenotypic characteristics that are superior to the 

mean of the two parents (mid-parent heterosis), or the better of the two parents (better parent 

heterosis). Expression of high heterotic pattern in the F1 hybrid progeny is the ultimate aim 

of plant breeders in hybrid development program. Many researchers in the world have 

described exploitation of heterosis in maize, however, reports of some researchers are 

reviewed here to evaluate the present study. 

Beck et al. (1991) evaluated nine maize tropical and subtropical CIMMYT 

populations along with their diallel crosses and observed higher heterosis estimates for 

crosses than populations used as parents. Six tropical and 5 subtropical populations and their 

crosses after evaluation showed non-significant increase in the mean yield of crosses over 

tropical parents in tropical environments, however, the results showed high heterosis 

between tropical and subtropical germplasm under subtropical environments. They 

concluded that yield potential of subtropical populations can be improved by crossing them 

to tropical germplasm for subtropical environments. 
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 Rahman et al. (1994) observed positive heterosis estimates in maize for various traits 

and as low as 2.54 % to as high as 103.52% for adventitious roots and root dry weight, 

respectively. They concluded that positive estimates of percent heterosis indicated that F1 

plants generally had good root system characterized by the higher number of mesocotyle  

and lateral roots and greater root dry weight.  

 Dehghanpour et al. (1996) observed high mid parent heterosis estimates for grain 

yield in maize. Scapim et al. (1998) evaluated two sorghum crosses, their F2 and F3 

generations for several yield and quality characters. They observed positive heterosis 

estimates for dry matter and negative estimates for protein content in both the hybrids.  

 In crosses between broad base maize populations by Rezende and Souza (2000), a 

much lower expression of heterosis was indicated for grain yield, 6.05%, 7.38%, 8.50% and 

8.80%, respectively. Sheoran et al. (2000) evaluated six generations (P1, P2, F1, F2, BC1 and 

BC2) of a cross between two diverse parents in Pearl millet for plant height, girth and length 

of ear head, 1000-grain weight, days to flowering and grain yield. They observed positive 

and significant heterobeltiosis for all traits except for days to flowering.  

 Benjamim (2001) conducted experiment on 13 reciprocal full-sib recurrent selection 

cycles in two maize populations, BS10 and BS11, on one location in Nebraska and 9 

locations in Iowa States of USA during 2000 in an 8 x 8 simple lattice design. He observed 

the highest value of mid-parent (MPH) heterosis for grain yield (36.76% and 29.95%), for 

plant height (7.58% and 7.05%) and for ear height (13.01% and 12.4%), respectively for 

cycle 7. The highest magnitudes of MPH and HPH were exhibited in cycle 3 for grain 

moisture %age. For days to mid-anthesis and days to mid-silk, he reported MPH of -1.37 in 

cycle 7 and -1.64 in cycle 9, respectively, whereas -1.95 and -4.39 HPH for these two traits 

were observed for cycle 0. 

 High better parent heterosis was reported for yield and yield components in 90 maize 

hybrids derived from 10 x 10 diallel crosses (Geetha, 2001). He observed that hybrids 

exhibited maximum heterosis for grain yield plant-1, cob weight and number of grain rows 

cob-1. The highest value of heterosis (97.45%) over better parent was recorded for grain 

yield plant-1. 

 Iqbal et al. (2001) examined single cross maize hybrids including 4 local checks 

during summer, 1997 to test the combining ability and magnitude of heterosis among elite 
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maize inbred lines. They observed that hybrids exhibited heterosis in grain yield varying 

from 19 - 40% over the best check. They were also of the opinion that top yielding hybrids 

had desirable plant height of 132-166 cm range and similar in maturity with local check (97-

100 days). 

 During evaluation of 18 F1 hybrids along with three male testers and six female 

inbred lines in line x tester approach for yield and yield components by Kara (2001), it was 

observed that average heterosis was positive and significant for all the parameters except for 

days to tasselling. It was further noticed that hybrids yielded 79.8% above than that of 

parents yield. Mickelson et al. (2001) evaluated nine maize populations and their diallel 

crosses at five Mexico, Zimbabwe and U.S. locations and observed low to moderate levels 

of  high parent heterosis for grain yield.  

 Dicker and Tracy (2002) crossed six open pollinated varieties of sweet corn in a 

diallel fashion to study heterosis and moderate levels of mid-parent heterosis in plant height 

(9.0%), ear height (8.6%), ear length (12.9%) and 100-grain weight (10.0%). They further 

noticed that none of the hybrids exhibited earliness than the earliest parental lines as their 

magnitudes of heterosis for days to silking were of very small levels. To determine heterosis 

effects for grain yield in maize Koirala and Gurung (2002) studied 7 x 7 population diallel 

crosses and observed high parent heterosis for grain yield in maize of -17.8% to 23.9% 

among population crosses. 

 Eight inbred lines from diverse geographical regions of India were crossed in all 

possible pairs, and F1s were evaluated for yield and yield components in a replicated trial in 

two environments (Mohammadi et al., 2002). They observed that amount of heterosis for 

yield was higher than that for its components (100 grain weight and number of kernels     

ear-1). It further revealed the importance of over dominance gene action in maize for the 

expression of heterosis for yield and its components. 

 A series of tropical maize hybrids, involving 10 single, 4 double and 4 three-way 

crosses, were evaluated along with their parental inbred lines and three local varieties as 

checks by Saleh et al. (2002) at University Putra Malaysia, Serdang  Malaysia. The 

objectives of the study were to identify hybrids superior for yield, yield components and 

other agronomic traits. They observed high estimates of heterosis for grain yield, ear weight 

and grain weight ear-1, while moderate levels of heterosis for plant and ear heights, shelling 
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percentage, ear diameter, number of kernel rows ear-1, number of kernels ear-1 row and 100-

grain weight. They concluded that no obvious differences were observed in the performance 

among the three categories of hybrids, the single, double and three-way crosses from their 

study. 

Rasmussen (2003) intermated 12 improved maize populations including 8 US. Corn 

Belt populations and 4 adapted exotic populations and evaluated for both cultivar and among 

crosses agronomic performance. He observed that highest estimated mid-parent heterosis 

occurred in the BSSS (R) C14 (Reid yellow dent) x BSCBI (R) C14 (Landcaster Sure crop) 

cross (73%) with an average yield of 7.53 ha-1. 

A line x tester analysis was undertaken using 24 early maturity maize inbred lines of 

white grain color with three testers at three locations for yield and yield attributes, maturity 

and quality traits (Kaushik et al., 2004). They observed that 30 out of 72 crosses exhibited 

standard heterosis for grain yield plant-1. They also noticed that one cross (48 x T3) showed 

significant and commercially acceptable standard heterosis for grain yield plant-1 (17.24%) 

and reduced number of days to brown husk (-2.88%). 

Malik et al. (2004) tested partial diallel crosses of maize among 9 inbred lines of 

diverse genetic makeup to assess the heterotic relationship among parents for 11 quantitative 

traits. They observed high heterotic effects for days to pollen shedding, plant height, ear 

height, leaf area, number of grains row-1, 100-grain weight and grain yield. Hybrids NCML-

1082 x NCML-1083 was the highest yielding with 82.6% and 74.5% heterosis, relative to 

MP and HP, respectively. 

Tollenaar et al., (2004) examined 12 maize hybrids and their 7 parental inbred lines 

at Elora Research Station, ON, Canada from 2000 to 2002 in terms of grain yield and its 

component processes, dry matter accumulation (DMA) at maturity, and the partition of 

DMA to the grain (i.e., harvest index), as well as in terms of the physiological processes 

under lying those two components. They observed high levels of mid parent heterosis 

ranging from 85-167% for dry matter accumulation (DMA) and grain yield, respectively. 

Moderate levels of heterosis from 53-58% were exhibited, respectively by harvest index and 

dry matter accumulation (DMA) at 14 leaf stage. They further noticed that days to silking, 

days to maturity and ear m-2 showed negative heterosis of low levels, where as heterosis in 

1000 kernel weight, however, was of low level but with positive magnitude. 
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Maize populations derived from crosses among nine inbred lines were investigated 

for heterosis and combining ability by Unay et al. (2004). They observed that values for 

mid-parent heterosis were in the range of 46.11% to 573.12% for cross H96 x DNB and 

ALKD222 x A632, respectively, whereas the useful heterosis values varied between -

46.47% and 10.78%, respectively for the crosses A619 x A632 and N7A x ALKD 90-1. Out 

of 9 high yielding hybrids, cross NA x ALKD 90-1 (10.78%) and N7A x DNB (10.43%) had 

higher and significant useful heterosis values. 

Muraya et al. (2006) concluded in a study on diallel crosses derived from 7 maize S1 

lines at Egerton University, Njoro, Kenya during 2001 and 2002. They observed from the 

heterosis estimates that heterosis was more important in grain yield, yield components, plant 

height, number of leaves plant-1 and leaf area index than that the other traits studied. 

Rodrigues et al. (2006) investigated partial diallel crosses among 16 white grain dent 

and flint maize populations of high quality protein in three different environments. They 

observed average heterosis for grain yield and number of days to female flowering (silking). 

They further concluded that superior performances of populations in dent group regarding 

grain yield were recommended to form composites. 

Soengas et al. (2006) crossed 10 flint maize varieties with two testers (flint and dent) 

in a diallel mating design. The objective of their study was focused on developing hybrids to 

exploit heterosis between flint and dent germplasm in the Atlantic Coast of Europe. They 

observed that two varieties, Gallego and Norteno when crossed with flint inbred line EP42, 

exhibited intermediate variety heterosis for adaptive traits like days to silking and kernel 

moisture at harvest. 

Springer and Stupar (2007) studied the performance of two prominent maize inbred 

lines (B-73 and Mo-17) of United States and their resultant hybrid combinations. They 

estimated mid-parent heterosis (MPH) for grain yield, seed ear-1, seed weight ear-1, plant 

height, leaf length, leaf width, days to first silk, days to first anthesis, ear length and some 

other traits and observed that maximum mid-parent heterosis was exhibited by seed weight 

ear-1 (101.7%) followed by yield (64.7%) while minimum value of MPH was recorded for 

days to first silk (2.9%). They further added that MPH of moderate level was obvious for 

seed number and ear length (46.0% and 48.3%, respectively) where as low level of MPH 

were observed for other traits studied.  
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During evaluation of F1 crosses derived from four genetically diverse maize inbred 

lines, Uzarowska et al. (2007) observed substantial mid-parent heterosis (MPH) for plant 

height ranging from 37.9% to 56.4% in the field and 11.1% to 39.5% under controlled green 

house conditions. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 

3.1 Genetic Material 

 The breeding material used in this experiment comprised a set of four white kernel 

flint maize inbred lines, each developed by manual self pollination for 6-8 generations 

having distinct genetic make-up as shown in Table 3.1. Two out of the 4 inbreds were tall in 

stature with late maturity (100-120 days) and the other two were dwarf having early 

maturity (90-100 days). These lines were grown at Cereal Crops Research Institute (CCRI) 

Pirsabak, Nowshera NWFP (Pakistan) which is located about 1540 km North of Indian Ocean 

at 34o N latitude, 72o E longitude and an altitude of 288 meters above sea level, thus 

representing a continental climate. Six generations were developed over two growing seasons 

for each cross by using manual pollination procedures for crossing and selfing described by 

Russell and Hallauer (1980). 

 

Table 3.1 Name, pedigree and maturity of the parental inbred lines. 

 

3.1.1 Development of F1 generations 

 During the first growing season (Spring 2005), all the four parental lines were 

crossed with each other to produce four F1 hybrids in the following crossing pattern. 

S. No.            ♀                           ♂ 

                1.                Pop.9804      X Pop.9801 

                2.                Pop.9804      X FRW-4 

                3.                Pop.9805      X Pop.9801 

                4.                Pop.9805      X FRW-4 

S. No. Name Pedigree Maturity 

1. Pop. 9804 CHSW X Sahard White Late (110-120 days) 

2. Pop. 9805 Sarhad White X Azam Late (100-110 days) 

3. Pop. 9801 Pahari X Swabi White Early (90-95 days) 

4. FRW-4 Shaheen X Peshawer White Early (95-100 days) 
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3.1.2 Development of F2 and back cross (BC1 & BC2) generations 

 Part of seed from each of the four parental inbred lines and their four resultant F1 

hybrids was planted in the field during summer, 2005 to produce F2, BC1 and BC2 

generations. F2 generation of each cross was produced by selfing the F1 plants while BC1 

and BC2 generations were developed by crossing back each F1 hybrid with its respective 

male and female parents in the 2nd crop season as given below: 

 

 BC1 Generations 

S. No.        ♀                               ♂ 

1. (Pop.9804 X Pop.9801) X Pop.9804 

2. (Pop.9804 X FRW-4) X Pop.9804 

3. (Pop.9805 X Pop.9801) X Pop.9805 

4. (Pop.9805 X FRW-4) X Pop.9805 

 

 BC2 Generations 

 S. No.         ♀    ♂ 

1. (Pop.9804 X Pop.9801) X Pop.9801 

2. (Pop.9804 X FRW-4) X FRW-4 

3. (Pop.9805 X Pop.9801) X Pop.9801 

4. (Pop.9805 X FRW-4) X FRW-4 

 

3.2 Field Evaluation 

 The material for field evaluation comprised 20 entries, generated from the above 

crossed and selfed combinations i.e., 4 parents, 4 F1s, 4 F2s, 4 BC1s and 4 BC2s. The 20 

entries were planted in the field in triplicate, using randomized complete block (RCB) 

design for evaluation at Cereal Crops Research Institute (CCRI) Pirsabak, Nowshera for two 

consecutive years i.e., 2006 and 2007 in the summer growing season (July–October). The 

experimental plot size comprised two rows for non-segregating P1, P2 and F1 generations, 

four rows each for BC1 and BC2 generations while seed of F2 generation of each cross was 

planted in eight rows. The rows were 5 m long with row spacing of 75 cm and 25 cm 

between plants within row. Two seeds were planted in each hill resulting in a plant 
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population of 53,333 plants ha-1 which was later thinned to maintain one plant hill-1. A 

uniform fertilizer dose of 200 kg N, 90 kg P2O5 and 90 kg K2SO4 hectare-1 was applied. 

Whole P2O5 in the form of Single Super Phosphate (SSP) and potash as Sulphate of Potash 

and half Nitrogen in the form of urea were applied just before planting during land 

preparation, while remaining half N was applied as side dressing in the form of urea, about 3 

weeks after emergence. Weeds were controlled by pre-emergence application of Primextra 

Gold @ 600 ml acre-1. Insects control was carried out through seed treatment with Confidor 

WP-60 before planting and with the application of Furadon granules (3%) one month after 

planting by applying in the leaf whirls. Hand weeding and earthing-up operations were 

practiced for weed control in later stages, i.e. four weeks after emergence. The crop was 

irrigated, as and when required, till one week before maturity. The average maximum (35.30 
0C) and minimum (22.68 0C) temperature recorded during the crop season in the year 2006 

(CCRI, 2007), whereas 34.83 0C and 14.68 0C were recorded, respectively as maximum and 

minimum temperature during the crop season from July – October in the year 2007 (CCRI, 

2008). The total precipitation during the crop growth period was 143.25 mm (CCRI, 2007) 

during the year 2006 while 180 mm (CCRI, 2008) during 2007. Ten plants were selected at 

random from each plot in each replication from P1, P2 and F1 generations while 20 and 30 

plants were taken from back crosses and F2 generations, respectively, to record data on 

individual plant basis for generation means analysis, genotypic and phenotypic correlation 

coefficients, broad and narrow sense heritability and mid parent and high parent heterosis 

for the following plant parameters. Moreover, data for some of following characteristics 

were recorded on plot and/or hectare basis where reqiured. 

 

1. Days to 50% pollen shedding 

  In each plot the number of days from planting to 50% pollen shedding was 

recorded when pollen shedding started after dehiscence of anthers on central branch 

of the tassel on 50 % plants in a plot (Khan, 1986 and Ihsan et al., 2005). 

 

2. Days to 50% silk emergence 

   Silking date was recorded when the first day silks became visible on the 

topmost ear of at least 50% of plants in a plot (Tollenaar et al., 2004 and Lee et al., 
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2005). The number of days from planting to 50% silk emergence was then recorded as 

days to 50 % silk emergence (Hinze and Lamkey, 2003 and Khan et al., 2004). 

 

3. Leaf area (cm2) 

  Length of leaf attached to the primary ear was measured in centimeters just 

after completion of pollination and fertilization processes. At the same time width of 

the same leaf was also measured at the widest point in centimeters (Tollenaar et al., 

2004). Leaf area was then determined using the following formula suggested by 

Montgomery (1911) and Francis et al. (1969). 

 Leaf Area =   (Leaf Length x Leaf Width) x 0.75 

  Leaf area plant-1 was then calculated by multiplying area of a single leaf with 

a leaf area factor, i.e., 9.39 (Pearce et al., 1975) and leaf area plot-1 was calculated by 

multiplying the leaf area plant-1 by the total number of plants harvested plot-1. 

 

4. Leaf area index 

Leaf area index for each plot was estimated by dividing the leaf area plot-1 by 

its corresponding ground area (Tollenaar et al., 2004 and Lee et al., 2005). 

 LAI     = Leaf Area Plot-1  

    Ground Area 

 

5. Plant height (cm) 

  Height of each plant was measured with the help of a measuring rod as the 

distance from ground level to the auricle of the flag leaf (John, 1991; Guzman and 

Lamkey, 2000) on 10 randomly selected plants for P1, P2 and F1 generations, 20 

plants for BC1 and BC2 generations and 30 plants for F2 generation which was then 

converted to per plot by taking their averages. 

 

6. Ear height (cm) 

             It was measured as the distance from soil to the node bearing primary ear 

(uppermost) as mentioned by John, (1991); Guzman and Lamkey (2000) on 

randomly selected plants. 
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7. Days to maturity  

  Date of maturity was recorded when grain of at least 50% of plants in a plot 

attained black layer (Tollenaar et al., 2004 and Lee et al., 2005) and number of days 

were then calculated  from planting to maturity  and recorded as days to maturity. 

 

8. Ear weight (g) 

Weight per ear was taken after harvesting by weighing the individual ears in 

grams. The data was then converted into plot basis (Khan et al. 2004). 

 

9.      Ear Diameter (cm) 

  Diameter at midpoint of each 10, 20 and 30 randomly selected ears, 

respectively for parents, F1, backcrosses and F2 generation was measured (John, 

1991) using vernier caliper and then converted into average ear diameter ear-1. 

 

10. Ear length (cm) 

  Length of the above randomly chosen ears from each generation was 

measured with measuring tap and recorded as average ear length (John, 1991). 

 

11. Number of kernel rows ear-1 

  Grain rows of randomly selected ears mentioned above were counted and

 recorded as number of kernel rows ear-1 for each plot. 

 

12.      Number of kernels row-1 

Grains on each row of the randomly selected ears were counted and 

converted into average kernels row-1 in each plot in each replication (John, 1991 and 

Lee et al., 2005).  

 

13. Number of kernels ear-1 

  Grains from randomly selected ears were shelled, counted and then converted 

into average number of grains ear-1 (John, 1991 and Lee et al., 2005).  
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14. 100-grain weight (g) 

  Hundred grains from each of the above randomly selected ears were counted 

and weighed separately for each ear in each plot and converted into average grain 

weight 100-1 grains in grams (John, 1991). 

 

15. Shelling percentage 

Randomly selected ears from parents, F1, backcross and F2 generations were 

shelled after drying and the shelling percentage was calculated following John 

(1991). 

 Shelling (%) =                Weight of grains                         X 100 

                                                  (Weight of grains + Weight of cobs) 

 The data on shelling percentage plant-1 was also recorded using the above procedure.  

 

16. Grain yield (ton ha-1) 

  The grain yield was calculated in ton/ha after harvesting and  adjusting fresh 

ear weight to 150g  kg-1 grain moisture (Carangal et al., 1971), using the following 

relationship: 

 Grain Yield = (100-M.C) X FEW X Shelling Co-efficient X 10,000  

                 (100- 15) X Plot Area 

           Where, 

 MC         = Percent moisture in grains at harvest 

 FEW       = Fresh ear weight (kg) at harvest 

 Shelling Co-efficient   =      Shelling %age / 100    

Similarly grain yield plant-1 was calculated by taking the fresh ear weight of a 

single plant from a plot using the above formula. 

 

17. Grain yield efficiency 

Grain yield efficiency was determined from the ratio of grain yield to leaf 

area, using the following relationship suggested by Salim (1976). 

 Grain Yield Efficiency = Grain yield plot-1 (kg) 

                        Leaf area plot-1 (cm2) 
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18. Stover yield (ton ha-1) 

Weight of stalks along with husks of each plot was recorded at harvest. After 

shelling, the cob weight was also added to the weight of stalks and husks and was 

then recorded as stover yield which was then converted into ton ha-1. The stover 

yield plant-1 was also calculated on selected plants. 

 

19.     Biological yield (ton ha-1) 

Data on biological yield was recorded by adding the grain yield and stover 

yield of each plant in each plot. The data per plot was then converted into ton ha-1.  

 

20. Harvest index (%) 

Harvest index was estimated as the proportion of grain weight to total above-

ground dry weight for each plot and each randomly selected plant at maturity with 

the help of the following relationship (Tollenaar et al., 2004 and Lee et al., 2005).  

 HI (%) =   Economical yield   X 100 

        Biological yield  

3.3 Statistical Analyses 

3.3.1 Generation Means Analysis 

 Ordinary combined analysis of variance (Gomez and Gomez, 1983) was run on the 

data using MSTAT-C (Table 3.2), to detect if significant differences exist among the 

various generations for the standard plant parameters. 

  

Table 3.2 Analysis of variance for generations combined across years. 

Source of Variation Degrees of Freedom   Mean Squares   Expected Mean Square 

Years       y-1          =    1       M1                              ---- 

Reps (years)      y(r-1)        =    4       M2                              ---- 

Genotypes  g-1        =    5       M3                   2
e+r2

gy+ry2
g 

Genotypes x Years (g-1)(y-1)   =    5       M4                   2
e+r2

gy 

Pooled Error      y(g-1)(r-1)  = 20                M5       2
e 

Total      ryg-1        = 35       ----                              ---- 
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Generation means analysis was applied, on parameters which showed significant 

differences among generations, to determine the mode of inheritance and the magnitude of 

gene action for yield and yield associated traits in sub-tropical maize germplasm. This 

analysis was accomplished in several steps: 

 

1) For parameters having significant differences among generations in the combined 

analysis of variance, averages were calculated from the data obtained for two years 

for each generation in each replication, using Microsoft Excel computer program. 

2) For a given trait, each generation mean was expressed in terms of its genetic effects, 

using the following equation suggested by Hayman (1958). 

   G = m + a + d + 2aa + 2ad + 2dd 

 Where G = observed mean for generation; m = the mean effect; a = average additive 

effects; d = average dominance effects; aa = average interactions between additive 

effects; ad = average interactions between additive and dominance effects; dd = 

average interactions between dominance effects,  and  are the coefficients of a and 

d which are listed in Table 3.3 as below: 

 

Table 3.3 Coefficients of  and  utilized for the construction of different models in  
generation means analysis. 
 

 

Generation 

Genetic effects 

m a d aa ad dd 

P1 1 1 -0.5 1       -1 0.25 

P2 1       -1 -0.5 1 1 0.25 

F1 1 0  0.5 0 0 0.25 

F2 1 0        0 0 0      0 

BC1 1    0.5        0      0.25 0      0 

BC2 1  -0.5        0      0.25 0      0 

 

3) Because the various generation means are not known with equal precision (Hayman, 

1958), weights were calculated for each generation, the appropriate weights being 

the reciprocals of the squared standard errors of each mean (Mather and Jinks, 1971). 
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4) With the set of equations obtained in step 2, and considering the weights associated 

with each generation, genetic effects were estimated by the method of weighted least 

squares (multiple linear regression), utilizing matrix algebra as described by Rowe 

and Alexander (1980). Briefly these three matrices were defined as: W (weights 

matrix), X (matrix of coefficients of the genetic effects), Y (column vector of 

observed generation means). The estimates of genetic effects were derived from the 

column vector , defined as:  = (X2WX)-1(X2WY). 

5) Standard error associated to each estimate of a genetic effect was obtained as the  

diagonal elements of the solution equation SE() = (XX)-12 , where 2 was the 

error variance, estimated by the mean square of the two years average (Holthaus et 

al.,1996; Frank and Hallauer, 1997). 

6) Significance of each genetic effect estimate was evaluated as described by Snedecor 

and Cochran (1989), utilizing a t-test. 

7) In order to test the adequacy of the model, chi-square (2) tests were performed as 

outlined by Rowe and Alexander (1980).  

Steps three to seven were accomplished utilizing the Microsoft Excel computer 

program.  

The joint scaling test (Cavalli, 1952) was used to detect epistasis for all traits 

measured. In the presence of epistasis, additive (d), dominance (h) effects and non-allelic 

interaction components (i, j and l) of generation means were estimated to explain the 

inheritance of various traits, using Hayman (1958, 1960) and Mather & Jinks (1971) 

models. A three parameter model also known as additive-dominance model was used to 

explain the genetic variability for those traits which showed non significant magnitudes for 

chi-square (2). By observing a significant 2 value, the six parameter model was applied to 

accommodate the digenic epistatic interactions.  

 The parameters in the three and six parameter models were: 

a) Parameters used in both the Models. 

 m = the mid-parent value of F2 means. 

 d   = amount of variation among the means resulting from the additive effects. 

 h   = amount of variation among the means resulting from the dominance  

  deviations. 
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b) Parameters used in Model 2 in addition to m, a, and d. 

i   = amount of variation among the means due to the additive x additive  

 epistatic effects. 

 j   = amount of variation among the means due to additive x dominance   

             epistasis. 

 l    = amount of variation among the means resulting from dominance x   

             dominance epistasis. 

 

3.3.2 Heritability Estimates 

 Broad (h2
(BS)) and narrow-sense (h2

(NS))  heritability estimates were measured from 

variances of segregating and non-segregating generations on two years average data, using 

the formula suggested by Rojas and Sprague (1952). Similarly heritability estimates were 

determined using the following formulae suggested by Weber and Moorthy (1952); (Kelly 

and Bliss (1975). This analysis was accomplished in the following steps: 

 

1) Averages were calculated from the data obtained for two years for each 

generation in each replication, using Microsoft Excel computer program. 

2) Variances were calculated, using formulae described by Singh and Chaudhary 

(1985). 

3) Broad and narrow sense heritability estimates were computed according to the 

following equations suggested by the above mentioned authors using computer 

program (Microsoft Excel). 

 

Heritability in broad sense 

       h2 (BS)    =     VF2 - (VP1+VP2+ VF1) / 3 

                                                                         VF2  

Where, 

      VF2             = the variance of F2 generation. 

VP1, VP2 & VF1 = the variances of non-segregating generations i.e. Parent 1   Parent 

2, and F1, respectively. 
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Heritability in narrow sense 

   h2 (NS)     =           2VF2 – (VBC1 + VBC2)   

                                                    VF2  

Where, 

  VF2 = the variance of F2 generation 

  VBC1 = the variance of backcross with parent 1 

  VBC2 = the variance of backcross with parent 2 

 

3.3.3 Correlation among traits 

Analysis of variance procedure for Randomized Complete Block (RCB) design for 

two years average data, were used to estimate components of variance, following Cochran 

and Cox (1960); Singh and Chaudhary (1985). Combined analysis procedure for two years 

average data as suggested by McIntosh (1983); Singh and Chaudhary (1985) was used to 

estimate covariance components. These analyses were established in steps as described 

below: 

 

1) Averages were calculated from the data obtained for two years for each 

generation in each replication, using Microsoft Excel computer program. 

2) Analyses of variance and covariance tables were accomplished as described in 

Table 3.4 and Table 3.5, respectively (Singh and Chaudhary, 1985) to calculate 

variance and covariance components. 

Table 3.4 Analysis of variance for generations on two years average data. 

Source of Variation Degrees of Freedom   Mean Squares   Expected Mean Square 

Replications                   (r-1)          =    2          M1                ---- 

Generations                (g-1)         =    5          M2             2
e+r2

g 

Error                 (r-1) (g-1) =  10                 M3             2
e 

Total                 (rg-1)        =  17          M4                ---- 
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Table 3.5 Analysis of covariance for generations on two years average data. 

Source of Variation Degrees of Freedom       Sum Cross   Mean Cross  

             Product      Product 

Replications                   (r-1)          =    2          RSCP                 RSCP/2 

Generations                (g-1)         =    5          GSCP               GSCP/5 

Error                 (r-1) (g-1) =  10                 ESCP               ESCP/10 

Total                 (rg-1)        =  17          TSCP                      ---- 

 

3) Genotypic and phenotypic correlation coefficients were computed according to 

the following equations using computer program (Microsoft Excel). 

 

Genotypic Correlations 

The genetic correlations (rG) between two characters, X1 and X2, were calculated by 

the following relationship (Kwon and Torrie, 1964). 

                                                     COVG (X1, X2) 

   rG =   

       VG (X1) x VG (X2)  

 Where, 

CovG (X1, X2) =Genetic covariance X1, X2. 

 VG (X1) & VG (X2) =  Genetic variances for traits X1 and X2. 

 

Phenotypic Correlations 

The phenotypic correlation coefficients (rp) between two traits, X1 and X2, were 

calculated using the formula described by Kwon and Torrie (1964). 

                                         COVP (X1, X2) 

   rp =   

       VP (X1) x VP (X2) 

Where, 

CovP (X1, X2)        = Phenotypic covariance for X1, X2. 

Vp (X1) & Vp (X2) = Phenotypic variances for traits X1 and X2. 
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3.3.4 Heterosis (%) 

 

 The estimates of heterosis over the mid parent and better parent (heterobeltiosis) 

were calculated on the two years average data using the following procedures adopted by 

Hallauer and Miranda (1981) and Fehr (1993). 

 

               Mid Parent Heterosis (MPH) = (F1–MP) X 100 

                                                                      MP 

                Better Parent Heterosis (BPH) = (F1 – BP) X 100 

                                                              BP 

               Where,  

 MP = mid parent value of the particular F1 cross [(P1 + P2)/2]. 

              BP = better parent value in the particular F1 cross (P1 or P2). 
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

 

4.1 Generation means analysis (GMA) 

 Generation means analysis provides basic information to determine the inheritance 

pattern of quantitative traits in F1 and later generations among parents of divergent nature. 

Quantitative characters in crop plants are often controlled by a large number of genes, 

therefore, the magnitude of expression of these traits mostly depends upon the gene action as 

well as environmental effects. Additive and dominance effects of gene action for a particular 

quantitative trait are most important to plant breeders as compared to epistasis since genes of 

additive and dominance nature can be fixed easily for a desired character in a certain 

breeding population. The present study was therefore, designed to estimate the magnitude of 

different genetic effects (additive, dominance and epistatic) in six generations (P1, P2, F1, F2, 

BC1 and BC2), derived from four maize inbred lines of divergent nature. The results are 

explained for 20 different plant parameters according to the following analysis procedure for 

three parameter and six parameter models.  

Combined analysis of variance suggested by Gomez and Gomez (1983) was 

coducted before applying the generation means analysis. Significant differences were 

observed among various generations for all the plant traits studied (Appendex 1 thru 7).  The 

joint scaling test (Cavalli, 1952) was used to detect epistasis. In the presence of epistasis, the 

additive (d) and the dominance (h) effects and non-allelic interaction components (additive x 

additive (i), additive x dominance (j) and dominance x dominance (l)) of generation means 

were estimated according to Hayman (1958). 

The chi square (2) value was significant according to joint scaling test (Cavalli, 

1952) for all the traits in all four crosses studied, except for ear diameter in cross 2 (Pop. 

9804 x Pop.9801) and days to silk in cross 4 (Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) which were not 

significant, showing the adequacy of three parameter model. The significant value of chi 

square for all the plant traits in all crosses indicated that the three parameter model did not 

adequately explain the genetic variability for these traits. The inadequacy of the model also 

indicated the presence of epistasis (non-allelic interaction), which is also inferred from the 

generation means. As the three parameter model did not satisfactorily explain the genetic 
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variability for all these traits, therefore, a six parameter model was applied to accommodate 

epistatic interactions. 

 

4.1.1 Days to 50% pollen shedding 

 Six parameter model was adequate to explain the inheritance pattern of days to 50% 

pollen shedding since 2 estimates were found significant for all the four crosses (Table 

4.1.1). The dominance gene action as well as additive x dominance digenic non-allelic gene 

interaction were important in governing the inheritance of days to pollen shed in cross 

Pop.9804 x FRW-4, whereas these two genetic components along with additive  x additive 

gene interaction played major role in the inheritance of this trait in cross Pop.9805 x FRW-4. 

The gene interactions between additive x dominance were predominated in operating the 

inheritance of days to pollen shed in cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801. The digenic non-allelic 

epistasis of additive x dominance and dominance x dominance were considered the major 

contributors in the inheritance of this trait in a cross Pop.9804 x Pop.9801. 

 

4.1.2 Days to 50% silk emergence 

 The estimates of joint scaling test and magnitudes of components of genetic variation 

for this trait are presented in Table 4.1.1. The non significant value of 2 for days to 50 % 

silking in a cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 indicated the adequacy of the additive-dominance 

model to explain inheritance pattern of this trait, whereas 2 values were significant in the 

remaining three crosses for days to silk, showing that thee parameter model did not 

adequately explain the quantum of genetic variability for this trait. The inadequacy of 

additive-dominance model also indicated the presence of epistasis, which is also inferred 

from the generation means. As the three parameter model did not satisfactorily explain the 

genetic variability for days to 50 % silking in these three crosses, therefore, a six parameter 

model was applied to accommodate epistatic interactions. As shown in Table 4.1.1, the 

genetic effects for h (dominance), are significant indicating the involvement of dominance 

gene action in the inheritance of days to silk in a cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801. The significant 

values for genetic components, dominance (h) and dominance x dominance (l), with 

opposite signs are indicative of duplicate type of epistasis in the inheritance of this trait in 

two crosses (Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x FRW-4). In cross Pop.9804 x Pop.9801, 
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the significant effects of h and j indicated that the inheritance of days to silk was controlled 

by dominance gene action as well as additive x dominance epistasis in this cross. 

 

 4.1.3 Leaf area plant-1 

 The estimates of joint scaling test (Table 4.1.1) showed significant values of 2 for 

leaf area plant-1 in all crosses, indicating the presence of non-allelic gene interaction role in 

the inheritance of this trait. The significant but opposite sign values of h (dominance) and l 

(dominance x dominance) in cross (Pop.9804 x FRW-4) is a manifestation of the 

involvement of duplicate type of non-allelic interaction in the inheritance of leaf area plant-1. 

The significance of h and i with same sign on the other hand, indicates the involvement of 

complementary type of non-allelic interactions in the inheritance of leaf area for two crosses 

i.e., Pop.9805 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801. In cross (Pop.9804 x Pop.9801) the 

significant estimates of d, h, i and j genetic effects showed that the inheritance of leaf area in 

this cross was governed by additive, dominance gene action as well as additive x additive 

additive x dominance gene interaction. Further more, it can be visualized from Table 4.1.1 

that the dominance component was considerably higher than additive component for leaf 

area in all the crosses, indicating the preponderance of dominance variations. 

 

4.1.4 Leaf area index 

 Significant value of 2 (Table 4.1.1) indicates the adequacy of six parameter model 

in the explanation  of inheritance pattern for leaf area index in all of the four maize crosses 

evaluated in the present study. Similar pattern of inheritance was observed for leaf area 

index and leaf area plant-1. The duplicate type of non-allelic interaction was found in the 

inheritance of this trait in cross-1 (Pop.9804 x FRW-4) as significant values of h and l with 

opposite signs were obvious (Table 4.1.1). Higher estimates of dominance gene effects over 

additive component, expresses the predominant role of dominance gene action in the 

inheritance of leaf area index for all crosses. It can be inferred from Table 4.1.1 that non-

allelic interactions of complementary type of gene action played the major role to elucidate 

the pattern of inheritance for leaf area index in two crosses (Pop. 9805 x FRW-4 and 

Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) as the values of h (dominance) and l (dominance x dominance) were 

of the same sign with significant magnitudes. 
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Table 4.1.1  Estimates of genetic effects for some quantitative traits in 4 maize crosses evaluated at Cereal Crops 
Research Institute (CCRI) Pirsabak Nowshera combined over 2 years (Summer, 2006 and Summer, 2007). 

 

m = mean, d = additive, h = dominance, i = additive x additive, j = additive x dominance, l = dominance x dominance 
 

Parameter 
 

Cross m d h i j l 2 Type of non-allelic 
interaction 

Days to Poll. Shed Pop.9804 X FRW-4 52.77* 0.19 ns -4.96* 0.02 ns -3.45* 3.58 ns 97.41**        ---- 
 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 54.95*   -0.12 ns -1.99 ns 2.46 ns -3.87* -9.43* 76.80**        ---- 
 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 53.23*  0.83 ns -8.88* -3.62* -1.27* 2.22 ns 19.92**        ---- 
 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 52.32*  0.33 ns -2.01 ns -2.18 ns -1.87* -4.01 ns 12.23**        ---- 
          

Days to Silking Pop.9804 X FRW-4 53.23*   0.43 ns -6.12* -1.45 ns -3.62* 10.52* 216.50** Duplicate 
 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 55.06*    0.29 ns -4.70* 0.29 ns -4.32* -3.15 ns 19.10**        ---- 
 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 54.61*   1.54* -10.15* -5.69* -0.55 ns 6.46* 16.52** Duplicate 
 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 53.49*       0.72 ns -3.12* ---- ---- ---- 7.71ns        ---- 
          

Leaf Area Pop.9804 X FRW-4 3614.52* 149.97ns 4398.61* 2406.38* -567.40* -1004.23* 309.65** Duplicate 
 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 4223.76* 318.21* 1896.45* 437.43* -230.57* 104.59ns 47.32**         ---- 
 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 4445.03* -154.28ns 1754.71* -435.12ns -901.50* 1871.32* 109.19** Complementary 
 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 4824.51* 351.45* 1402.92* -482.70ns -227.19* 514.53* 8.34* Complementary 
          

Leaf Area Index Pop.9804 X FRW-4 19277.40* 799.84 ns 23459.24* 12834.01* -3026.12* -5355.89* 309.65** Duplicate 
 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 22526.73* 1697.13* 10114.39* 2332.97* -1229.70* 557.79 ns 47.32**        ---- 
 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 23706.83* -822.81 ns 9358.44* -2320.64 ns -4808.02* 9980.39* 109.19** Complementary 
 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 25730.70* 1874.41* 7482.25* -2574.41 ns -1211.67* 2744.15* 8.34* Complementary 
          

Plant Height Pop.9804 X FRW-4 142.86* -1.63ns 78.11* 30.46* 9.28* -18.01* 52.88** Duplicate 
 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 134.64* -3.33* 52.36* 17.26* -2.23ns -23.09* 9.28* Duplicate 
 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 146.69* -5.08* 56.70* 9.21ns 7.73* 1.23ns 34.85**        ---- 
 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 140.42* 14.50* 56.92* 12.17* 17.50* -24.30* 115.03** Duplicate 
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4.1.5 Plant height 

 The pattern of inheritance for plant height envisaged to be duplicate type of non-

allelic interaction since the values of h and l are of opposite signs and significant in three 

crosses (Pop.9804 x FRW-4, Pop.9804 x 9801 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801). Table 4.1.1 

depicts that the negative value of d (additive) and positive value of h (dominance) in cross 

Pop.9805 x FRW-4 indicated the preponderance of dominant gene action in the inheritance 

of this trait. The higher magnitudes of h for all the crosses implicate the paramount role of 

dominance gene action in the expression of inheritance of plant height. Similarly the 

significant positive values of i and j indicate the predominant role of additive x additive and 

additive x dominance interactions in the inheritance of plant height in crosses Pop.9804 x 

FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801. More over, the significant values of h, i, j and l in these 

two crosses indicated that dominance and all three types of digenic non-allelic interactions 

played a leading role in the inheritance of this parameter. 

 

4.1.6 Ear height 

 The estimates of joint scaling test and the magnitudes of components of genetic 

variation for ear height are presented in Table 4.1.2. The significant values of 2 revealed 

the presence of non-allelic gene interactions in the inheritance of ear height. It can be 

inferred from significant values of h (dominance) and l (dominance x dominance) with 

opposite signs that digenic non-allelic interaction of duplicate type explained the inheritance 

of this trait in all the four crosses studied. The significant magnitudes of h and i with 

positive sign in all the crosses indicated the involvement of dominance and additive x 

additive inheritance pattern for ear height. The higher values of h over i for this trait in all 

the crosses indicate preponderance of dominant alleles over additive x additive, digenic non-

allelic interaction in governing the inheritance pattern. 

 

4.1.7 Days to maturity 

The additive–dominance model was insufficient to explain the genetic variability for 

days to maturity as the chi-square value for all the crosses were significant (Table 4.1.2). 

The inadequacy of the model also indicated the presence of epistasis, therefore, six 

parameter model was applied to explain the inheritance pattern of days to maturity in the 
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four maize crosses examined in this study. The two crosses i.e., Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and 

Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 exhibited duplicate types of epistatic gene interaction in the regulation 

of inheritance of this trait as significant effects of opposite signs for genetic components, h 

and l, were observed in Table 4.1.2. In cross Pop.9805 x FRW-4, although all the three types 

of epistatic effects (additive x additive, additive x dominance and dominance x dominance) 

were significant but dominance x dominance epistasis had predominant influence in the 

inheritance of days to maturity. The significant value of j in cross Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 

suggests that additive x dominance gene effects made a major contribution to the inheritance 

of days to maturity in this cross. 

 

4.1.8 Ear weight 

Digenic non-allelic interactions were involved in the inheritance of ear weight in all 

the crosses as the adequacy of six parameter model was confirmed from the significant 

estimates of 2 (Table 4.1.2). Digenic non-allelic interactions of complementary type of 

gene action was very important to explain the inheritance of this trait in three crosses 

(Pop.9804 x FRW-4, Pop.9805 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) since magnitudes of h 

and l presented in Table 4.1.2 showed significant and similar signs whereas, these 

components were significant but of opposite signs in cross Pop.9804 x Pop.9801, indicating 

the involvement of duplicate type of digenic non-allelic interactions in the inheritance of ear 

weight. Considerably higher magnitudes of dominance component (h) and dominance x 

dominance component (l) than that of the additive component (d) and additive x additive 

component (i) in all the crosses, is a manifestation of the predominant role of dominance and 

dominance x dominance gene action in the explanation of inheritance of ear weight. 

 

4.1.9 Ear diameter 

Magnitudes of components of genetic variation for ear diameter for all the crosses 

are given in Table 4.1.2. The non significant value of 2 in cross Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 

indicated the adequacy of the additive-dominance model to explain the inheritance of this 

trait, whereas 2 values were significant in the remaining three crosses, showing the 

presence of non-allelic gene interactions in the inheritance of ear diameter. In three 

parameter model, the value of h is significant and higher than the value of d which is non 
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Table 4.1.2 Estimates of genetic effects for some quantitative traits in 4 maize crosses evaluated at Cereal Crops 
Research Institute (CCRI) Pirsabak, Nowshera combined over 2 years (Summer, 2006 and Summer, 2007). 

m = mean, d = additive, h = dominance, i = additive x additive, j = additive x dominance, l = dominance x dominance 
 

 

 

Parameter 
 

Cross m d h i j l 2 Type of non-
allelic interaction 

Ear Height Pop.9804 X FRW-4 59.94* -0.83ns 35.81* 23.89* -5.33* -66.72* 192.42** Duplicate 
 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 57.33* -2.46ns 33.86* 19.58* -3.40* -40.72* 41.16** Duplicate 
 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 54.31* -1.88ns 49.96* 20.86* -0.52ns -39.14* 45.69** Duplicate 
 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 49.74* -0.04ns 32.67* 15.29* 4.87* -18.96* 31.05** Duplicate 
          

Days to Maturity Pop.9804 X FRW-4 110.30* -1.52 ns -14.00* -29.47* -12.90* 29.33* 169.10** Duplicate 
 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 103.14* 0.97 ns -9.09 ns -1.58 ns -13.71* -2.94 ns 66.00**        ---- 
 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 98.73* -0.63 ns 2.59 ns 5.93* -2.76* -15.85* 50.50**        ---- 
 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 95.41* -2.79* 31.61* 27.14* -8.21* -42.52* 101.32** Duplicate 
          

Ear weight Pop.9804 X FRW-4 145.36* 13.68* 113.19* 14.60ns -3.04ns 38.48* 73.98** Complementary 
 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 134.21* -15.93* 146.29* 72.07* -34.93* -89.78* 121.36** Duplicate 
 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 133.05* 9.96* 76.85* 5.04ns 0.99ns 22.28* 34.96** Complementary 
 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 150.50* -1.01ns 65.42* -41.15* -12.27* 105.23* 93.18** Complementary 
          

Ear Diameter Pop.9804 X FRW-4 4.00* 0.07ns 1.71* 0.35ns -0.36* -0.04ns 33.30**        ---- 
 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 0.02* -0.19ns 0.88* --- --- --- 0.87 ns        ---- 
 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 3.92* -0.02ns 1.88* 0.88ns -0.57ns -1.00ns 76.88**        ---- 
 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 4.28* 0.19ns 0.90* 0.33* 0.02* -0.70ns 10.67*        ---- 
          

Ear Length Pop.9804 X FRW-4 14.36* 0.30ns 8.52* 2.63* 0.30ns -1.19 ns 28.81**        ---- 
 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 14.74* -0.56* 8.10* 3.49* 0.96* -0.98ns 83.27**        ---- 
 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 14.89* -0.06ns 7.91* 1.90* 0.74* -4.78ns 34.98**        ---- 
 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 14.61* -1.57* 10.86* 5.05* 0.74* -4.35ns 60.73**        ---- 
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significant and negative. This showed the preponderance of dominant alleles in the 

inheritance of ear diameter in cross Pop.9804 x Pop.9801. The significant and relatively 

higher values of dominance component (h) in the remaining three crosses showed that the 

dominance gene action controlled the inheritance of ear diameter. Similarly significant 

magnitudes of i and j in cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 assert the involvement of additive x 

additive and additive x dominance types of non-allelic interactions in the inheritance of this 

trait. 

 

4.1.10 Ear length 

The adequacy of six parameter model is obvious from the significant estimates of 2 

for ear length in all the four maize crosses studied (Table 4.1.2). Significant values for 

dominance genetic component (h), additive x additive genetic component (i) and additive x 

dominance genetic component (j) in three crosses (Pop.9804 x Pop.9801, Pop.9805 x FRW-

4 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) indicated prominent role of these types of gene actions in the 

explanation of inheritance pattern of this trait, whereas significance of dominance 

component (h) and additive x additive component (i) showed the preponderance of these 

actions in the cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4 in the inheritance of ear length. 

 

4.1.11 Number of kernel rows ear-1 

 Significant estimates of 2 showed the adequacy of six parameter model to explicitly 

explain the inheritance of kernel rows ear-1 in all the crosses (Table 4.1.3). Significant values 

of h, i and j in two crosses (Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x FRW-4) obviously indicated 

that dominance gene action and additive x additive and additive x dominance gene 

interactions were important in the inheritance of this trait in these crosses. The other two 

crosses (Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) exhibited significant values for d, 

h and j genetic components, indicating the involvement of additive, dominance and additive 

x dominance types of gene actions in the inheritance of kernel rows ear-1. 

 

4.1.12 Number of grains row-1 

 Estimates of joint scaling test for 2 and magnitudes of various genetic omponents 

for grains row-1 are presented in Table 4.1.3. Genetic components of dominance (h) and 
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dominance x dominance (l) with opposite signs and of significant magnitudes indicated the 

involvement of duplicate type of digenic non-allelic interactions in the inheritance of this 

trait in cross Pop.9804 x Pop.9801, whereas significant magnitudes of these two components 

with same signs pinpoint the importance of complementary type of non-allelic interactions 

to explain the inheritance pattern of grains row-1 in cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801. The non 

significant value of h (dominance) and significant value of l (dominance x dominance) in 

cross Pop.9805 x FRW-4 indicated the dispersal of alleles in parents for number of grains 

row-1. Significant values of d, h, i j in cross between Pop.9804 and FRW-4 indicated the 

importance of additive, dominance and non-allelic interactions of additive x additive and 

additive x dominance in the inheritance of this trait. Negative sign of i in the cross Pop.9805 

x FRW-4 made it obvious that some genes with negative additive effects are present in 

parents which need to be eliminated in the earlier segregating generations. 

 

4.1.13 Number of grains ear-1 

 Joint scaling test showed significant estimates (Table 4.1.3) for 2 in all the crosses, 

indicating adequacy of six parameter model to elucidate the inheritance pattern for number 

of grains ear-1 in these crosses. The dominance genetic component (h) and dominance x 

dominance genetic component (l) of significant levels with opposite signs indicated the 

importance of duplicate type of non-allelic digenic interactions in the inheritance of this trait 

in the two crosses (Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801), while significant 

magnitudes of these two genetic components with similar signs indicated that 

complementary type of non-allelic interactions are involved in the inheritance of this trait in 

cross Pop.9804 x Pop.9801. For cross Pop 9805 x FRW-4, significant magnitudes of d, h, i, 

and j showed the importance of additive, dominance, additive x additive and additive x 

dominance gene actions and  interactions in the inheritance of grains ear-1. 

 

4.1.14 100-grain weight 

 The significant but opposite sign values of h (dominance) and l (dominance x 

dominance) indicate the involvement of duplication type of non-allelic interaction in the 

inheritance of 100-grain weight in cross Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 (Table 4.1.3). Significant 

values of d and j showed that inheritance of 100-grain weight in cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801  
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 Table 4.1.3 Estimates of genetic effects for some quantitative traits in 4 maize crosses evaluated at Cereal Crops 
Research Institute (CCRI) Pirsabak Nowshera combined over 2 years (Summer, 2006 and Summer, 2007). 

m = mean, d = additive, h = dominance, i = additive x additive, j = additive x dominance, l = dominance x dominanceand

Parameters Cross m d h i j l 2 Type of non-
allelic interaction 

Kernel Rows Ear-1 Pop.9804 X FRW-4 13.56* -0.47ns 6.38* 2.91* -1.63* -0.44 ns 65.08**        ---- 
 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 13.33* 0.70* 2.05* 0.47 ns -0.65* 0.83 ns 11.67**        ---- 
 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 13.26*  0.08ns 6.43* 5.08* -2.20* -3.34 ns 96.47**        ---- 
 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 14.81* 0.75* 2.26* 0.92 ns -1.72* -2.02 ns 33.84**        ---- 
          
Grains Row-1 Pop.9804 X FRW-4 28.22* 4.69* 28.69* 15.35* 2.84* -3.52 ns 129.40**        ---- 
 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 31.86*  0.33ns 13.19* 4.05 ns -2.76* -8.88* 23.60** Duplicate 
 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 35.56*   -3.66* 3.28 ns -15.07* -5.66* 39.39* 135.00**        ---- 
 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 29.89*   -3.01* 22.69* 6.81* -6.26* 7.59* 154.50** Complementary 
          
Grains Ear-1 Pop.9804 X FRW-4 400.02*  1.34ns 425.84* 212.43* -76.52* -91.56* 207.83** Duplicate 
 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 447.16* 3.80ns 49.68* -62.86* -69.55* 86.76* 68.75** Complementary 
 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 401.23* -62.07* 333.05* 78.72* -77.04* 1.33 ns 126.08**        ---- 
 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 414.06* -50.43* 443.19* 146.73* -60.89* -83.68* 103.38** Duplicate 
          
100-Grain Weight Pop.9804 X FRW-4 29.51* 0.37ns 3.07 ns -11.30* -0.14 ns 16.00* 34.39**        ---- 
 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 28.74*   -1.52* 20.43* 5.71* -0.79 ns -9.33* 13.38** Duplicate 
 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 27.12*   -0.43ns 7.79* -0.95 ns -3.92* 5.56 ns 75.28**        ---- 
 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 25.76*     0.90* 1.73 ns -0.39 ns -1.36* 1.56 ns 14.48**        ---- 
          
Shelling Percentage Pop.9804 X FRW-4 81.33*    -0.43ns 7.65* 0.06 ns -1.79* 0.83 ns 30.13**        ---- 
 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 80.66* -0.04ns 6.08* 2.17* 0.41ns -0.82 ns 16.91**        ---- 
 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 81.59* -0.40ns 6.05* -0.95ns -2.12* 2.06 ns 45.36**        ---- 
 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 80.61*  0.89* 2.55* -0.29ns 0.98* 3.61 ns 38.13**        ---- 
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is governed by additive gene action and additive x dominance non-allelic interaction. In a 

cross Pop.9805 x FRW-4, dominance gene action and additive x dominance gene interaction 

played major role in the inheritance of this trait. The significant magnitudes of i and l in 

cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4 made it obvious that additive x additive and dominance x 

dominance types of digenic non-allelic interactions are predominated in the inheritance of 

100-grain weight. 

 

4.1.15 Shelling percentage 

 The 2 test for goodness of-fit gave significant estimates which indicate the 

appropriatness of six parameter model for explaining of the inheritance pattern of shelling 

percentage in all the four crosses studied. It is obvious from Table 4.1.3 that dominance 

gene action was most important in the inheritance of this trait in two crosses (Pop.9804 x 

FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x FRW-4). In cross Pop.9804 x Pop.9801, both the dominance gene 

action as well as the additive x additive non-allelic interaction played major role in 

controlling the inheritance of shelling percentage. Significant values of d, h and j indicated 

that additive, dominance and epistasis of additive x dominance were predominated in 

controlling shelling percentage in cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801. 

 
4.1.16 Grain yield 

 The magnitudes of various components of genetic variation and the estimates of joint 

scaling test for the parameter of grain yield are presented in Table 4.1.4. The significant 

values of 2 for all the four crosses indicated the adequacy of six parameter model to explain 

the inheritance pattern of grain yield. The significant and similar signs of dominance (h) and 

dominance x dominance (l) genetic components in two crosses (Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and 

Pop.9804 x Pop.9801) indicates that complementary types of non-allelic interactions were 

involved in the inheritance of grain yield. The additive x dominance and dominance x 

dominance types of non-allelic interactions played major role in the inheritance of this trait 

in cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801, however, dispersal of alleles in the parents were also seen in 

this cross for grain yield as it is obvious from Table 4.1.4, showing non significant value for 

h and significant value for l. In cross Pop.9805 x FRW-4, the involvement of additive and 
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dominance types of gene actions as well as non-allelic interaction of dominance x 

dominance genetic effects were seen in the inheritance of grain yield in the present study. 

 

4.1.17 Grain yield efficiency 

 Six parameter model was adequate to explain the pattern and magnitude of 

inheritance of grain yield efficiency as the estimates of 2 were significant for all the four 

crosses (Table 4.1.4). The significant values of d, h and j genetic components for 3 crosses 

(Pop.9804 x Pop.9801, Pop.9805 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) indicated that 

additive, dominance as well as epistatic interactions of additive x dominance type of gene 

action and interaction were operating in the inheritance of grain yield efficiency. In cross 

Pop.9804 x FRW-4, the significant magnitudes of h and j types of genetic components 

elucidated the predominant role of dominance as well as additive x dominance gene action 

and interactions in the inheritance of this trait. 

 

4.1.18 Stover yield 

 Significant estimates of 2 given in Table 4.1.4 indicated the adequacy of six 

parameter model in all the crosses to explain the pattern of inheritance for stover yield. The 

significant and similar signs of dominance (h) and dominance x dominance (l) genetic 

components in three crosses (Pop.9804 x FRW-4, Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 and Pop.9805 x 

FRW-4) indicated the involvement of complementary types of non-allelic gene interactions 

in governing the inheritance for the parameter of stover yield. For cross Pop.9805 x 

Pop.9801, the non significant value of h and significant value of l showed the dispersal of 

alleles in the parents of this cross for the said parameter. Further, it can be inferred from 

negative sign of additive x additive (i) genetic component that some genes with negative 

effects are also present in the parents that need to be eliminated in the early segregating 

generations. 

 

4.1.19 Biological yield 

 All the estimates of 2 were significant for all the four crosses studied, showing that 

six parameter model was quite appropriate in explaining the inheritance of biological yield 

(Table 4.1.4). In three crosses i.e., Pop.9804 x FRW-4, Pop.9805 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x  
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Table 4.1.4 Estimates of genetic effects for some quantitative traits in 4 maize crosses evaluated at Cereal Crops 
Research Institute (CCRI) Pirsabak Nowshera combined over 2 years (Summer, 2006 and Summer, 2007). 

m = mean, d = additive, h = dominance, i = additive x additive, j = additive x dominance, l = dominance x dominance 

Parameter 
 

Cross m d h i j l 2 Type of non-
allelic interaction 

Grain Yield Pop.9804 X FRW-4 106.70* 9.49* 23.43* 8.87 ns -5.07 ns 218.88* 2435.27** Complementary 
 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 105.97* -8.58* 24.88* 29.15* -33.44* 102.46* 999.98** Complementary 
 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 103.27* 7.35* -29.77* -4.11 ns 2.28 ns 140.21* 1467.44**      ---- 
 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 107.90* 0.84 ns 12.20 ns -3.17 ns 14.52* 160.64* 931.60**      ---- 
          
Grain Yield Efficiency Pop.9804 X FRW-4 0.03* 0.00 ns 0.01* 0.00 ns 0.00* 0.00 ns 12.97**      ---- 
 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 0.03* 0.00* 0.01* 0.00 ns 0.00* -0.01 ns 53.34**      ---- 
 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 0.02* 0.00* 0.00* 0.00 ns 0.01* -0.01 ns 64.42**      ---- 
 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 0.02* 0.00* 0.01* 0.00 ns 0.00* 0.00 ns 12.38**      ---- 
          

Stover Yield Pop.9804 X FRW-4 103.72* 9.23* 83.36* 12.85 ns -18.15* 66.01* 178.87** Complementary 
 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 129.11* -2.74 ns 37.37* -21.84* -20.38* 50.21* 97.63** Complementary 
 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 94.15* 1.88 ns 44.60* 9.23 ns -18.37* 12.78* 92.04** Complementary 
 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 121.61* 8.00* 8.36 ns -42.48* -2.52 ns 76.29* 45.80**        ---- 
          

Biological Yield Pop.9804 X FRW-4 210.42* 18.71* 185.02* 21.72 ns -17.74* 128.43* 396.45** Complementary 
 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 235.07* -11.32* 131.08* 7.30 ns -38.94* 15.03 ns 116.26**        ---- 
 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 197.38* 9.65* 82.95* 5.78 ns -20.98* 16.93* 56.54** Complementary 
 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 229.51* 8.85* 78.60* -45.65* -12.93* 120.83* 94.05** Complementary 
          

Harvest Index Pop.9804 X FRW-4 51.88* 0.96 ns 0.11 ns -4.19 ns 5.70* 0.52 ns 35.84**        ---- 
 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 45.23* -1.06* 13.70* 10.70* 0.20 ns -19.13* 42.07** Duplicate 
 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 52.81* 1.19 ns -3.46 ns -4.72* 3.94* -0.24 ns 46.08**        ---- 
 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 46.85* -1.69* 13.92* 8.10* -2.41* -6.80 ns 25.96**        ---- 
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Pop.9801, the magnitudes for genetic components of dominance (h) and dominance x 

dominance (l) were exhibited with similar signs and of significant nature. It could, therefore, 

be concluded that the involvement of complementary types of non-allelic gene interactions 

were prominant to explain the inheritance of biological yield. The significant values of d, h 

and j in cross Pop.9804 x Pop.9801, indicated that additive, dominance and additive x 

dominance gene actions and interaction played a paramount role in operating the inheritance 

of this trait. 

 

4.1.20 Harvest index 

 The estimates of joint scaling test (Table 4.1.4) showed significant values of 2 for 

harvest index percentage, indicating the presence of non-allelic gene interactions in the 

inheritance of this trait for all the crosses under observation. In cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801, 

the negative value of d and positive value of h indicated that dominant gene action is 

predominant in the inheritance of this character. Moreover, the significant but negative value 

of d and positive value of i in this cross also indicated that alleles with positive effects were 

more often dominant. The significant but opposite signs of h and l showed duplicate type of 

digenic non-allelic interactions in the inheritance of harvest index in cross Pop.9804 x 

Pop.9801. The epistatic interactions of additive x dominance in cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4 

while additive x additive as wall as additive x dominance in cross Pop.9805 x FRW-4 

controlled the inheritance of harvest index in these two crosses. 

 

4.2 Heritability estimates 

 To plant breeders, heritability of quantitative traits is of immense importance to work 

with a particular crop for its improvement. Exploitation of yield associated traits with high 

heritability character ascribe the predominant role in inflate breeding program in crop plants. 

Heritability could be estimated from generation means and variances. Heritability estimates 

provides reliable information about the extent to which a particular genetic trait will be 

transmitted to the successive generations and helps in making desirable selections. 

Therefore, the estimation of heritability is essential for breeders to foresee the genetic 

potential of breeding materials, identify effective promising combination in hybridization 

and determine effective methods of selection there from. The higher the heritability, the 
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simpler and less time consuming the selection procedure and the greater will be the genetic 

improvement (Allard, 1960).  Heritability in broad-sense (h2
B) is the ratio of total genetic 

variance to the phenotypic variance, while the ratio of additive genetic variance to the 

phenotypic variance is termed as narrow sense heritability usually denoted as h2
N 

(Sujiprihati et al., 2003). The latter is more important to plant breeders because the 

effectiveness of selection depends on the additive portion of the genetic variance in relation 

to the total variance (Falconer and Mackay, 1996). A high h2
N estimate indicates that the 

character investigated is simply inherited, while a low estimate shows that the character is 

less heritable because high number of genes is involved in the control of that character 

(Suzuki et al., 1981). The following explanation elucidates the broad and narrow sense 

heritability estimates for four maize crosses (Pop.9804 x FRW-4, Pop.9804 x Pop.9801, 

Pop.9805 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) derived from two contrasting groups of 

inbred lines, with two inbreds in each group. 

 

4.2.1 Days to 50% pollen shedding 

 Heritability estimates for days to pollen shedding presented in Table 4.2 revealed 

high levels of heritability in broad sense for all the four crosses. The range of h2 (BS) varied 

from 0.83 to 0.91, respectively for cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801. The 

narrow sense heritability estimates showed similar pattern among crosses. Maximum value 

of h2 (NS) was observed for cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 (0.62) while the minimum estimate 

(0.46) was obtained for cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4. 

 

4.2.2 Days to 50% silk emergence 

 It is evident from Table 4.2 that high levels of broad sense heritability estimates were 

exhibited by all the four crosses for days to silk. The range of h2 (BS) varied from 0.58 to 

0.88. The narrow sense heritability, however, was of similar pattern but with moderate levels 

among crosses for the parameter of days to silk, ranging from 0.43 to 0.65, respectively for 

cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801. 
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4.2.3 Leaf area 

 High estimates of heritability in broad sense were exhibited by all the four crosses 

for leaf area with a similar magnitude of 0.89 (Table 4.2). Heritability estimates in narrow 

sense for this trait were considerably of moderate level with a range of 0.64 to 0.76 for cross 

Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 and Pop.9804 x Pop.9801, respectively. 

 

4.2.4 Leaf area index 

 High magnitudes of broad sense (h2
 (BS)) and narrow sense (h2

 (NS)) heritability were 

estimated for leaf area index in all four crosses studied as illustrated from Table 4.2. Broad 

sense heritability value of 0.89 was recorded consistently in all the crosses for leaf area 

index, whereas the narrow sense heritability estimates were observed in a different pattern 

with maximum estimate of 0.76 for both the crosses having a common parent (Pop.9804), 

while minimum value of 0.64 was recorded for cross-IV (Pop.9805 x Pop.9801). 4.2.5 Plant 

height 

 Table 4.2 illustrates the value of heritability for plant height. High level of h2 (BS) was 

observed for this parameter in all the four crosses. The range of h2 (BS) varied from 0.82 to 

0.92. The narrow sense heritability estimates showed a range of 0.38 to 0.86 for cross 

(Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) and (Pop.9804 x FRW-4), respectively for this parameter. 

 

4.2.6 Ear height 

 Estimates of heritability in broad sense in all the four crosses were high for ear 

height, ranging from 0.78 to 0.85 (Table 4.2) in cross (Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) and (Pop.9804 

x Pop.9801), respectively. Different pattern of heritability in narrow sense was seen among 

the four crosses. The maximum h2 (NS) was shown by the cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4 (0.82) 

while the minimum estimates of heritability (0.29) in narrow sense was obvious for the cross 

Pop.9805 x FRW-4 in this trait. 

 

4.2.7 Days to maturity 

 High heritability estimates in broad sense (Table 4.2) for days to maturity were 

exhibited by all the four crosses, having maximum h2 (BS) of 0.88 for cross (Pop.9805 x 

Pop.9801) and the minimum value of 0.67 was recorded for cross (Pop.9804 x Pop.9801). 
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Table 4.2 Broad-sense (h2
(BS)) and narrow-sense (h2 (NS)) heritability estimates for four 

maize crosses evaluated at Cereal Crops Research Institute (CCRI) 
Pirsabak Nowshera combined over 2 years (Summer, 2006 and 2007). 

 
Parameters Cross -I Cross-II Cross-III Cross-IV 

(h2
 (BS)) (h2 (NS)) (h2

(BS)) (h2 (NS)) (h2
(BS)) (h2 (NS)) (h2

(BS)) (h2 (NS)) 
Days to Poll. Shed 0.83 0.46 0.88 0.60 0.88 0.61 0.91 0.62 

Days to Silking 0.58 0.43 0.86 0.51 0.87 0.53 0.88 0.65 

Leaf Area 0.89 0.76 0.89 0.76 0.89 0.71 0.89 0.64 

Leaf Area Index 0.89 0.76 0.89 0.76 0.89 0.71 0.89 0.64 

Plant Height 0.92 0.86 0.90 0.74 0.82 0.39 0.82 0.38 

Ear Height 0.83 0.82 0.85 0.45 0.81 0.29 0.78 0.48 

Days to Maturity 0.85 0.76 0.67 0.53 0.84 0.73 0.88 0.79 

Ear weight 0.77 0.46 0.75 0.69 0.76 0.37 0.85 0.54 

Ear Diameter 0.86 0.52 0.85 0.33 0.89 0.84 0.74 0.29 

Ear Length 0.92 0.48 0.91 0.38 0.90 0.73 0.93 0.60 

Kernel Rows Ear-1 0.75 0.68 0.65 0.40 0.67 0.36 0.74 0.54 

Grains Row-1 0.89 0.65 0.85 0.82 0.88 0.61 0.83 0.45 

Grains Ear-1 0.89 0.68 0.83 0.81 0.83 0.81 0.83 0.56 

100-Grain Weight 0.84 0.52 0.85 0.66 0.82 0.58 0.80 0.35 

Percent Shelling 0.87 0.78 0.84 0.76 0.81 0.36 0.76 0.70 

Grain Yield 0.72 0.44 0.82 0.53 0.76 0.71 0.79 0.47 

Grain Yield Effici. 0.79 0.63 0.78 0.48 0.76 0.25 0.78 0.19 

Stover Yield 0.89 0.65 0.89 0.79 0.89 0.77 0.87 0.40 

Biological Yield 0.78 0.65 0.72 0.55 0.72 0.67 0.72 0.24 

Harvest Index 0.79 0.38 0.82 0.75 0.82 0.71 0.78 0.21 

Cross-I = Pop.9804 x FRW-4, Cross-II = Pop.9804 x Pop.9801  
Cross-II=Pop.9805 x FRW-4, Cross-IV= Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 
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The estimates of narrow sense heritability showed similar pattern among all the crosses with 

values ranging from 0.53 to 0.79 for cross (Pop.9804 x Pop.9801) and (Pop.9805 x 

Pop.9801), respectively for days to maturity. 

 

4.2.8 Ear weight 

 It is obvious from the estimates of heritability (Table 4.2) that ear weight in all the 

four crosses exhibited high heritability in broad sense. The estimates showed a range of 0.76 

to 0.85, respectively for crosses Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801. The pattern 

for heritability in narrow sense was different than that for broad sense. One out of four 

crosses showed considerably high level of h2 (NS) with value of 0.69 (Pop.9804 x Pop.9801), 

while one cross (Pop.9805 x FRW-4) showed relatively low level of narrow sense 

heritability (0.37). The other two crosses, Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801, 

exhibited moderate levels of heritability in narrow sense (0.46 and 0.54, respectively). 

 

4.2.9 Ear diameter 

 Broad sense heritability estimates (Table 4.2) for ear diameter were of high levels in 

all the four maize crosses. Maximum value of 0.89 was observed for Pop.9805 x FRW-4 

while minimum estimate of h2 (BS) was obtained for the cross between Pop.9805 and 

Pop.9801 (0.74). High level of heritability in narrow sense was recorded only for cross 

Pop.9805 x FRW-4 (0.84) while the other three crosses showed low to moderate levels of h2 

(NS), albeit with a similar pattern. 

 

4.2.10 Ear length 

 Heritability estimates for broad and narrow sense for ear length are presented in 

Table 4.2. Ear length exhibited high levels of h2 (BS) while low to moderate levels of h2 (NS) 

for all the crosses. Maximum magnitude of heritability in broad sense (0.93) and minimum 

(0.90) were observed for cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 and Pop.9805 x FRW-4, respectively 

for the parameter of ear length. The estimates of h2 (NS) for these crosses were in the range of 

0.38 and 0.73 in crosses Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 and Pop.9805 x FRW-4, respectively for the 

said parameter. 
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4.2.11 Number of kernel rows ear-1 

 Moderate levels of heritability in broad sense were obvious in all the crosses studied 

for number of kernel rows ear-1. Heritability in broad sense ranged from 0.65 – 0.75 (Table 

4.2), the least for Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 while the highest for Pop.9804 x FRW-4. Low to 

moderate levels of heritability in narrow sense (0.36 to 0.68) were observed in the present 

study for the parameter of kernel rows ear-1. 

 

4.2.12 Number of grains row-1 

 All the four crosses showed considerably high levels of heritability of both broad and 

narrow sense nature for number of grains row-1. The range of h2 (BS) varied from 0.83 to 0.89 

(Table 4.2) for crosses (Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 and Pop.9804 x FRW-4), respectively. Narrow 

sense heritability of 0.82 was recorded as the highest in cross Pop.9804 x Pop.9801, while 

the least level of h2 (NS) was observed for cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 (0.45). 

 

4.2.13 Number of grains ear-1 

 Broad sense heritability of high levels was manifested for number of grains ear-1 in 

all the crosses (Table 4.2). The highest value of h2 (BS) as obvious from Table 4.2 (0.89) is 

for cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4, while the other three crosses exhibited similar level of h2 (BN) 

for grains ear-1 (0.83). Two crosses (Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 and Pop.9805 x FRW-4) 

exhibited h2
 (NS) of high level with similar magnitude (0.81) in common, where as the other 

two crosses (Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) showed moderate levels of h2 

(NS), having values of 0.68 and 0.56, respectively. 

 

4.2.14 100-grain weight 

 

 Estimates of heritability in broad sense presented in Table 4.2 showed maximum h2
 

(BS) of 0.85 for 100-grain weight in cross Pop.9804 x Pop.9801, while minimum level of h2 

(BS) for 100-grain weight was recorded for cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 (0.80). Similar was 

the pattern of expression of h2 in narrow sense. The maximum h2
 (NS) of 0.66 was observed 

for cross (Pop.9804 x Pop.9801) and minimum level of 0.35 was shown by the cross 

(Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) for 100-grain weight. 
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4.2.15 Percent shelling 

 Table 4.2 illustrates the estimates of broad sense and narrow sense heritabilities for 

percent shelling. High levels of h2
 (BS) were observed for this parameter in all the four 

crosses. The range of h2
 (BS) varied from 0.76 - 0.87 for crosses (Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) and 

(Pop.9804 x FRW-4), respectively. The narrow sense heritability estimates were of 

moderate to high levels, ranging from 0.36 – 0.78 for crosses (Pop.9805 x FRW-4) and 

(Pop.9804 x FRW-4), respectively for shelling percentage. 

 

4.2.16 Grain yield 

 Grain yield exhibited high estimates of heritability in broad sense for four crosses in 

the present study. Maximum level of h2
 (BS) was recorded for grain yield in cross Pop.9804 x 

Pop.9801 (0.82) while for cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4, the estimate was 0.72 as minimum. The 

narrow sense heritability of high level (0.71) was observed in cross Pop.9805 x FRW-4. In 

the other three crosses, the pattern of heritability in narrow sense, however, was of similar 

nature but the estimates exhibited by these crosses for grain yield were of moderate levels. 

Maximum h2
 (NS) among these crosses was shown for Pop.9804 x pop.9801 (0.53), while 

minimum level of 0.44 (Table 4.2) was recorded for cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4. 

 

4.2.17 Grain yield efficiency 

 Table 5 illustrates the values of heritability for grain yield efficiency. High levels of 

broad sense heritability (h2
 (BS)) were observed for this parameter in all the four crosses. The 

range of h2
 (BS) varied from 0.76 to 0.79, respectively for cross Pop.9805 x FRW-4 and 

Pop.9804 x FRW-4. The narrow sense heritability estimates showed a range of 0.19 to 0.63 

for crosses Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 and pop.9804 x FRW-4, respectively for this parameter. 

 

4.2.18 Stover yield 

 Estimates of heritability in broad sense in all the four crosses were high for stover 

yield, ranging from 0.87 to 0.89 (Table 4.2). In cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801, the h2
 (BS) was 

0.87 while 0.89 h2
 (BS) was recorded for all the other three crosses. Different pattern of 

heritability in narrow sense was observed among the four crosses. The maximum h2
 (NS) was 

exhibited by the cross Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 (0.79), while the minimum estimate of 
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heritability (0.40) in narrow sense was obvious for the cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 for this 

parameter. 

 

4.2.19 Biological yield 

 It is obvious from the estimates of heritability that biological yield exhibited high    

h2
 BS) in all the crosses (Table 4.2). The maximum estimate of heritability in broad sense of 

0.78 was shown by the cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4, whereas nearly similar estimate (0.72) of 

h2
 (BS) was recorded for the rest of the three crosses. The pattern for heritability in narrow 

sense was not the same as for broad sense. Two crosses showed considerably higher levels 

of h2
(NS) with values of 0.65 and 0.67 for crosses Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x FRW-

4, respectively, while the other two crosses exhibited low to moderate levels of h2
(NS) for 

biological yield. 

 

4.2.20 Harvest index 

 High levels of heritability in broad sense were expressed for this parameter in all the 

four crosses studied (Table 4.2). Two crosses (Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 and Pop.9805 x FRW-

4) exhibited the same level of h2
 (BS) which was 0.82, while estimates of 0.79 and 0.78 were 

recorded for crosses Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801, respectively for harvest 

index percentage. Low to high levels of h2
 (NS) thus having different pattern expressed for 

this trait. The low levels of 0.21 and 0.38 were recorded for Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 and 

Pop.9804 x FRW-4, respectively as h2
 (NS), whereas the higher levels of 0.71 and 0.75 h2

 (NS) 

were exhibited by the crosses Pop.9805 x FRW-4 and Pop.9804 x Pop.9801, respectively for 

harvest index.  
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4.3 Genotypic and phenotypic association among traits 

Genotypic and phenotypic correlations of the desired nature among quantitative 

traits, accompanied with significant magnitudes is usually one of the aims of plant breeding 

programs for bringing appreciable improvement in crop plants. According to Vencovsky and 

Barriga (1992), association between traits is an important deal in any crop breeding program 

as genetic change in a given trait may change positively or negatively other traits 

simultaneously. In addition, in most breeding programs the strategy is usually based on 

selection for several traits simultaneously and, therefore, knowledge of the genetic 

association between traits is inevitably useful for the establishment of selection criteria. The 

basic causes of genetic correlation are pleiotropy and/or linkage disequilibrium (Falconer, 

1964; Vencovsky, 1978; Hallauer and Miranda Filho, 1995). Results obtained from the 

present study on genetic and phenotypic correlation coefficients pertaining to yield and yield 

associated traits for four maize crosses i.e., Pop.9804 x FRW-4, Pop.9804 x Pop.9801, 

Pop.9805 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801, derived from two different groups of 

contrasting inbred lines are presented in Table 4.3.1 through Table 4.3.3. 

 

4.3.1 Associations among physiological traits 

4.3.1.1 Days to 50% silking 

 Relationship of days to silk with leaf area of non significant magnitude was observed 

for all four crosses at both the genotypic and phenotypic levels. The nature of association 

(Table 4.3.1) in three crosses was of negative nature at both the levels and varied from -0.39 

to -0.79 on genotypic level and -0.36 to -0.68 on phenotypic level, while similar association 

of non significant magnitude was found for cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4 in both the models 

(Table 4.3.1) but with positive nature. Highly significant and negative association was 

exhibited between days to silk and plant height with the same magnitude of -1.00 (Table 

4.3.1) at both the genotypic and phenotypic levels in two crosses (Pop.9805 x FRW-4 and 

Pop.9805 x Pop.9801). Similar pattern of association of negative nature was also obvious 

between days to silk and plant height for the other two crosses (Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and 

Pop.9804 x Pop.9801) but with non significant magnitudes of -0.71 and -0.66 at genotypic 

level while at phenotypic level these magnitudes were -0.56 and -0.61 (Table 4.3.1). 
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Table 4.3.1 Genotypic (rG) and phenotypic (rP) correlation coefficients among                       
physiological traits for four maize crosses combined over years. 

 
Parameter Cross Leaf Area Plant Height Days to Maturity 

  rG rP rG rP rG rP

Days to Silki Pop.9804 X FRW-4 0.18ns 0.10ns -0.17ns -0.56ns 1.00** 0.93**

Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 -0.79ns -0.68ns -0.66ns -0.61ns 0.94** 0.86*

Pop.9805 X FRW-4 -0.39ns -0.36ns -1.00** -1.00** 1.00** 0.75ns

Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 -0.39ns -0.36ns -1.00** -1.00** 1.00** 0.75ns

Leaf  Area Pop.9804 X FRW-4   0.35ns 0.29ns 0.12ns 0.06ns 

Pop.9804 X Pop.9801   0.93** 0.75ns -0.50ns -0.39ns 

Pop.9805 X FRW-4   0.44ns 0.38ns 0.16ns -0.17ns 

Pop.9805 X Pop.9801   0.44ns 0.38ns 0.16ns -0.17ns 

Plant Height Pop.9804 X FRW-4     -0.77ns -0.64ns 

Pop.9804 X Pop.9801     -0.50ns -0.48ns 

Pop.9805 X FRW-4     -1.00** -0.75ns 

Pop.9805 X Pop.9801     -1.00** -0.75ns 

** = Significant ( = 0.01), * = Significant ( = 0.05), ns = Non significant 
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 Correlation between days to silk and days to maturity was positive and significant at 

the genotypic level for all crosses with magnitudes varying from 0.94 – 1.00 (Table 4.3.1). 

At phenotypic level (Table 4.3.1), however, the magnitudes of association between days to 

silk and days to maturity were of significant level with positive sign for the first two crosses 

(Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and Pop.9804 x Pop.9801) while it was non significant for the other 

two crosses (Pop.9805 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801). 

 

4.3.1.2 Leaf area 

The relationship between leaf area and plant  height was of positive nature and non 

significant both at genotypic and phenotypic levels in all the four crosses except for the 

cross Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 where the association between these two parameters, although of 

positive nature but did reach the level of significance, having a magnitude of 0.93 (Table 

4.3.1) at genotypic level. The magnitude of association for other crosses ranged from 0.35 – 

0.44 (Table 4.3.1) at genotypic level, while at phenotypic level it ranged from 0.29 – 0.75 

(Table 6) for cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and Pop.9804 x Pop.9801, respectively. 

 The four crosses investigated in this study exhibited different pattern of association 

between leaf area and days to maturity both at genotypic and phenotypic levels (Table 

4.3.1). The magnitude of association for all crosses did not reach the significance level in 

any model. Positive association of non significant level was exhibited between these traits in 

three crosses at genotypic level (0.12 – 0.16), however, cross Pop.9804 x Pop.9801, showed 

negative association (-0.50). Similarly negative association of non significant magnitude 

varying from -0.17 to -0.39 (Table 4.3.1) at phenotypic level for three crosses, while cross 

Pop.9804 x FRW-4 showed a positive magnitude of 0.06 (Table 4.3.1) at phenotypic level. 

 

4.3.1.3 Plant height 

 Negative correlation of non significant magnitude in both the models (genotypic and 

phenotypic in Table 4.3.1) was observed between plant height and days to maturity for all 

the four crosses. For the two crosses (Pop.9805 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) at 

genotypic level the association was negative in nature, albeit with highly significant 

magnitude (rG = -1.00). The magnitude of relationship between these two traits ranged from 
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-0.50 to -1.00 and -0.48 to -0.75 (Table 4.3.1), respectively at genotypic and phenotypic 

levels. 

 

4.3.2 Association between physiological and grain yield related traits 

4.3.2.1 Days to 50% silking  

Three crosses i.e., Pop.9804 x FRW-4, Pop.9805 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x 

Pop.9801, with magnitudes of -0.81, -0.96 and -1.00 at genotypic level (Table 4.3.2), 

whereas the latter two crosses, with values of -0.90 and -0.85 at phenotypic level (Table 

4.3.2), exhibited significant association between days to silk and ear length, respectively. 

The association between these two parameters in the cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4 (rG= -0.67 

and rP = -062) and Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 (rp= -0.78) was of negative nature and of non 

significant magnitude.  

Non significant association of positive nature between days to silk and kernel rows 

ear-1 (Table 4.3.2) was observed for crosses Pop.9804 x Pop.9801, Pop.9805 x FRW-4 and 

Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 in both the genotypic and phenotypic models (rG = 0.16 – 0.38 and rP = 

0.16 – 0.35). The association in cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4 was although non significant but 

of negative nature at both the levels (-0.18 at genotypic level and -0.14 at phenotypic level). 

 Days to silk showed negative relationship of non significant magnitude with 100-

grain weight for four crosses in both the genotypic and phenotypic models except for cross 

Pop.9805 x Pop.9801, which although was non significant but of positive magnitude (rG = -

0.19 and rP = -0.13). The negative and non significant correlation co-efficient recorded for 

the above three crosses ranged from -0.45 to -0.68 at genotypic level and -0.15 to -0.66 at 

phenotypic level (Table 4.3.2). 

Non significant association of negative nature was found between days to silk and 

shelling percentage at both the genotypic and phenotypic levels (Table 4.3.2) for all four 

crosses studied. The magnitude of genotypic association varied from -0.45 to -0.68, 

respectively for crosses Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801, whereas phenotypic 

correlation co-efficient between these two parameters ranged from -0.45 to -0.64 for crosses 

Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and Pop.9804 x Pop.9801, respectively. 
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Table 4.3.2 Genotypic (without parentheses) and phenotypic (in parentheses) correlation coefficients between    
physiological and grain yield related traits for four maize crosses combined over years. 

 
Parameter Cross Ear Length Kernel Rows Grain Weight Percent Shelling Grain Yield Stover Yield 

Days to Silk 1 -0.67ns (-0.62ns) -0.18ns (-0.14ns) -0.61ns (-0.59ns) -0.45ns (-0.45ns) -0.07ns (-0.09ns) -0.24ns (-0.22ns)

2 -0.81* (-0.78ns) 0.38ns (0.35ns) -0.68ns (-0.66ns) -0.67ns (-0.64ns) -0.63ns (-0.59ns) -0.43ns (-0.43ns)

3 -0.96**(-0.90*) 0.16ns (0.16ns) -0.45ns (-0.46ns) -0.65ns (-0.60ns) -0.53ns (-0.45ns) -0.28ns (-0.31ns)

4 -1.00** (-0.85*) 0.30ns (0.27ns) 0.19ns (0.13ns) -0.68ns (-0.61ns) -0.53ns (-0.45ns) -0.68ns (-0.47ns)

Leaf  Area 1 0.83* (0.80ns)  0.85* (0.81*) 0.74ns (0.72ns) 0.88* (0.85*) 0.80ns (0.79ns) 0.89* (0.87*) 

2 0.72ns (0.61ns) 0.25ns (0.21ns) 0.95** (0.77ns) 0.83* (0.68ns) 0.87* (0.80ns) 0.81* (0.75ns) 

3 0.70ns (0.59 ns) 0.63ns (0.56ns) 0.89* (0.77ns) 0.92** (0.77ns) 0.96** (0.93**) 0.90* (0.88*) 

4 0.40ns (0.36 ns) 0.64ns (0.57ns) 0.68ns (0.62ns) 0.64ns (0.57ns) 0.96** (0.93**) 0.89* (0.82*) 

Plant Height 1 0.94** (0.90*) 0.62ns (0.60ns) 0.85* (0.83*) 0.77ns (0.75ns) 0.76ns (0.71ns) 0.65ns (0.63ns) 

 2 0.86* (0.85*) 0.47ns (0.44ns) 1.00** (0.99**) 0.98** (0.95**) 1.00** (0.96**) 0.98** (0.93**) 

 3 0.95** (0.94**) -0.12ns (-0.11ns) 0.51ns (0.50ns) 0.67ns (0.67ns) 0.56ns (0.52ns) 0.40ns (0.38ns) 

 4 0.77ns (0.77ns) 0.25ns (0.24ns) 0.39ns (0.38ns) 0.90* (0.88*) 0.56ns (0.52ns) 0.90* (0.84*) 

Maturity 1 -0.51ns (-0.43ns) -0.05ns (0.00ns) -0.32ns (-0.30ns) -0.18ns (-0.19ns) -0.18ns (-0.16ns) -0.04ns (-0.03ns)

 2 -0.84ns (-0.79ns) 0.49ns (0.48ns)  0.81* (0.47ns) -0.61ns (-0.59ns) -0.43ns (-0.38ns) -0.26ns (-0.22ns)

 3 -0.84* (-0.64ns) 0.61ns (0.43ns) -0.06ns (-0.09ns) -0.32ns (-0.24ns) -0.06ns (-0.20ns) 0.16ns (-0.04ns) 

 4 -1.00** (-0.52ns) 1.00** (0.53ns) 1.00** (0.42ns) -0.37ns (-0.28ns) -0.05ns (-0.20ns) 0.03ns (0.07ns) 

** = Significant ( = 0.01), * = Significant ( = 0.05), ns = Non significant, Cross 1 = Pop.9804 x FRW-4,  
Cross 2 = Pop.9804 x Pop.9801, Cross 3 = Pop.9805 x FRW-4, Cross 4 = Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 
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It is indicated in Table 4.3.2 that the relationship between days to silk and grain yield 

was of negative nature and non significant in all four crosses both at genotypic and phenotypic 

levels. Magnitudes of association at genotypic level varied from -0.07 to -0.63 and at 

phenotypic level were in the range of -0.09 to -0.59 (Table 4.3.2). 

 Days to silk were negatively correlated with stover yield with non significant 

magnitudes in all crosses in both the genotypic and phenotypic models. The range of 

association was -0.24 to -0.68 on genotypic level while -0.22 to -0.47 on phenotypic level, 

respectively for cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 (Table 4.3.2). 

 

4.3.2.2 Leaf area plot-1 

Association between leaf area and ear length for all four crosses was observed to be 

non significant and of positive nature at both the genotypic and phenotypic levels, except for 

cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4 (0.83) at genotypic level only which showed positive association 

with significant magnitude. The over all magnitudes of association between leaf area and ear 

length varied from 0.40 to 0.83 (Table 4.3.2) at genotypic level, while at phenotypic level 

these magnitudes ranged from 0.36 to 0.80 (Table 4.3.2). 

Non significant correlation of positive nature between leaf area and kernel rows ear-1 

was exhibited for all crosses in both the genotypic and phenotypic models (Table 4.3.2) except 

for cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4 which showed positive and significant association at both the 

genotypic and phenotypic levels (rG = 0.85 and rP = 0.81). For remaining three crosses, the 

association between these two parameters ranged from 0.25 – 0.64 (Table 4.3.2) at genetic 

level and 0.21 – 0.57 (Table 4.3.2) at phenotypic level for crosses Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 and 

Pop.9805 x Pop.9801, respectively.  

High correlation co-efficients of significant magnitude and positive nature were 

observed in the present study between leaf area and 100-grain weight (Table 4.3.2) only at 

genotypic level for cross Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 (0.95) and Pop.9805 x FRW-4 (0.89). At 

phenotypic level, this association was although positive but with non significant magnitude in 

these two crosses. The other two crosses, Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801, also 

exhibited positive association between leaf area and 100-grain weight but of non significant 

magnitude at both the genotypic and phenotypic levels. 
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Significant and positive association between leaf area and shelling percentage was 

observed for three crosses (Pop.9804 x FRW-4, Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 and Pop.9805 x FRW-

4) with values of 0.88, 0.83 and 0.92, respectively at genotypic level and for cross Pop.9804 x 

FRW-4 (0.85) at phenotypic level (Table 4.3.2). The cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 (0.64) at 

genotypic level and the other three crosses (Pop.9804 xPop.9801, Pop.9805 x FRW-4 and 

Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) with values of 0.68, 0.77 and 0.57, respectively indicated positive 

association of non significant magnitude at phenotypic level between leaf area and shelling 

percentage (Table 4.3.2). 

 It can be inferred from Table 4.3.2 that the genotypic relationship between leaf area 

and grain yield was of significant magnitude and positive type for three crosses and non 

significant for one cross (Pop.9804 x FRW-4) also of positive nature. The magnitude of 

association between these two parameters was considerably high in three crosses and ranged 

from 0.87 – 0.96 at phenotypic level, the association between leaf area and grain yield was 

significant for the two crosses (Pop.9805 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) and non 

significant for other two crosses (Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and Pop.9804 x Pop.9801). The nature 

of association between these two parameters was of positive nature in all four crosses and 

varied in magnitude from 0.79 – 0.93 (Table 4.3.2) in cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 

x Pop.9801, respectively. 

Association between leaf area and stover yield traits in this study was positive and 

significant in both the genotypic and phenotypic models for all the crosses except for cross 

Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 at phenotypic level which was although positive but of non significant 

type. The maximum values of association between these two traits were 0.90 for Pop.9805 x 

FRW-4 at genotypic level and 0.88 (Table 4.3.2) at phenotypic level for the same cross, while 

minimum magnitudes of association (0.81) at genotypic level and 0.75 at phenotypic level 

were observed for cross Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 (Table 4.3.2). 

 

4.3.2.3 Plant height 

Table 4.3.2 revealed that plant height had highly significant and positive relationship 

with ear length in all the crosses except in cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 which was positive but 

non significant at both the levels (0.77). The magnitude of correlation for these three crosses 

varied from 0.86 – 0.95 at genotypic level and 0.85 – 0.94 at phenotypic level (Table 4.3.2). 
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Association between plant height and kernel rows ear-1 was found to be non significant 

and positive in nature for crosses Pop.9804 x FRW-4, Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 and Pop.9805 x 

Pop.9801 (Table 4.3.2) at genotypic (0.62, 0.47 and 0.25, respectively) and at phenotypic level 

(0.60, 0.44 and 0.24, respectively). The association of these traits for cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4 

was although non significant but of negative nature at both the levels (-0.12 and -0.11). 

Significant and positive correlation was observed between plant height and 100-grain 

weight at both the genotypic and phenotypic levels (Table 4.3.2) for cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4 

(rG = 0.85 and rp = 0.83) and Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 (rG = 1.00 and rP =
 0.99). Other two crosses, 

Pop.9805 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801, although exhibited positive correlation but of 

non significant magnitude between plant height and 100-grain weight. Correlation coefficients 

of maginitudes of 0.51 and 0.39 at genotypic level and magnitudes of 0.50 and 0.38 at 

phenotypic levels were recorded, respectively for these crosses. 

Significant association of plant height with shelling percentage of positive nature was 

recorded for two crosses (Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) at both the 

genotypic and phenotypic levels with magnitudes of 0.98 and 0.90 (Table 4.3.2) at genotypic 

level and 0.95 and 0.88 (Table 4.3.2) at phenotypic level, respectively. The other two crosses 

(Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x FRW-4) exhibited similar association although in 

positive manner but with non significant level and the magnitudes for these two crosses 

recorded were 0.77 and 0.67 at genotypic level, while 0.75 and 0.67 at phenotypic level, 

respectively between plant height and shelling percentage (Table 4.3.2). 

It can be observed from genotypic and phenotypic models that the relationship 

between plant height and grain yield was non significant in all four crosses, both at genetic 

and phenotypic levels (Table 4.3.2) except for cross (Pop.9804 x Pop.9801) where the 

association between these two parameters was positive and significant, having magnitudes of 

1.00 and 0.96, respectively at genotypic and phenotypic levels. The magnitudes for all of the 

other three crosses ranged from 0.56 – 0.76 and 0.52 – 0.71 (Table 4.3.2), respectively at 

genotypic and phenotypic levels and were considerably high as well. 

 Plant height exhibited strong positive association of significant magnitude with stover 

yield in crosses Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 at genotypic level as well as 

at phenotypic level, showing the magnitudes of 0.98 and 0.90 (Table 4.3.2) and 0.93 and 0.84 

(Table 4.3.2), respectively for these crosses. Similar positive association between these 
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parameters was also observed in the other two crosses (Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x 

FRW-4), however, they were of non significant magnitude. 

 

4.3.2.4 Days to maturity 

 Genotypic correlation co-efficients presented in Table 4.3.2 revealed that association 

of days to maturity with ear length was significant and negative at genotypic level in crosses 

Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 (-0.84), Pop.9805 x FRW-4 (-0.84 ) and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 (-1.00), 

while it was negative but of non significant magnitudes (Table 4.3.2) at phenotypic level (-

0.79, -0.64 and -0.52, respectively). The fourth cross, Pop.9801 x FRW-4, also exhibited 

negative correlation between these traits but of non significant magnitude (rG = 0.51 and rP = 

0.43). 

 Perfect positive correlation of significant magnitude was observed between days to 

maturity and kernel rows ear-1 (Table 4.3.2) only at genotypic level for cross Pop.9805 x 

Pop.9801. The association between these parameters at both the genotypic and phenotypic 

levels for rest of the crosses remained positive but of non significant magnitude, except for 

cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4 which exhibited negative association of non significant magnitude, 

only at genotypic level. 

Positive and significant association at genotypic level (Table 4.3.2) was observed 

between days to maturity and 100-grain weight in cross Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 (0.81) and 

Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 (1.00). At phenotypic level this association was although positive but of 

non significant magnitude in these two crosses. For other two crosses i.e., Pop.9804 x FRW-4 

and Pop.9805 x FRW-4, the association observed was non significant with negative magnitude 

at both the genotypic and phenotypic levels (Table 4.3.2). 

Days to maturity showed non significant and negative correlation with shelling 

percentage for all the crosses at both the levels of genotypic and phenotypic association. The 

values presented in Table 4.3.2 for genotypic correlation varied from -0.18 to -0.61 while from 

-0.19 to -0.59 for phenotypic correlation revealed that -0.18 and -0.19 were the lowest 

magnitudes in both the models, whereas -0.61 and -0.59 were recorded as maximum values of 

genotypic and phenotypic correlations, respectively for crosses Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and 

Pop.9804 x Pop.9801. 
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 Days to maturity showed non significant correlation of negative nature with grain yield 

in all the crosses studied both at genotypic and phenotypic levels (Table 4.3.2). Furthermore, 

the magnitude of association between these two parameters was also of considerably lower 

magnitude in all four crosses. It ranged from -0.05 to -0.43 at genotypic level and from -0.16 

to -0.38 at phenotypic level (Table 4.3.2). 

 

4.3.3 Genotypic and phenotypic association among yield and yield related traits 

4.3.3.1 Ear length 

Ear length exhibited positive correlation of significant magnitude (Table 4.3.3) with 

kernel rows ear-1 only in cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4 at both genotypic and phenotypic levels (rG 

= 0.84 and rP = 0.83). The other two crosses i.e., Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 and Pop.9805 x FRW-4 

showed positive association but too weak and of non significant magnitudes at genotypic (0.06 

and 0.04) as well as phonotypic (0.07 and 0.03) level, respectively. Non significant association 

between these two parameters was also seen in cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 but of negative 

nature at both the genotypic and phenotypic levels (-0.29). 

In two crosses i.e. Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and Pop.9804 x Pop.9801, ear length exhibited 

significant association of positive nature with 100-grain weight at genotypic level with 

magnitudes of 0.95 and 0.86 (Table 4.3.3) and at phenotypic level with magnitudes of 0.94 

and 0.85 (Table 4.3.3). However, the association in cross Pop.9805 x FRW-4 remained 

positive but non significant both at genotypic and phenotypic levels (rG = 0.65 and rP = 0.64), 

while such association for cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 (-0.13) shown in Table 4.3.3 both at 

genotypic and phenotypic levels was found to be non significant and negative. 

Genotypic and phenotypic correlation co-efficients presented in Table 4.3.3 revealed 

that association of ear length was highly significant and positive with percent shelling in two 

crosses (Pop.9804 x FRRW-4 and Pop.9804 x Pop.9801), with values of 0.95 and 0.93 (Table 

4.3.3) at genotypic and phenotypic levels, respectively. Similar values of 0.72 and 0.71 (Table 

4.3.3), respectively at genotypic and phenotypic levels, for crosses (Pop.9805 x FRW-4 and 

Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) indicated non significant and positive association between these two 

parameters. 
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 Non significant and positive association with magnitudes ranging from 0.72 – 0.80 

(Table 4.3.3) at genotypic level and 0.67 – 0.78 (Table 4.3.3) at phenotypic level were 

observed between ear length and grain yield for crosses Pop.9804 x Pop.9801, Pop.9805 x 

FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801. Association between ear length and grain yield exhibited in 

this study was positive and of highly significant magnitude in cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4 at 

both the genotypic and phenotypic levels (rG = 0.98 and rP = 0.97). 

Association between ear length and stover yield was found significant and positive 

only in cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4, with similar magnitude (0.88) in both the genotypic and 

phenotypic models (Table 4.3.3). Association of these traits in all the other three crosses 

(Pop.9804 x Pop.9801, Pop.9805 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) was of positive nature 

and with relatively higher magnitudes both at genotypic and phenotypic levels but did not 

reach the level of significance. These magnitudes varied from 0.62 – 0.71 and 0.58 – 0.70 

(Table 4.3.3) consistently for cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 and cross Pop.9804 x Pop.9801, 

respectively in genotypic and phenotypic models. 

 

4.3.3.2 Number of kernel rows ear-1 

 Positive association with non significant magnitude of 0.43 – 0.78 (Table 4.3.3) at 

genotypic level and 0.41 – 0.76 (Table 4.3.3) at phenotypic level was exhibited between 

kernel rows ear-1 and 100-grain weight in crosses Pop.9804 x FRW-4, Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 

and Pop.9805 x FRW-4. The cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 also expressed strong positive 

association but with highly significant magnitude in both the genetic and phenotypic models 

(rG = 0.98 and rP = 0.96). 

Among four crosses studied, only cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4 exhibited strong positive 

associations of highly significant magnitude (0.93) at genotypic level and of significant 

magnitude (0.89) at phenotypic level between kernel rows ear-1 and percent shelling. The 

remaining three crosses (Pop.9804 x Pop.9801, Pop.9805 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x 

Pop.9801), although expressed association of positive nature in a similar pattern, but of non 

significant nature between these two parameters. The correlation co-efficients recorded for 

these crosses, respectively were 0.38, 0.25 and 0.25 (Table 4.3.3) at genotypic level and 0.37, 

0.23 and 0.23 (Table 4.3.3) at phenotypic level between kernel rows ear-1 and shelling 

percentage. 
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Genotypic and phenotypic correlation co-efficients between kernel rows ear-1 and grain 

yield presented in Table 4.3.3 revealed that only the cross between inbred lines Pop.9804 and 

FRW-4, exhibited positive and significant association (rG = 0.94 and rP = 0.90). The 

association in other three crosses was positive but with non significant magnitudes at both the 

genotypic and phenotypic levels (rG = 0.45 – 0.64 and rP = 0.42 - 059). 

Association between kernel rows ear-1 and stover yield was found to be highly 

significant and positive in nature in cross (Pop.9804 x FRW-4) at genotypic level (0.99) as 

well as at phenotypic level (0.96) as given in Table 4.3.3. Associations between these two 

traits were although of positive nature, but with non significant magnitude, ranging from 0.46 

– 0.67 (Table 4.3.3) at genotypic level while 0.43 – 0.63 (Table 4.3.3) at phenotypic level, 

respectively, for cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 and cross Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 consistently in 

both the models. 

 
4.3.3.3 100-grain weight 

Association between 100-grain weight and shelling percentage was highly significant 

and positive for two crosses (Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and Pop.9804 x Pop.9801) at both the 

genotypic (0.95 and 0.97) and phenotypic (0.95 and 0.95) levels as shown in Table 4.3.3. 

Association between these two parameters was also found to be of positive nature but with 

non significant magnitudes 0.44 (Table 4.3.3), for crosses (Pop.9805 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 

x Pop.9801) in both the models. 

 Highly significant genetic and phenotypic correlations of positive nature were 

exhibited between 100-grain weight and grain yield for all the crosses, except for cross 

Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 which showed although positive association between these two traits but 

with non significant magnitude of 0.59 at genotypic level and of 0.56 at phenotypic level 

(Table 4.3.3). The magnitudes of genetic correlation co-efficient from 0.93 – 0.97 (Table 

4.3.3) and phenotypic correlation co-efficient from 0.91 – 0.95 (Table 4.3.3) were recorded for 

crosses Pop.9804 x FRW-4, Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 and Pop.9805 x FRW-4. 

 Hundred grain weight and stover yield were highly significantly and positively 

correlated in cross Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 at both the genotypic and phenotypic levels, whereas 

cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4 also exhibited positive and significant association at both the levels 

between these two parameters. The other two crosses (Pop.9805 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x  
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Table 4.3.3 Genotypic (above diagonal) and phenotypic (below diagonal) correlations 
among yield related traits for four maize crosses combined over years. 

 
Parameter Cross EL KR GW SH GY SY 
Ear Length Pop.9804 X FRW-4 0.84* 0.95** 0.95** 0.98** 0.88* 

 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 0.06ns 0.86* 0.95** 0.80ns 0.71ns 

 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 0.04ns 0.65ns 0.72ns 0.74ns 0.62ns 

 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 -0.29ns -0.13ns 0.72ns 0.72ns 0.62ns 

Kernel Rows Pop.9804 X FRW-4 0.83*  0.78ns 0.93** 0.94** 0.99** 

 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 0.07ns  0.43ns 0.38ns 0.54ns 0.67ns 

 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 0.03ns  0.75ns 0.25ns 0.64ns 0.46ns 

 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 -0.29ns  0.98** 0.25ns 0.45ns 0.46ns 

Grain Weight Pop.9804 X FRW-4 0.94** 0.76ns  0.95** 0.93** 0.85* 

 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 0.85* 0.41ns  0.97** 1.00** 0.97** 

 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 0.64ns 0.70ns  0.44ns 0.95** 0.60ns 

 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 -0.13ns 0.96**  0.44ns 0.59ns 0.60ns 

Percent Shelling Pop.9804 X FRW-4 0.93** 0.89* 0.95** 0.99** 0.96** 

 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 0.93** 0.37ns 0.95* 0.94** 0.91** 

 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 0.71ns 0.23ns 0.44ns 0.97** 0.93** 

 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 0.71ns 0.23ns 0.44ns 0.88* 0.84* 

Grain Yield Pop.9804 X FRW-4 0.97** 0.90* 0.92** 0.97** 1.00** 

 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 0.78ns 0.51ns 0.96** 0.91** 0.98** 

 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 0.68ns 0.59ns 0.91** 0.89* 0.97** 

 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 0.67ns 0.42ns 0.56ns 0.82* 0.98** 

Stover Yield Pop.9804 X FRW-4 0.88* 0.96** 0.83* 0.95** 0.97**  

 Pop.9804 X Pop.9801 0.70ns 0.63ns 0.93** 0.87* 0.98**  

 Pop.9805 X FRW-4 0.58ns 0.44ns 0.57ns 0.86* 0.97**  

 Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 0.58ns 0.44ns 0.57ns 0.78ns 0.96**  

** = Significant ( = 0.01), * = Significant ( = 0.05), ns = Non significant, EL = Ear Length,          
KR = Kernel rows ear-1, GW = 100-Grain weight, SH = Percent shelling, GY = Grain yield, 
SY = Stover yield 
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Pop.9801), exhibited although positive association between 100-grain weight but of non 

significant magnitude both genotypically and phenotypically (Table 4.3.3). 

 

4.3.3.4 Shelling percentage 

 Shelling percentage exhibited highly significant and positive association with grain 

yield at genotypic level in three crosses while significant and positive relationship was 

observed between these two parameters in one cross (Table 4.3.3). The values for all four 

crosses were of high magnitude, showing that these two traits had strong relationship in these 

crosses. The maximum and minimum values of 0.99 and 0.88 (Table 4.3.3) were recorded for 

crosses Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801, respectively. Association between these 

two parameters at phenotypic level was also recorded as strong and positive with significant 

magnitudes in all the crosses. Pop.9804 x FRW-4 showed maximum value of 0.97 (Table 

4.3.3), whereas Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 had minimum magnitude (0.82). 

  Table 4.3.3 illustrates the correlation between shelling percentage and stover yield 

both at genotypic and phenotypic levels. It is obvious from Table 4.3.3 that association 

between these two parameters was highly significant and positive in three crosses, whereas in 

one cross it was although positive but of significant magnitude only. The maximum value of 

0.96 and the minimum level of 0.84 were observed for crosses Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and 

Pop.9805 x Pop.9801, respectively. The phenotypic correlation illustrated in Table 4.3.3 

showed highly significant and positive association (rP = 0.95) for Pop.9804 x FRW-4 between 

shelling percentage and stover yield, whereas two crosses (Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 and 

Pop.9805 x FRW-4) showed  significant and positive association between these two 

parameters with magnitudes of 0.87 and 0.86, respectively. Moreover, the cross Pop.9805 x 

Pop.9801 also exhibited positive association but did not reach the level of significance, 

however, the magnitude was relatively of high level (0.78). 

 

4.3.3.5 Grain Yield 

 Both the genotypic and phenotypic associations between grain yield and stover yield 

were found to be highly significant and positive in all four crosses. The genotypic correlation 

co-efficients varied from 0.97 - 1.00 (Table 4.3.3) for cross-III (Pop.9805 x FRW-4) and 

cross-I (Pop.9804 x FRW-4), whereas the phenotypic correlation co-efficients ranged from 
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0.96 – 0.98 (Table 4.3.3) for cross-IV (Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) and cross-II (Pop.9804 x 

Pop.9801), respectively.  

 

4.4  Heterosis percentage 

 Heterosis of both the nature, mid parent and better parent (the latter also known as 

heterobeltiosis), is an important parameter for plant breeders especially dealing with cross 

pollinated crops like maize. Expression of high percentage heterosis for a desired character in 

the resultant F1 hybrid is the ultimate goal of plant breeders for quantitative characters. 

Generally, heterosis has been studied in populations with different genetic backgrounds, 

which confound the relationships among heterosis, dominance and gene frequency. Heterosis, 

or hybrid vigor, has been the subject of intense research and speculation for well over a 

century, however, the basic mechanisms that cause or contribute to heterosis remain unclear 

(Coors and Pandey, 1999). Despite this lack of understanding, breeders have quite 

successfully manipulated heterosis to increase the vigor of many domesticated species 

(Springer and Stupar, 2007). In maize, it is estimated that the use of hybrids and heterosis 

increases yields by 15 % per annum (Duvick, 1999). Maize breeders have been looking for the 

possibility of predicting heterosis between inbred lines of maize based on morphological, 

physiological, biochemical and molecular marker data during the past decades (Smith and 

Smith, 1989; Smith et al., 1990 and Ramesh et al., 1995). Therefore, results obtained from the 

four maize crosses (Pop.9804 x FRW-4, Pop.9804 x 9801, Pop.9805 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x 

Pop.9801) are explained here in detail to elucidate heterotic pattern for 20 different plant 

parameters of quantitative nature. 

 

4.4.1 Days to 50% pollen shedding 

 Magnitudes of heterosis presented in Table 4.4 for mid parent and better parent 

showed that maximum heterosis (-9.59 %) of negative nature for days to 50% pollen shed was 

observed in cross (Pop.9805 x FRW-4) while minimum mid parent heterosis of -7.56 was 

exhibited by the cross (Pop.9804 x Pop.9801). The magnitude of heterosis for better parent in 

days to pollen shed expressed in the range of  -1.52 to -6.60, respectively for cross (Pop.9804 

x Pop.9801) and cross (Pop.9805 x FRW-4). 
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4.4.2 Days to 50% silk emergence 

 Negative heterosis of both mid parent and better parent was exhibited in all the four 

crosses (Table 4.4) for days to silk, having magnitudes from -6.03 to -9.74, respectively for 

cross (Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) and cross (Pop.9804 x FRW-4) as mid parent. Better parent 

heterosis was also of negative nature but with a different pattern. The maximum better parent 

heterosis of -6.57 was observed for cross (Pop.9805 x FRW-4) while minimum level of -1.09 

was obvious for cross (Pop.9804 x Pop.9801) with respect to the parameter of days to silk. 

 

4.4.3 Leaf Area 

 It is obvious from Table 4.4  that maximum mid parent heterosis of 71.28 % was 

observed for leaf area in cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4 while minimum magnitude of heterosis 

(24.57 %) was exhibited in cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801. The other two crosses (Pop.9804 x 

Pop.9801 and Pop.9805 x FRW-4) showed intermediate level of mid parent heterosis with 

magnitudes of 36.89 % and 53.24 %, respectively. Almost similar pattern of heterosis for 

better parent was expressed among four crosses with cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4, being having 

maximum percentage (43.36) for leaf area. 

 

4.4.4 Leaf area index 

 Maximum mid parent heterosis (MPH) of 60.82 % was observed for leaf area index in 

the cross Pop.9805 x FRW-4 (Table 4.4), followed by Pop.9804 x FRW-4 (55.80 %). The 

lowest magnitude of mid parent heterosis (39.02 %) was exhibited by the cross Pop.9804 x 

Pop.9801 for this trait. The better parent heterosis in this study showed similar pattern for leaf 

area index in all these crosses. The range of better parent heterosis (BPH) varied from 21.23 to 

33.18 %, showing minimum value for the cross Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 (21.23 %) and 

maximum value for the cross Pop.9805 x FRW-4 (33.18 %). 

 

4.4.5 Plant height 

It can be observed from Table 4.4 that the magnitude of mid parent heterosis for plant 

height varied from 29.30 to 37.85 %. The maximum mid parent heterosis of 37.85 % was 

exhibited in cross (Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) while the least mid parent heterosis (29.30 %) was  
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Table 4.4 Mid-parent and better-parent heterosis for 4 maize crosses evaluated at 
Cereal Crops Research Institute (CCRI) Pirsabak Nowshera combined 
over 2 years (Summer, 2006 and Summer, 2007). 

 
Parameters Cross -I Cross-II Cross-III Cross-IV 

MPH BPH MPH BPH MPH BPH MPH BPH 

Days to Pollen Shed -9.49  -3.77  -7.56  -1.52  -9.59  -6.60  -7.59  -4.36 

Days to Silking -9.74  -3.65  -7.35  -1.09  -9.22  -6.57  -6.03  -3.28 

Leaf Area 71.28  43.36 36.89 29.81 53.24  23.88 24.57 23.30 

Leaf Area Index  55.80  29.73 39.02 21.23 60.82  33.16 50.03 30.06 

Plant Height  36.72  26.08 29.30 28.08 37.14  24.66 37.85 34.43 

Ear Height  25.70  39.23 28.59 31.08 72.03  78.21 39.48 57.18 

Days to Maturity -9.53   0.82 -10.28   1.91  -7.28   -2.05  -3.50  3.82 

Ear weight  87.26 63.15 67.03 42.56 68.17  54.99 103.50 83.45 

Ear Diameter  37.14 23.08 24.68 23.08 26.03  12.90 15.00   9.52 

Ear Length  47.58 47.58 33.33 20.33 51.07  41.94 43.18 21.94 

Kernel Rows Ear-1  26.24 16.08 12.74   2.10   9.09   -6.02   9.22   -7.23 

Grains Row-1  47.09 38.08 33.58  19.87 64.56  53.77 58.17 41.31 

Grains Ear-1  56.64 29.81 29.52    8.62  81.07  72.83 93.15 87.01 

100-Grain Weight  69.57 65.57 67.12 61.95 37.00  19.56   8.65   -0.37 

Percent Shelling    9.84   7.96   4.97   4.38   8.89    6.51   3.56    3.50 

Grain Yield 192.56 131.28 102.77 94.57 96.04  50.02 94.00 78.40 

Grain Yield Efficiency  73.33 62.50 49.15 37.50  31.15  21.21 53.33  39.39 

Stover Yield 128.76 62.95 78.14 62.27  65.97  33.64 59.61  50.02 

Biological Yield 151.93 86.46 87.16 73.66  85.79  38.09  73.66  62.10 

Harvest Index    9.11 -0.76   6.77   3.73   2.51  -2.86  12.53  10.85 

MPH = Mid-Parent Heterosis, BPH = Better-Parent Heterosis 
Cross-I = Pop.9804 X FRW-4, Cross-II=Pop.9804 X Pop.9801  
Cross-III=Pop.9805 X FRW-4, Cross-IV=Pop.9805 X Pop.9801 
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obvious for cross (Pop.9804 x Pop.9801). The better parent heterosis showed a bit different 

pattern of expression in the cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801, although having maximum value 

(34.43 %) for the parameter of plant height but the minimum better parent heterosis (24.66 

%) was recorded for Pop.9805 x FRW-4. 

 

4.4.6 Ear height 

 Mid parent heterosis for ear height varied from 25.70 – 72.03 % (Table 4.4) and 

indicated that maximum mid parent heterosis of 72.03 % was exhibited by the cross 

(Pop.9805 x FRW-4), followed by another cross (Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) having common 

female parent (Pop.9805) with magnitude of 39.48 %. The better parent heterosis observed 

in the present study revealed that the cross (Pop.9805 x FRW-4) gave maximum value 

(78.21 %) while minimum heterosis of better parent was exhibited by the cross (Pop.9804 x 

Pop.9801) for ear height with value of 31.08 %. 

   

4.4.7 Days to maturity 

 Mid parent heterosis for maturity habit was exhibited in negative manner in all four 

crosses. Maximum mid parent heterosis of -10.28 % and minimum of -3.50 % were recorded 

for cross (Pop. 9804 x Pop.9801) and for cross (Pop.9805 x Pop.9801), respectively. The 

better parent heterosis was of positive nature with different pattern of expression for days to 

maturity. Overall better parent heterosis showed a range of 0.82 – 3.82 % (Table 4.4), 

respectively in days to maturity for the cross (Pop.9804 x FRW-4) and cross (Pop.9805 x 

Pop.9801) in the present study. 

 

4.4.8 Ear weight 

 Maximum mid parent heterosis (MPH) of 103.50 % was exhibited for ear weight in 

cross (Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) while minimum MPH was observed for cross Pop.9804 x 

Pop.9801 (67.03 %). Same pattern of heterosis for better parent was observed among all four 

crosses for ear weight, having a range of magnitude from 42.56 - 83.45 % (Table 4.4), 

respectively for cross Pop.9804 x pop.9801 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801. 
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4.4.9 Ear Diameter 

 Table 4.4 indicates moderate levels of mid parent heterosis for ear diameter for all 

crosses under observation ranging from 15.00 – 37.14 %, respectively for cross Pop.9805 x 

Pop.9801 with the least value and Pop.9804 x FRW-4 with the highest magnitude of 

heterosis. The trend of heterobeltiosis was found to be in a different pattern. Although the 

maximum better parent heterosis was noticed in cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and the minimum 

better parent heterosis was recorded for cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801, however, the other two 

crosses showed contrast expression of mid parent and better parent heterosis in ear diameter. 

 

4.4.10 Ear length 

 Mid parent and better parent heterosis (Table 4.4) exhibited different patterns in the 

expression of ear length among four crosses. Maximum value of 51.07 % for mid parent 

heterosis was calculated for cross (Pop.9805 x FRW-4), while the highest better parent 

heterosis (47.58 %) was shown by the cross (Pop.9804 x FRW-4). The cross (Pop.9804 x 

Pop.9801) was having the least values for the expression of both mid parent (33.33 %)  and 

better parent heterosis (20.00 %) heterosis for the parameter of ear length. 

 

4.4.11 Number of kernel rows ear-1 

 Kernel rows ear-1 although showed low to moderate levels of heterosis for mid parent 

in all crosses (Table 4.4), however, the highest mid parent heterosis (26.24 %) was exhibited 

in cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4, followed by cross Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 (12.74 %), while the 

other two crosses (Pop.9805 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) manifested values of 9.09 

and 9.22 % as mid parent heterosis. The better parent heterosis was expressed in different 

manner for kernel rows ear-1. The two crosses, Pop.9805 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 x 

Pop.9801, exhibited negative heterosis with magnitudes of -6.02 % and -7.23 %, 

respectively. Better parent heterosis for the other two crosses (Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and 

Pop.9804 x Pop.9801) was of low magnitude but of positive nature, with values of 16.08 % 

and 2.10 %, respectively for kernel rows ear-1. 
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4.4.12 Number of grains row-1 

 Both mid parent and better parent heterosis presented in Table 4.4 showed similar 

pattern of expression in grains row-1 for all crosses studied. Maximum heterosis of 64.56 % 

and 53.77 %, respectively as mid parent and better parent, was observed for cross Pop.9805 

x FRW-4, while minimum magnitudes of heterosis, respectively as mid parent and better 

parent (33.58 % and 19.87 %), were obtained for grains row -1 in cross Pop.9804 x 

Pop.9801. 

 

4.4.13 Number of grains ear-1 

 Considerably moderate to high magnitudes of mid parent heterosis were observed for 

grains ear-1 in all four crosses and varied from 29.53 % – 93.15 % (Table 4.4). The 

maximum mid parent heterosis of 93.15 % was exhibited by the cross (Pop.9805 x 

Pop.9801) whereas the least mid parent heterosis (29.53 %) was observed for the cross 

(Pop.9804 x Pop.9801). The better parent heterosis showed almost similar pattern of 

expression among the four crosses with cross (Pop.9805 x Pop.9801), having maximum 

magnitude (87.01 %) for this trait, while minimum better parent heterosis with value of 8.62 

% was recorded for cross between Pop.9804 and Pop.9801. 

 

4.4.14 100-grain weight 

 From Table 4.4, it is obvious that maximum expression of mid parent heterosis 

(69.57 %) was shown by the cross (Pop.9804 x FRW-4) for the parameter of 100-grain 

weight, while the minimum value of 8.65 % was recorded in cross (Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) 

for the said trait. Exhibition of better parent heterosis for 100-grain weight in the four 

crosses was of different pattern. The cross (Pop.9804 x Pop.9801) ranked first with 

maximum value of 61.95 % in better parent heterosis for 100-grain weight, however, for 

cross (Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) the expression was the lowest with negative level of heterosis 

(-0.37 %). 

 

4.4.15 Percent shelling 

 Low levels of heterosis, both mid parent and better parent, were recorded for shelling 

percentage in all four crosses studied (Table 4.4). The mid parent heterosis varied from 3.56 
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– 9.84  %, respectively for cross Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 and Pop.9804 x FRW-4 while the 

range of better parent heterosis varied from 3.50 – 7.96 % in the same pattern with minimum 

value for Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 and maximum value for Pop.9804 x FRW-4. 

 

4.4.16 Grain yield 

 All four crosses investigated during the present study exhibited high levels of mid 

parent heterosis for grain yield. The highest mid parent heterosis of 192.56 % was recorded 

for cross (Pop.9804 x FRW-4), while the lowest level (94.00 %) was shown by the cross 

(Pop.9805 x Pop.9801). The expression of better parent heterosis in these crosses was of 

slightly in different pattern, having a range of 50.02 % – 131.28 % (Table 4.4), respectively 

for cross (Pop.9805 x FRW-4) and cross (Pop.9804 x FRW-4). 

 

4.4.17 Grain yield efficiency 

 Grain yield efficiency exhibited medium levels of mid parent as well as better parent 

heterosis in all the four crosses (Table 4.4). The maximum mid parent heterosis of 73.33 % 

was exhibited by the cross (Pop.9804 x FRW-4) while 31.15 % was recorded for cross 

(Pop.9805 x FRW-4) as the minimum value as mid parent heterosis. The trend of 

heterobeltiosis was also similar to that for mid parent heterosis in all the crosses and ranged 

from 21.21 to 62.50 % for cross (Pop.9805 x FRW-4) and (Pop.9804 x FRW-4), 

respectively. 

  

4.4.18 Stover yield 

 Magnitudes of heterosis presented in Table 4.4 for both mid parent and better parent 

revealed that maximum heterosis of mid parent (128.76 %) was exhibited for stover yield by 

the cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4, while 59.61 % of mid parent heterosis was shown by the cross  

Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 as minimum level. The magnitudes of heterosis for better parent in 

stover yield were expressed in the range of 33.64 – 62.95 %, respectively for cross-3 

(Pop.9805 x FRW-4) and cross-1 (Pop.9804 x FRW-4). 
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4.4.19 Biological yield 

 Both mid parent and better parent heterosis estimates presented in Table 4.4 showed 

almost similar pattern of expression for biological yield in all four crosses studied. 

Magnitudes of mid parent heterosis were considerably higher than those for better parent 

heterosis in all the crosses. The maximum expression of mid parent and better parent 

heterosis was seen in cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4, with magnitudes of 151.93 % and 86.46 %, 

respectively for mid parent (MPH) and better parent (BPH) heterosis, whereas the minimum 

values of 73.66 % and 38.09 % were shown for cross-4 (Pop.9805 x Pop.9801) and cross-3 

(Pop.9805 x FRW-4) as mid parent and better parent heterosis, respectively for biological 

yield. 

 

4.4.20 Harvest index 

 Low levels of both the mid parent and better parent heterosis were observed for the 

parameter of harvest index in all crosses (Table 4.4). The range of mid parent heterosis for 

harvest index recorded was 2.51 to 12.53 %, respectively for cross-3 (Pop.9805 x FRW-4) 

and cross-4 (Pop.9805 x Pop.9801). The magnitudes of better parent heterosis were 3.73 and 

10.85 % for cross-2 (Pop.9804 x Pop.9801) and cross-4 (Pop.9805 x Pop.9801), 

respectively. Cross-1 and cross-3 exhibited low levels of negative manner as better parent 

heterosis. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

5.1 Gene action 

Generation means analysis (GMA) is the method of genetic analysis which can be 

utilized to study the genetic variation present in a breeding population and obtain 

preliminary information about the genetic mechanism involved in the expression of a 

character. GMA involves the estimation of magnitude of different genetic effects i.e. 

additive, dominance and epistasis (additive x additive, additive x dominance and dominance 

x dominance). Results obtained on 20 different plant parameters given in chapter –4 section 

4.1 are briefly discussed in this section in the light of available literature and research 

findings of the previous research workers. 

 

5.1.1 Days to 50 % pollen shedding 

Prevalence of additive x dominance genes interaction was common in the inheritance 

of days to pollen shed in all the four crosses. In addition to this interaction, dominance gene 

effects of the most important nature were seen in crosses Pop.9804 x FRW-4 and Pop.9805 

x FRW-4, with the least importance of additive x additive and dominance x dominance gene 

interaction. Frequent appearance of epistasis indicated the greater genetic diversity in the 

parents involved in the formation of these crosses. In case if dominance and additive x 

additive effects are present, it can be inferred that these types of gene effects would help in 

promoting earliness in these materials. The tendencies found in the present data for days to 

50 % pollen shedding were similar to those observed in the data presented by Kassem et al. 

(1978 a); Sujiprihati et al. (2003); Singh and Roy ( 2007 ) where non additive epistatic 

effects were among the most important affecting this parameter. There was partial 

agreement with the conclusions reached by Saleem et al. (2002); Kumar et al. (2005) who 

stated that for days to tasselling, dominance (incomplete to over dominance) effects played 

major role in its inheritance. Some contrasting effects were also been reported by Prakash et 

al. (2004) and Atanaw et al. (2006) for the inheritance of days to tasselling in maize, and 

they were of the opinion that this trait was mainly controlled by additive type of gene action.   
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5.1.2 Days to 50 % silking    

The dominance gene effect was common in all the four crosses studied for governing 

the inheritance of days to 50 % silking. In cross-1 and cross-3, the dominance x dominance 

gene interaction was of primary importance among the digenic non-allelic interactions for 

controlling the inheritance of days to silk. The non-allelic interaction of additive x additive 

was also observed to be important contributor in the expression of days to silk in cross-3. 

The involvement of additive x dominance genes interaction was also seen in controlling the 

inheritance of this trait in cross-1 and cross-2. In case where dominance was of major 

importance, the trait could be successfully utilized in the formation of hybrids and 

promoting earliness in the material. The presence of epistasis is mostly indicative of greater 

genetic diversity in the parents. The findings that the dominance effects seemed to be the 

most substantial in the inheritance of days to silk concurred with the conclusions of Darrah 

and Hallauer (1972). Partial dominance genetic effects were reported for days to silk in 

maize by Saleem et al. (2002), whereas Kumar et al. (2005) observed over dominance gene 

action in governing inheritance of days to silk in maize from their studies. The epistatic 

effects in controlling the inheritance of days to silk in maize are in agreement with the 

results obtained by some earlier researchers (Sujiprihati et al., 2003; Mousa, 2004; Singh 

and Roy, 2007). Contrary results, showing additive genetic effects in explaining the genetic 

variability for days to silking in maize have also been reported by Kassem et al. (1978 a); 

Amer et al. (2002); Amer (2004); Devi and Prodhan (2004) and Atanaw et al. (2006).    

 

5.1.3 Leaf area plant-1 

Dominance gene action was found to be the most important in explaining the genetic 

variability for leaf area in these crosses. The importance of additive gene action was also 

obvious in controlling the inheritance of this trait in cross-2. Mover over, various non-allelic 

interactions (epistasis) could have also contributed in governing the inheritance of leaf area 

in all these crosses. Keeping in view the importance of dominance effects for leaf area 

characteristic, this attribute could be successfully utilized in selection for the formation of 

maize hybrids. Epistasis was observed more frequently in these crosses which indicated the 

greater diversity in the parents. The present result of dominance effects for leaf area 
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corroborates the findings of Tabassum and Saleem (2005) who reported that over dominance 

gene effects were important in governing leaf area in maize. 

 

5.1.4 Leaf area index 

Inheritance of leaf area index was governed by dominance as well as digenic non-

allelic interactions in these crosses. The most important effect in terms of its absolute 

magnitude was the dominance, affecting all the crosses except cross-2 where additive effects 

were seemed more important than dominance. The other effects were in the order of additive 

x additive, dominance x dominance and additive x dominance. In case where dominance 

effect was of major importance, the trait could be successfully utilized in the formation of 

hybrids. Epistasis of additive x additive effects was present in all these crosses for this trait 

and in some crosses it was of important magnitude which reflects that some gain could be 

gained from selection. 

5.1.5 Plant height   

The relative magnitude of additive estimates were smaller compared to dominance 

effects which suggests that additive gene effects made only a minor contribution to the 

inheritance of plant height. Although the relative proportion of epistatic gene effects varied 

among four crosses for this trait, in two of the four crosses the additive x additive while in 

other two crosses the dominance x dominance epistatic effects were predominant . 

Prevalence of dominance genetic effects is more helpful in the formation of superior maize 

hybrids. These findings were similar to those encountered by Gamble (1962 a), Darra and 

Hallauer (1972), Hallauer and Miranda (1988), Kumar et al. (2005). The significant additive 

and additive x additive magnitude is indicative of a good potential in the improvement of 

this particular parameter in the breeding material for similar type of environment. The 

results are in line with Kassem et al. (1978 a), Amer et al. (2002), Kumar et al. (2002), 

Amer (2004), Tabassum and Saleem (2005), Bujak et al. (2006), Chattopadhyay and 

Dhiman  (2006), Singh and Roy (2007 ), who reported additive and additive x additive 

effects for plant height. Existence of non additive epistatic effects in some cases revealed 

that greater genetic diversity was present in the parents. Similar results have been reported 

by Sujiprihatti et al. (2003), Mousa (2004), Prakash et al. (2004), Leon et al. (2005), who 
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demonstrated that plant height in maize was under the control of non additive type of gene 

action. 

5.1.6 Ear height 

Significant magnitude of dominance and digenic non-allelic interaction for ear height 

indicated the predominant role of these genetic parameters in the explanation of inheritance 

of this trait in all four crosses. It can be assumed that in the inheritance of this trait, complex 

genetic interactions may be involved and that epitasis may not only be operating but could 

be more important in the genetic system controlling the ear height. These results are in good 

agreement with that reported by Gambel (1962 a), Darrah nand Hallauer (1972), Halluer and 

Miranda (1988) and Kumar et al (2005) who reported that ear height was regulated by 

dominance gene action. The non additive effects in controlling the inheritance of ear height 

in maize is in close conformity with the findings of Sujiprihatti et al. (2003), Leon et al. 

(2005). However, results reported by Amer et al. (2002), and Mousa (2004) suggested that 

ear height was under the control of additive gene action.    

 

5.1.7 Days to maturity 

The most important in terms of its absolute magnitude was the epistatic dominance x 

dominance effect for days to maturity in three crosses, whereas in one cross the effect of 

additive x dominance interaction was predominant for this trait. In cross-4, dominance effect 

was more important than additive effects in governing the inheritance of this trait. Moreover, 

additive x additive gene interaction also played paramount role in controlling this character 

in three crosses. Prevalence of epistasis is indicative of greater genetic diversity in the 

parental lines. The presence of dominance and additive x additive effects appears to have 

promoted earliness in days to maturity. The preponderance of non-additive gene effects in 

controlling the inheritance of days to maturity is in concurrance with the conclusions of 

Atanaw et al. (2006), who found that for days to 50 % husk browning (maturity), the non-

additive effects were important. The additive effects observed for days to maturity in cross-4 

are in close conformity with the findings of Chattopadhyay and Dhiman (2006), Sofi et al. 
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(2006), Singh and Roy (2007), who reported that the parameter, days to maturity was under 

the control of additive gene action.      

 

5.1.8 Ear weight  

Among the various genetic effects, the dominance, dominance x dominance and 

additive x additive effects were important in governing the inheritance of ear weight in these 

crosses. Parental lines having additive x additive genetic effects for ear weight could be 

improved through selection while those exhibiting dominance and dominance x dominance 

genetic effects, could be successfully utilized in the formation of superior maize hybrids. 

The tendencies of gene action for ear weight in this study were similar to those reported by 

Sujiprihati et al. (2003) where non-additive effects were the most important ones affecting 

this trait.  

 

5.1.9 Ear diameter 

The significant and higher magnitude of dominance effects revealed that dominance 

type of gene action was predominant in governing the inheritance of ear diameter. In case 

where dominance effect was of major importance, the trait could be easily utilized as 

selection criteria for the formation of superior hybrids. Epistasis of additive x additive and 

additive x dominance was also seemed to be important contributors in controlling the 

inheritance of this trait. Gamble (1962 b) reported that for ear diameter, the dominance 

effects could account for most of the observed variability, but that epistatic effects could 

also be considered of importance. Darrah and Hallauer (1972), Kassem et al. (1978 b), 

Hallauer and Miranda (1988) also found that dominance effects were among the significant 

contributors to the inheritance of this trait, but that detectable epistatic effects were 

frequently present too. Non additive effects in explaining the inheritance of ear diameter in 

maize were also reported by Sujiprihati et al. (2003), Devi et al. (2004), Chattopadhyay and 

Dhiman (2006), Kumar et al. (2006), Ali et al. (2007) and Singh and Roy (2007). Contrary 

results for the inheritance of ear diameter were also seen by some researchers (Amer et al., 

2002 and Mousa, 2004) who reported that additive effects had predominant role in 

explaining the inheritance of ear diameter in maize.  
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5.1.10 Ear length 

Additive, dominance, additive x additive and additive x dominance effects were 

involved in controlling ear length. Among these effects, dominance effects were the major 

contributors in regulation of inheritance of this trait. Based on the preponderance of 

dominance gene action, ear length could be considered important character in selection of 

inbred lines for the extraction of superior hybrid maize combination (s). The present results 

corroborate the findings of Darrah and Hallauer (1972), Hallauer and Miranda (1988) who 

reported that ear length in maize was under the control of dominance gene action. The 

additive genetic effect for ear length in maize is indicative of a good potential in the 

improvement of this trait and was in close conformity with the results investigated by Devi 

and Prodhan (2004) and Bujak et al. (2006). Moreover, the present findings of non-additive 

genetic effects were similar to the results obtained by Sujiprihati et al. (2003), Mousa 

(2004), Prakash et al. (2004), Kumar et al. (2005), Chattopadhyay and Dhiman (2006), 

Kumar et al. (2006), Ali et al. (2007) and Singh and Roy (2007) who all indicated the 

greater genetic diversification among parental inbreds.      

 

5.1.11 Number of kernel rows ear-1 

Kernel rows ear–1 was controlled predominantly by dominance gene action, although 

additive, additive x additive and additive x dominance components may also contributed to 

some extent. Preponderance of dominance gene action indicated that this trait could be 

utilized successfully in the formation of hybrids. Reports from the literature on the genetic 

effects associated with the number of grain rows ear-1 indicated that dominance, additive and 

epistatic effects had roughly the same influence. Gamble (1962 b), Perez-Velasquez et al. 

(1996), Saleem et al. (2002) and Kumar et al. (2005) reported the importance of dominance 

gene action in controlling kernel rows ear-1 in maize, while Hallauer and Miranda (1988) 

concluded that both additive and dominance gene effects were equally important for 

governing the inheritance of kernel rows ear-1 in maize. Darrah and Hallauer (1972) asserted 

that dominance effects contributed more to the inheritance of this trait and that epistatic 

effects could also be involved in some cases. The role of additive effects in explaining the 

inheritance of this trait was shown by Kassem et al. (1978 b), Amer et al. (2002), Amer 

(2004), Devi and Prodhan (2004), Mousa (2004), Prakash et al. (2004) and Bujak (2006), 
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whereas both additive gene effects and additive x additive epistasis were found in the past to 

explain the inheritance pattern for this trait by many reporters (Sujiprihati et al., 2003; 

Kumar et al., 2006; Singh and Roy, 2007). 

 

5.1.12 Number of grains row-1  
 Number of grains rows-1 was found to be controlled by all type of genetic effects 

(additive, dominance, additive x additive, additive x dominance and dominance x 

dominance) differently in these crosses. Differential reports for the genetic effects 

responsible for operating kernels row-1 in maize were seen in the literature. Additive gene 

action was found important for controlling this trait (Perez-Velasquez et al., 1996 and Amer 

(2004), while Saleem et al. (2002) observed that only dominance effects were responsible to 

control this trait. Tarutina et al. (1991) concluded that both additive and dominance effects 

had the same influence. Non additive genetic components were shown responsible for 

governing the inheritance of grains row-1 in the past (Amer et al., 2002; Sujiprihati et al., 

2003; Mousa, 2004; Parakash et al., 2004). Equal contribution of additive and non-additive 

genetic effects was investigated in the inheritance of kernels row-1 in maize by Kumar et al. 

(2006). From the above discussion, it could be attributed that a very complex genetic 

mechanism is involved in the inheritance of kernels row-1 which is indicative of greater 

genetic diversity in the parental lines. 

 

5.1.13 Number of grains ear-1 

 The present study revealed that for grains ear-1, the dominance gene action was 

accounted for most of the observed variability, but that additive and epistatic effects could 

also be considered important. Exhibiting dominance effects in the inheritance, the triat could 

successfully be used in the formation of maize hybrids, whereas the additive effects are 

indicative of good potential for the improvement of this trait. Similar results have been 

reported by Darrah and Hallauer (1972) who demonstrated that grains ear-1 was under the 

control of dominance type of gene action. The results of additive and non-additive genetic 

effects observed in this study are in agreement with Bujak et al. (2006) and Chattopadhyay 

and Dhiman (2006) who also reported similar genetic effects responsible in controlling the 

inheritance of number of grains ear-1. 
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5.1.14 100-grain weight 

 For 100-grain weight, the dominance genetic effects were predominated over 

additive genetic effects. Epistasis of additive x additive, additive x dominance and 

dominance x dominance was observed in the inheritance of grain weight in different 

situations among all these four crosses. It can be attributed from dominance effects that this 

trait could be utilized successfully in the formation of superior maize hybrids. Prevalence of 

epistasis can be visualized that considerable genetic diversity exists in the parental materials. 

These effects of the present findings were similar to those encountered by Darrah and 

Hallauer (1972), Perez-Velasquez et al. (1996), who reported that dominance effects were 

the major contributors to grain weight. Saleem et al. (2002), Kumar et al. (2005) and 

Tabassum and Saleem (2005) reported that over dominance was predominant in controlling 

the inheritance of this trait. Amer et al. (2002), Amer (2004) and Sofi et al. (2006) found 

that additive effects were among the significant contributors to the inheritance of this trait, 

but that detectable epistatic effects (non-additive) were frequently present too (Sujiprihati et 

al., 2003; Devi and Prodhan, 2004; Mousa, 2004; Prakash et al., 2004; Ali et al., 2007). 

 

5.1.15 Shelling percentage 

 The important portion of inheritance for shelling percentage in this study was 

controlled by dominance effects, although some additive and epistatic (additive x additive 

and additive x dominance) components may also contributed to some extent. For the 

extraction of superior maize hybrids, shelling percentage could be considered as one of the 

important parameter in selection criteria. Preponderance of additive genetic effects and 

epistasis of additive x additive and additive x dominance effects could be attributable to 

uniformity and greater genetic diversity among parents. There was partial agreement with 

the conclusions reached by Sujiprihati et al. (2003) who reported that non-additive effects 

were the major contributors to shelling percentage. Similarly epistatic effects of duplicate 

type of non-allelic interaction for shelling percentage in maize had occurred in the material 

they studied (Ravikant et al., 2006). 
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5.1.16 Grain yield 

 All types of gene actions and interactions were found to be important in controlling 

the inheritance of grain yield in these crosses. Among these effects, dominance and 

complementary type of epistatic effects were found to contribute more to the inheritance of 

this trait than additive effects alone. In crosses where dominance was of major importance, 

the trait could be successfully utilized for the exploitation of hybrid vigor during formation 

of hybrids. Some additive and additive x additive effects were seen in these crosses and for 

some of them they were of significant magnitude, and therefore gain from selection could be 

possible. Furthermore, epistasis was observed more frequently in these crosses, which is 

indicative of greater genetic diversity in the parents. Numerous reports from the literature on 

the genetic effects associated with the inheritance of grain yield in maize indicated that all 

types of genetic effects i.e., additive, dominance and epistasis had roughly the same 

influence in governing the inheritance of this trait. The dominance effects of the present 

study were similar to those encountered by Gamble (1962 a) and Kassem et al. (1978 b), 

who reported that dominance effects were the major contributors to grain yield, although the 

epistatic components had also been relevant, whereas Darrah and Hallauer (1972) suggested 

that dominance effects were more important than additive in explaining grain yield 

inheritance and epistatic effects had a low occurrence, perhaps because of low variability 

among parents. Dominance effects for grain yield were also reproted by Ismail (1996), 

Perez-Velasquez et al. (1996), Unay et al. (2004) and Wardyn et al. (2007), while complete 

to over dominance effects were seen for this trait in maize (Saleem et al., 2002; Kumar et 

al., 2005; Tabassum and Saleem, 2005). The importance of additive gene action alone in the 

inheritance of grain yield in maize was also observed in some earlier studies (Amer et al., 

2004; Lee et al., 2005 and Mehaljevic et al., 2005), whereas non additive effects were 

reported by Amer et al. (2002), Kumar et al. (2002), Shanthi et al. (2002), Sujiprihati et al. 

(2003), Mousa (2004), Prakash et al. (2004), Atanaw et al. (2006), Meseka et al. (2006), Ali 

et al. (2007) and Singh and Roy (2007). The importance of both additive and non-additive 

genetic effects in the explanation of inheritance pattern of grain yield in maize was observed 

by Gridiharan et al. (1996), Zehui et al. (2002) and Kumar et al. (2006). Complementary 

and duplicate types of digenic non-allelic epistatic effects were reported to be the most 
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important ones in controlling the inheritance of grain yield as corroborated by Hinze and 

Lamkey (2003) and Ravikant et al. (2006). 

 

5.1.17 Grain yield efficiency 

 Preponderance of dominance gene action was among the significant contributors to 

the inheritance of grain yield efficiency, but those of additive and additive x dominance 

epistatic effects were also frequently present. Based on paramount role of dominance effects 

in the inheritance of this trait, it can be utilized successfully in the formation of superior 

hybrids. Additive and additive x dominance effects are indicative of good potential in these 

materials which could be used as the best selection criteria in maize breeding programs. 

 

5.1.18 Stover yield 

 From the co-efficients of genetic components, evidence of epistasis was 

predominated over additive and dominance genetic effects in the explanation of total 

variability present in these materials for stover yield. Frequent occurrence of epistasis 

indicated that greater genetic diversity was found in the parents used in these crosses. 

Furthermore, it was concluded that the most complex genetic mechanism was involved in 

the inheritance of stover yield as epistatic effects expressed the paramount role in the 

inheritance of this trait. 

 

5.1.19 Biological yield 

 Dominance and additive effects contributed more to the inheritance of biological 

yield and that epistatic effects could also be involved in some crosses considerably and with 

higher magnitudes. In crosses where dominance effects were of more importance, in those 

cases biological yield could be used successfully as selection criterion in the formation of 

hybrids. Epistasis of important magnitude is indicative of greater genetic diversity in the 

parents involved in these crosses. Dominannce effects for biological yield in wheat were 

also observed by Pandey et al. (1999) and Mehla et al. (2000). Similarly the epistatis for 

biological yield was also confirmed by the earlier reporters in wheat (Mehla et al., 2000 and 

Shekhawat et al., 2000) 
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5.1.20 Harvest index 

 Prevalence of additive, dominance, additive x additive, additive x dominance and 

dominance x dominance genetic effects was obvious in the inheritance of harvest index in 

these crosses. However, dominance and dominance x dominance effects were among the 

significant contributors to the inheritance of this trait. It could be attributed that this trait 

may be considered in selection criteria while making heterotic groups of parental lines for 

the formation of superior hybrids. Moreover, additive and additive x additive effects with 

significant magnitudes are indicative of obtaining significant gain during selection. These 

results are in close conformity with the results reported by Mahdy (1988 a), Pandey et al. 

(1999) and Shekhawat et al. (2000). They also reported additive, dominance, additive x 

additive and dominance x dominance gene interactions for harvest index in wheat. 

 

5.2 Heritability 

 Knowledge about heritability of quantitative traits of a crop plant is of extreme 

interest to plant breeders. Plant breeders are interested in higher magnitude of heritability 

especially in narrow sense, as higher values of heritability in narrow sense indicate that a 

particular character under observation is mostly governed by genetic factors and that the 

expression of the character will be uniform and less vulnerable to environmental influences. 

Heritability estimates of both types i.e., broad sense (h2
(BS)) and narrow sense (h2

(NS)), are 

discussed here for 20 plant parameters in four maize crosses to elucidate the pattern of 

heritability and to compare the results obtained in the present study with those reported by 

earlier researchers. 

5.2.1 Days to 50% pollen shedding 

 High levels of heritability in broad sense (h2
(BS)) were estimated in all the four maize 

crosses for days to 50% pollen shedding in the present study, whereas moderate to high 

levels of narrow sense heritability (h2
(NS)) were obvious for this trait in all these crosses. 

High level of heritability (h2 
(NS)) could be attributed to additive gene action which will be 

more useful in the extraction of early maturing genotypes with earliness in flowering habit. 

High level of heritability (h2
 (BS)) in days to anthesis/pollen shedding in maize was also 
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reported by earlier researchers (Cook, 1998; Benajamin, 2001; Beyene, 2005; Sumathi et al., 

2005). Similarly moderate level of heritability in maize was also observed by Abdelmula 

and Sabeil (2007) for days to 95% flowering. 

5.2.2 Days to 50% silking 

 Days to 50% silking exhibited high estimates of heritability in broad sense for all the 

four crosses, while these crosses showed moderate levels of narrow sense heritability for this 

parameter. Heritability of high estimates indicates a good potential in the improvement of 

this material for earliness in silking. These results are in close conformity with the findings 

of Tasuz and Balabanli (1997); Cook (1998); Benjamin (2001); Beyene (2005) and Sumathi 

et al. (2005). 

5.2.3 Leaf area 

 Heritability in broad sense obtained in the present study for leaf area was of high 

magnitude, whereas the narrow sense heritability estimate was of moderate level. High 

heritability estimates for leaf area indicates the suitability of this parameter in improvement 

of maize germplasm through selection. Singh et al. (1989) also obtained high levels of 

heritability for leaf area in their studies on maize. 

5.2.4 Leaf area index 

 Heritability of both natures (h2
 (BS) and h2

 (NS)) in all the crosses was found to be high 

in magnitudes, attributable to low environmental influence and promising genetic potential. 

Abdelmula and Sabiel (2007) also observed relatively higher estimates for leaf area index 

while evaluating 15 maize genotypes in Sudan. 

5.2.5 Plant height 

 Plant height was found to be highly heritable since the values of heritability ranged 

from 0.92 to 0.97 in this study, indicating a substantial potential in the improvement of this 

trait in future maize breeding. Similar results have been reported earlier for plant height in 

various studies on maize (Debnath and Khan, 1991; Rafique et al., 2004; Sumathi et al., 

2005). 
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5.2.6 Ear height 

 The present results showed high estimates of heritability in broad sense for ear 

height, whereas low- high levels of heritability in narrow sense were found in some crosses. 

The lower levels of heritability indicated that this trait was significantly influenced by 

environmental factors. In most of the crosses the high heritability estimates is indicative of 

smaller environmental influence which suggests that improvement of this trait in this 

material could be made easily through selection. The present results are in line with the 

findings of Benjamin (2001); Rafique et al. (2004); Sumathi et al. (2005); Lorenzana and 

Bernardo (2008). 

5.2.7 Days to maturity 

 Heritability estimates were high for days to maturity in all the four crosses. High 

heritability for days to maturity has been reported earlier (Beyene, 2005). This suggests the 

greater effectiveness of selection and improvement for this trait in future breeding programs 

in breeding material with similar genetic attributes. 

5.2.8 Ear weight 

 All the four crosses exhibited high heritability in broad sense for ear weight, while 

heritability in narrow sense was found to be high in two of the four crosses and moderate in 

the other two crosses. Based on high levels of heritability estimates, ear weight could be 

used as one of the selection criteria in the improvement of subtropical maize germplasm for 

grain yield. Saleh et al. (2002) had also reported moderately low heritability for ear weight 

in maize. Similarly Sujiprihati et al. (2003) had similar observation and reported moderate 

levels of heritability in narrow sense in maize. 

5.2.9 Ear Diameter 

 High levels of heritability in broad sense for ear diameter were reported in all the 

four crosses in this study. Narrow sense heritability was also higher for ear diameter in one 

cross, whereas the other three crosses showed moderate levels of narrow sense heritability 
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for this parameter. Rafique et al. (2004) and Beyene (2005) also observed high heritability 

levels in maize. 

5.2.10 Ear length 

 Estimates of heritability in broad sense in the present study were generally higher 

than those for heritability in narrow sense for ear length in all crosses used in this study. Ear 

length, having high heritabilities could be used as selection criteria for improvement of 

maize germplasm of similar genetic makeup. Ear length being the major yield component, 

selection for longer ear will be effective in increasing yield per unit area. The high 

heritability estimates for this trait indicates that the ear length is largely controlled by 

genetic factors with less environmental influence. Similar high estimates of heritability were 

reported earlier in studies of Rafique et al. (2004). Moderate levels of heritability observed 

in the present study are in agreement with the results of Debnath and Khan (1991), whereas 

the low levels of heritability estimates in some crosses are in close conformity with those of 

Sujiprihati et al. (2003) and Beyene (2005). 

5.2.11 Number of kernel rows ear-1 

 Moderate levels of heritability in broad sense and low to moderate levels heritability 

in narrow sense were found in all crosses for kernel rows ear-1 in the present study. These 

moderate levels of heritability indicated partial role of environmental factors besides the 

genetic control in the inheritance of kernel rows ear-1 in these crosses. Debnath and Khan 

(1991), Sujiprihati et al. (2003) and Beyene (2005) had similar observation and reported 

moderate levels of heritability for grain rows ear-1 in maize. Moreover, the low levels of 

heritability for kernel rows ear-1 in this study are also in line with the results reported earlier 

by El-Hosary (1989). 

5.2.12 Number of grains row-1 

 Grains row-1 in all the four crosses showed relatively high estimates of both types of 

heritabilities in this study. The high heritability estimates exhibited for the number of grains 

row-1 indicated that this parameter is predominantly controlled by genetic factor and is less 
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influenced by the environmental factors. High values of heritability for number of grains 

row-1 were also reported by Aziz at el. (1998), Beyene (2005) and Sumathi et al. (2005). 

5.2.13 Number of grains ear-1  

 High levels of heritability in broad sense for number of grains ear-1 was observed for 

all the four crosses. The narrow sense heritability was of high magnitude in two of the four 

crosses while in the other two crosses these estimates for grains ear-1 were of moderate level. 

High estimates of heritability for grains ear-1 indicate the importance of this parameter in the 

development of superior hybrids by using these lines. Results of Sumathi et al. (2005) are in 

line with the present observation as they also reported high estimates of heritability for 

kernels ear-1 in maize. 

5.2.14 100-grain weight 

 Heritability in broad sense for 100-grain weight was observed with high levels in all 

the four crosses while low to moderate levels of heritability in narrow sense were found for 

this trait. This shows that such inbred lines with high values of heritability can be utilized for 

maize improvement and hybrid development. High estimates of heritability in maize for 

1000-grain weight were also been reported by Singh et al. (1995), Aziz et al. (1998) and 

Sumathi et al. (2005). On the other hand, low heritability estimates have been observed by 

Saleh et al. (2002) and Beyene (2005) for 1000-seed weight in maize. 

5.2.15 Shelling percentage 

 The parameter of shelling percentage exhibited high levels of heritability in broad 

sense and low to moderate levels of heritability in narrow sense in all crosses. Shelling 

percentage is thought to play an important role in grain yield, hence high heritability 

estimates for this trait suggest a greater effectiveness in the improvement of this trait in 

future breeding programs aimed at development of superior maize hybrids, using these 

inbred lines in the parental combinations. 
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5.2.16 Grain yield 

 High levels of heritability in broad sense were observed for grain yield in all crosses. 

Similarly high estimate of heritability in narrow sense was recorded for one of the four 

crosses, whereas h2
 (NS) in the other three crosses was of low to moderate levels. High 

heritability for grain yield suggests a greater genetic role compared to the non genetic ones 

and that this trait is less affected by the non genetic factors in subtropical maize germplasm. 

Similar results of high heritability in maize for grain yield were reported by other 

researchers (Singh et al., 1989; Alika, 1994; Unay et al., 2004; Sumathi et al., 2005). 

Moderate levels of heritability recorded for some crosses in this study are in agreement with 

those of El-Hosary (1989), Saleh et al. (2002), Presterl et al. (2003) and Abdelmullah and 

Sabiel (2007). Moreover, estimates of heritability in narrow sense with low levels in some of 

our crosses are in close conformity with the results reported earlier by Sujiprihati et al. 

(2003); Unay et al. (2004); Beyene (2005); Salami et al. (2007); Lorenzana and Bernardo 

(2008). 

5.2.17 Grain yield efficiency  

Grain yield efficiency exhibited high levels of broad sense heritability in all crosses 

while low to high estimates of heritability in narrow sense were observed for this parameter. 

These heritability estimates are not unexpected since grain yield efficiency in this study is a 

ratio of grain yield to leaf area, both of which have shown to have heritability estimates 

similar to those observed for grain yield efficiency.  

5.2.18 Stover yield 

 High levels of heritability in broad sense were observed for stover yield in all crosses 

indicating the chances for improvement of this character in future maize breeding programs 

particularly for fodder purposes. Narrow sense heritability for stover yield was exhibited in a 

different pattern. Only cross-II (Pop.9804 x Pop.9801), exhibited high estimates of 

heritability, while moderate levels of heritability were seen in all other crosses. Such high 

narrow sense heritability for stover yield could be attributed to the presence of additive gene 

effects which can be easily fixed in the breeding populations for further improvement.  
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5.2.19 Biological yield 

 Biological yield in all crosses indicated high heritability estimates in broad sense 

whereas narrow sense heritability exhibited a different pattern in these crosses. Low to high 

levels of h2
 (NS) were recorded for these crosses. High heritability indicates that genetic 

control of this character was much higher than non genetic sources. This is indicative of the 

presence of a good potential in the improvement of biological yield in the breeding material 

used in this study. High estimates of heritability for biological yield in wheat reported by 

Gupta and Verma (2000) also confirmed results of the present study.  

5.2.20 Harvest index 

 Estimates of broad sense heritability observed in this study were of high magnitude 

for harvest index in all crosses, while the narrow sense heritability ranged from low to high 

levels. The percentage of harvest index can be improved easily since it exhibits high levels 

of heritability indicating the predominant effects due to genetic factors and comparatively 

less influenced by the environment. Moderate levels of heritability were also in agreement 

with the findings of Gupta and Verma (2000), they found low to moderate levels of 

heritability for harvest index in wheat. 

5.3 Genotypic and phenotypic association among traits 

 The reason of association among traits is an essential tool for breeders to decide 

strategy for future breeding programs. Therefore, plausible physiological, ecological, 

biochemical, molecular or genetic reasons of genotypic and phenotypic association among 

physiological traits, between physiological triats and grain yield traits as well as among 

grain yield traits are discussed in detail in the following paragraphs. 

 

5.3.1  Association among physiological traits 

 

5.3.1.1 Days to 50% silking 

 Days to 50% silking showed non significant association of negative nature with leaf 

area at both the genotypic and phenotypic levels in all crosses except one cross, in which 

association between these two parameters was, however, of non significant nature but with 
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positive magnitude. Delay in silking might be associated with narrow and shorter leaves as 

the dry matter accumulation seemed to be directed towards ear development in the earlier 

stages of reproductive phase. There was partial agreement with the conclusions reached by 

Beyene (2005), who reported that days to silking was related positively and significantly 

with both the component parts of leaf area, leaf length and leaf width, while studying 180 

maize accessions. 

Highly significant and perfect negative association between days to silking and plant 

height was observed in two crosses both at genotypic level and phenotypic level while the 

other two crosses showed although negative association but did not reach the significance 

level. Completion of silking in early stages could be attributable to the partitioning of dry 

matter yield towards negative plant growth during internodes elongation. These findings are 

similar to the results reported earlier by Sujiprihati et al. (2003), who also found significant 

negative association between days to silking and plant height in maize at individual 

locations. Results of Abdelmula and Sabiel (2007) and Sumathi et al. (2007) partially agreed 

with the non significant results, however, they observed positive association between these 

traits. Completely contrasting results of significant and positive association were also 

reported in the literature which might be due to the differential genetic make-up of the 

breeding material (Debnath and Khan, 1991; Guzman and Lamkey, 2000; Beyene, 2005 and 

Sumathi et al. 2005). 

 Days to silking exhibited highly significant and positive association with days to 

maturity in all crosses at genotypic level while in one cross at phenotypic level. Association 

between these two traits at phenotypic level in the other three crosses was relatively of 

higher magnitudes but two of them could not reach the level of significance. From these 

results, it can be inferred that delay in silking is correlated with late maturity, therefore, it 

can be postulated from close relation among these traits that this association will cause them 

to response similarly during selection for improvement. The tendencies found in this study 

were similar to those observed in the data presented by Sujikprihati et al. (2003) and Beyene 

(2005). They also observed significant association of positive nature between days to silking 

and days to maturity. 
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5.3.1.2  Leaf area 

 Positive association of non significant magnitude between leaf area and plant height 

was observed in both the genotypic and phenotypic models in all crosses except cross-2, 

showed highly significant association between these two traits only at genotypic level. The 

close relationship between these traits will cause them to respond similarly during 

improvement. It could also be attributed from this positive relationship that partitioning of 

dry matter accumulation was seemed uniform during internodes elongation and leaf 

development. Positive and significant association between leaf area and plant height in 

different studies on maize is in close agreement with those reported earlier by Beyene 

(2005) and Zeeshan (2007). 

 Non significant relationship between leaf area and days to maturity was observed in 

all crosses, however, some associations were positive but some were negative. There were 

non significant trends in the genotypic as well as in the phenotypic correlations that could be 

attributed to selection. This positive association is partially similar to the results obtained by 

Beyene (2005) who stated that both the leaf length and leaf width, component factors of leaf 

area, were positively and significantly correlated with days to maturity.  

 

5.3.1.3 Plant height 

 Association between plant height and days to maturity was highly significant and 

negative in nature in two crosses at genotypic level, whereas these two crosses at phenotypic 

level and the other two crosses at both the levels showed although negative association but 

with non significant magnitude. Significant negative relationship of plant height with days to 

maturity is indicative that delay in maturity was correlated with shorter plants. Non 

significant association between plant height and days to maturity was also observed by 

Sujiprihati et al. (2003), while Beyene (2005) obtained contrasting results from his study. 

He reported significant and positive association between these two traits which might be due 

to the different genetic make-up and differences in the environmental condition where he 

studied these materials. 
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5.3.2 Association between physiological traits and grain yield related traits 

 

5.3.2.1 Days to 50% silking  

 Days to silking exhibited significant association of negative nature with ear length in 

these crosses, while in one cross it was negative and could not reach the significance level. It 

can be inferred from the present results that, transportation of assimilates occurred more 

frequently and for longer time in the later reproductive stages compared to earlier stages due 

to which earliness in silking was related to longer ears. These results corroborate with the 

results obtained earlier by Sujiprihati et al. (2003), who also reported significant association 

of negative nature between days to silking and ear length in their study on maize. Contrary 

results were also seen in the literature for association between these two traits as Beyene 

(2005) reported that days to silking and ear length in maize was positively and significantly 

associated with each other which could be due to differences in the ecology encountered and 

genetic make-up of the material studied. 

 Non significant relationship of days to silking with kernel rows ear-1 was observed in 

all crosses at both the genotypic and phenotypic levels of both the positive and negative 

nature. Sujiprihati et al. (2003) had also reported non significant association of positive 

nature, whereas Sumathi et al. (2005) observed non significant relationship of negative 

nature between days to silking and number of kernel rows ear-1 in their studies on maize. 

While using materials of different genetic make-up, Beyene (2005) found significant and 

positive association between these two traits. 

 Genotypic and phenotypic relationship between days to silking and 100-grain weight 

was found non significant with negative magnitudes in three crosses while positive in one 

cross. Non significant positive association between these traits are in close conformity with 

the results reported by Sujiprihati et al. (2003) and Beyene (2005), while Sumathi et al. 

(2005) reported although positive association between days to silking and 100-grain weight 

but with significant magnitude. 

 Days to 50 % silking showed negative association of non significant nature with 

shelling percentage both at genotypic and phenotypic levels in all crosses. These results are 

in partial agreement with the results obtained by Sujiprihati et al. (2003). They have also 

reported negative relationship between these traits but their results reached the level of 
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significance which might be due to differences in the climatic conditions in the testing sites 

as well as in the genetic make-up of the material studied. 

 Association between days to silking and grain yield was negative and non significant 

in both the models. Reports from the literature on association between days to silking and 

grain yield indicated in most cases, that relationship between these two traits was negative 

but with significant magnitude (Nawar et al., 1998; Umakanth et al., 2000; Sujiprihati et al., 

2003; Sumathi et al., 2005; Sadek et al., 2006; Abdelmula and Sabiel, 2007). 

 Negative correlation of non significant magnitude between days to silk and stover 

yield was observed in both the genotypic and phenotypic models. Khan (1986) reported 

contrary results for this association. They found significant and positive relationship 

between days to silk and stover yield in their studies on maize. Slightly negative correlation 

occurred between these traits, suggesting that disruption of linkage blocks may have 

decreased the correlation in these lines. 

 

5.3.2.2 Leaf area 

 Leaf area indicated non significant relationship with ear length in all crosses both 

genotypically and phenotypically except in one cross that was also positive but did reach the 

level of significance at genotypic level. Positive association indicates that any increase in 

leaf area would simultaneously increase ear length and hence directly improve the grain 

yield. These results are corroborated with the findings of Beyene (2005), who also observed 

significant and positive association of leaf length and leaf width with ear length in maize. 

 Significant and positive association of leaf area with number of kernel rows ear-1 was 

found in one cross at both the genotypic and phenotypic levels, whereas the positive 

association in the remaining three crosses did not show the significance level of association 

between these two traits. The close relation between these traits attributed that this 

association will cause them to respond similarly to selection pressure. Similar results have 

been reported by Beyene (2005) who demonstrated that both the leaf length and leaf width 

were significantly and positively correlated with kernel rows ear-1. However, some contrary 

results have also been reported by Zeeshan (2007), who observed significant but negative 

association between leaf area and grain rows ear-1. 
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 Association between leaf area and 100-grain weight was positive in two crosses at 

genotypic level, while these two crosses at phenotypic level and the other two crosses at 

both the levels showed positive association between these two parameters but with non 

significant magnitude. The strong positive association of leaf area and 100-grain weight 

suggests that broader leaf area is very important for heavier grains and has also potential use 

in selection. The importance of broader leaves to cause heavier grain from maize cob could 

be attributed that more photosynthates might be accumulated in broader leaves which will be 

directed toward grains during grain filling stage. These results are in good agreement with 

those reported by Brandolini and Brandolini (2001) and Beyene (2005), who also reported 

independently that leaf area was correlated positively and significantly with 100-seed weight 

in maize. By using maize materials of different genetic make-up, Zeeshan (2007) has found 

significant association of negative nature between these parameters. 

 Genotypic correlation between leaf area and shelling percentage was observed 

positive and significant in three crosses while in one cross it could not reach the level of 

significance. Phenotypic relation between these traits was significant only in one cross and 

the rest of three crosses showed positive association but with non significant magnitude. It is 

well known that in broader leaves, more photosynthetic activities are undertaken which are 

the most important physiological processes; therefore, more metabolites might be made 

available for grain filling during ear development in this material. Zeeshan (2007) has 

reported opposite results although of non significant nature but with negative values. 

 

 Leaf area exhibited significant positive association with grain yield in all crosses 

except one which showed although positive association considerably with high magnitude 

but could not touch the borders of significance. Positive and significant association of leaf 

area with grain yield seemed to be most effective for selection in improvement towards high 

grain yield. High grain yield with broader leaves could be attributed that more 

photosynthates are synthesized and transmitted toward ear and grain yield. The present 

results are in close conformity with the results reported earlier by Khan (1986), Ghorasani et 

al. (1997), Malik et al. (2005), Sadek et al. (2006) and Zeeshan (2007), they reported that 

leaf area and grain yield were significantly and positively correlated with each other. 
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Strong positive association of leaf area was found with stover yield in all crosses 

both genotypically and phenotypically. This strong association was expected concomitantly 

between these two traits since it is generally known that high correlations indicated that any 

increase in leaf area would simultaneously increase the stover yield. Similar results were 

reported by Khan (1986) who also reported that leaf area and grain yield were associated 

significantly and positively with each other. 

 

5.3.2.3 Plant height 

 Association of plant height was highly significant and positive with ear length in all 

crosses at both the genotypic and phenotypic levels except one cross in which this 

association was albeit positive, however, the magnitude could not reach the level of 

significance. Such positive relationship indicates that the favourable genes controlling these 

traits present in the parents could be utilized for improvement of these lines in future 

breeding programs. Similar results have been reported by Sujiprihati et al. (2003) and 

Beyene (2005) who demonstrated that plant height was significantly and positively 

correlated with ear length in maize. 

 Plant height in all crosses was related positively and non significantly with number 

of kernel rows ear-1 both genotypically and phenotypically except in one cross, where this 

association was non significant and was having negative magnitude. There were no clear 

trends in the association between these two traits which could be attributed to selection in 

future breeding programs. Zeeshan (2007) reported similar non significant association of 

positive nature, whereas Sumathi et al. (2005) had similar observations to present results 

regarding non significant negative association between plant height and kernel rows ear-1. 

However, Sujiprihati et al. (2003) and Beyene (2005) observed partially similar to our 

results of positive association between plant height and kernel rows ear-1. They also 

observed positive association between plant height and kernel rows ear-1 reached the 

significance levels which may be due to the differential environment and/or different genetic 

make-up of the material studied. 

 Significant association of positive nature both at genotypic and phenotypic levels 

was observed between plant height and 100-grain weight in two crosses while in other two 

crosses, the relationship between these two parameters was albeit positive but of non 
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significant magnitudes. The high correlations between plant height and 100-grain weight 

indicated that any increase in height of the plant would simultaneously increase grain weight 

and hence it could directly improve the grain yield. The present results are in line with the 

findings of several researchers (Brandolini and Brandolini, 2001; Sujiprihati et al., 2003; 

Beyene, 2005 and Zeeshan, 2007). Moreover, the non significant and positive results 

obtained from two crosses in the present study corroborate with the findings of Sumathi et 

al. (2005), who also reported non significant and positive association between plant height 

and 100-grain weight. 

 Significant positive relationship between plant height and shelling percentage was 

observed in two crosses both at genotypic and phenotypic levels, whereas in other two 

crosses, association between these two traits was although of positive nature and with 

relatively higher magnitude but remained non significant. The close relationship between 

these traits will cause them to response similarly during improvement and thus selection for 

taller plants would be the best selection criteria for improved shelling percentage which will 

ultimately increase grain yield. Sujiprihati et al. (2003) also observed positive and 

significant association between plant height and shelling percentage in combined locations 

analysis, whereas non significant and positive results were also reported by them from a 

single location study regarding association between these two traits. However, Zeeshan 

(2007) reported significant negative association between these traits which might be due to 

differences in ecological zone and genetic make-up of the materials tested. 

 Association between plant height and grain yield was found to be highly significant 

and positive in nature both genotypically and phenotypically in one cross. In other crosses, 

this association was albeit of positive nature at both the levels but could not reach the levels 

of significance. Significant association of plant height with grain yield indicating that taller 

plants were better yielding compared to shorter plants. Furthermore, positive and significant 

association of grain yield with plant height indicated that selection for taller plants will 

simultaneously improve potential grain yield and accumulate the desirable gene 

combinations. Moreover, based on its positive association with grain yield, the taller plants 

would be the best selection criteria for maize improvement. Several researchers in the past 

have reported similar pattern of positive association between plant height and grain yield of 

both significant and non significant nature. Debnath and Khan (1991), Ghorasani et al. 
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(1997), Guzman and Lamkey (2000), Ahmad and Salim (2003), Malik et al. (2005), Sadek 

et al. (2006), Salami et al. (2007) and Lorenzara and Bernado (2008) reported positive and 

significant association between plant height and grain yield while non significant and 

positive association between these two traits observed in some crosses in this study were 

supported by Abdulmula and Sabiel (2007) and Zeeshan (2007). 

 Plant height showed positive association with stover yield of significant nature in 

two crosses and of non significant nature in other two crosses in both the genotypic and 

phenotypic models. Significant and positive association of plant height with stover yield 

indicated that taller plants probably contributed to the higher amounts of dry matter 

accumulation in both the phases of plant growth and development and could therefore, have 

lead to the increased stover yield. These findings were similar to those reported by Khan 

(1986), who observed that association between plant height and stover yield in maize was 

seen to be significant and positive. 

 

5.3.2.4 Days to maturity 

 Negative association of significant magnitude at genotypic level was found in two 

crosses between days to maturity and ear length, whereas these crosses at phenotypic level 

and the other two crosses at both the levels showed non significant association albeit of 

negative nature between days to maturity and ear length. It indicates that delay in maturity is 

correlated with shorter ears. Similar results have been reported by Sujiprihati et al. (2003), 

who also observed significant and negative correlation between days to maturity and ear 

length. Beyene (2005) reported contrary results and suggested that similar association are 

expected as when plants survived for longer time due to more dry matter accumulation 

during ear development. 

 Days to maturity exhibited highly significant and perfect positive correlation with 

kernel rows ear-1 only at genotypic level in one cross while the remaining combinations 

were non significant. It can be inferred that delay in maturity might have seen to be more 

helpful during partitioning of dry matter accumulation towards ear development and thus 

resulted more kernel rows on ear. The positive and significant association between days to 

maturity and ear length observed in this study corroborate with the findings of Beyene 

(2005) who also reported similar association between these two traits, whereas non 
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significant and positive association between days to maturity and kernel rows ear-1 of this 

study is supported by Sujiprihati et al. (2003) when he studied maize single cross hybrids. 

 Significant relationship of positive nature at genotypic level while non significant at 

phenotypic level in two crosses was found between days to maturity and 100-grain weight, 

whereas in other two crosses, this association was non significant and negative in nature at 

both the levels. The high correlations indicate that delay in maturity would simultaneously 

increase grain weight and hence directly improve grain yield. It could be attributed that 

delay in maturity might have directed assimilation of dry matter towards grains development 

and thus resulted in heavier grains which ultimately helped in the improvement of grain 

yield. The positive and significant association was in close conformity with the results 

obtained by Beyene (2005). They also reported strong positive and significant association 

between days to maturity and 100-seed weight. Sujiprihati et al. (2003) also noticed negative 

association between these two parameters with significance level. 

 Negative association of non significant nature was observed between days to 

maturity and shelling percentage in all crosses at both the genotypic and phenotypic levels. 

This sligthly negative correlation occurred between days to maturity and shelling 

percentage, suggesting that disruption of linkage blocks may have decreased the correlation 

(Cook, 1998). These results are partially similar to the results reported by Sujiprihati et al. 

(2003), who also observed negative relationship between days to maturity and percent 

shelling but the magnitude was of significant level in their study.  

 Days to maturity showed non significant correlation of negative nature with grain 

yield in all crosses both genotypically and phenotypically. Negative association of grain 

yield with maturity is indicative that delay in maturity was correlated with lower grain yield. 

These results are in agreement with the earlier findings of Sujiprihati et al. (2003) and 

Beyene (2005), who also reported negative association between days to maturity and grain 

yield. But it is interesting to note that, the days to maturity was negatively correlated with 

grain yield, although, these traits need to be positively correlated as delay in maturity will 

provide more dry matter accumulation towards grain development for extended period, 

resulting in higher yield. Our expectations of positive association between days to maturity 

and grain yield were also supported by Farhatullah (1989). They also observed positive 

correlation between days to maturity and grain yield in their studies. 
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 Non significant association of positive nature in some crosses and of negative nature 

in the other crosses at genotypic and/or phenotypic levels was recorded between days to 

maturity and stover yield. Given the available magnitudes and nature of association between 

these two parameters in the present study, however, it was impossible to determine if these 

observations are due to the disruption of linkage disequilibrium or to random variation 

within the populations (Cook, 1998). 

 

5.3.3 Genotypic and phenotypic association among yield and yield related traits 

 

5.3.3.1 Ear length 

 Ear length was significantly and positively correlated with number of kernel rows 

ear-1 both genotypically and phenotypically in one cross. Association between these two 

parameters was recorded non significant and positive in two crosses while non significant 

but negative in nature in one cross at both the levels of association. The positive relationship 

indicates that the favourable genes controlling these traits present in the inbreds populations 

could be utilized for the improvement of these inbreds populations’ sources in the future 

maize breeding programs. The significant and positive association recorded in one cross in 

this study was strongly supported by Voichita (2001) and Beyene (2005) as they also have 

observed significant and positive relationship between ear length and kernel rows ear-1. 

However, the negative association observed in one cross was partially in agreement with the 

results obtained by Sujiprihati et al. (2003), who also observed negative association between 

these two parameters but their results were significant which may be due to  differences in 

environmental and genetic make-up of the material studied. 

 Significant association between ear length and 100-grain weight was observed both 

at genotypic and phenotypic levels in two crosses, whereas in one cross the association was 

seen to be positive but with non significant magnitude. Moreover, one cross exhibited non 

significant relationship between these two parameters but of negative nature. The significant 

and positive association observed in this study corroborate with the findings of previous 

reporters (Sujiprihati et al. 2003 and Beyene, 2005). They also observed positive association 

of significant magnitude between ear length and 100-seed weight. The high positive 

relationship indicated that any increase in ear length would simultaneously increase the 
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grain weight and therefore, the grain yield could directly be improved with heavier grains. 

Low correlations of non significant nature in the two crosses were in line with the findings 

of Saha and Mukherjee (1985), who also observed no relationship between ear length and 

100-seed weight. 

 Ear length exhibited highly significant and positive association with shelling 

percentage in two crosses in both the genotypic and phenotypic models. Highly significant 

and positive correlation between ear length and percent shelling indicated that with increase 

in ear length there was a significant increase in shelling percentage. Moreover, the close 

relationship among these traits will cause them to respond similarly during improvement 

program. The association between these two traits in the other two crosses was although 

positive but with non significant magnitude and was confirmed from the previous study 

conducted by Sujiprihati et al. (2003) on maize single crosses. 

 Highly significant relationship between ear length and grain yield was indicated only 

in one cross at both the genotypic and phenotypic levels, whereas the other three crosses 

showed albeit positive association between these two traits but of non significant nature. 

This weak association of non significant nature of ear length with grain yield in the three 

crosses could be due to less variation in the parents for ear length. Strong association of ear 

length with grain yield in one cross suggests that ear length is a very important component 

for yield and has potential for use in selection. Similar results have been reported by 

Sathyanarayana (1995), Austin and Lee (1998), Alvi et al. (2003), Rafique et al. (2004), 

Beyene (2005) and Sadek et al. (2006). They all have reported positive and significant 

association between ear length and grain yield. 

 In one out of four crosses, the association between ear length and stover yield was 

significant and positive at both the genotypic and phenotypic levels. The association 

between these two traits was relatively high but with non significant magnitude and of 

positive nature in rest of the three crosses at both the levels. Positive and significant 

association of ear length with stover yield seemed to be the most effective for selection in 

improvement towards high stover yield of the hybrids developed from these lines. 
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5.3.3.2 Number of kernel rows ear-1 

 Highly significant and positive association was found between kernel rows ear-1 and 

100-grain weight only in one cross both at genotypic and phenotypic levels which indicated 

that the favorable genes controlling these traits present in the parental lines could be utilized 

for the improvement of these lines in future breeding programs. Moreover, the close 

relationship among these traits will cause them respond similarly during improvement. 

These results are in close conformity with the findings of Brandolini and Brandolini (2001) 

and Beyene (2005), who also observed positive and significant association between kernel 

rows ear-1 and 100-seed weight. In rest of the three crosses, the association between these 

two traits was although positive, but the magnitudes were not significant. Similar positive 

and non significant relationship between grain rows ear-1 and 100-seed weight was also 

observed by Sujiprihati et al. (2003) and Zeeshan (2007). Contrary results of significant and 

negative nature were reported by Sumathi et al. (2005) possibly due to the materials and 

ecological differences encountered. 

 Kernel rows ear-1 indicated positive and significant association with shelling 

percentage in one cross both genotypically and phenotypically whereas weak association of 

positive nature was recorded between these two traits in rest of the three crosses in both the 

models. These results are similar to those reported earlier by Sujiprihati et al. (2003), who 

also observed non significant association of positive nature between kernel rows ear-1 and 

shelling percentage. However, it can be inferred from positive and significant association 

between kernel rows ear-1 and shelling percentage that with the increase in kernel rows ear-1 

there was a significant increase in shelling percentage due to more number of grains 

produced on an ear. 

Significant correlation of kernel rows ear-1 with grain yield was observed in positive 

nature in one cross in both the genotypic and phenotypic models and it seemed to be the 

most effective trait for selection in improvement towards high grain yield using these lines 

in hybrids development. Furthermore, it can be assumed from this positive and significant 

correlation of kernel rows ear-1 with grain yield that selection for this trait will 

simultaneously improve potential grain yield and accumulate the desirable genes. Many 

reports from literature on association between kernel rows ear-1 and grain yield indicated 
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that these two traits were closely related with each other (Ghorasani et al., 1997; Umakanth 

et al., 2000; Kadubiee and Kurianta, 2004; Smith et al., 2005 and Zeeshan, 2007). The other 

three crosses showed positive association of non significant magnitude between these two 

parameters which was in close conformity with the results obtained by Sujiprihati et al. 

(2003) and Malik et al. (2005), they all have reported non significant association of positive 

nature between kernel rows ear-1 and grain yield. 

Kernel rows ear-1 and stover yield were found to be highly significantly and 

positively associated with each other in one cross whereas these two traits were correlated 

although positively with considerably higher magnitude in rest of the three crosses but with 

non significant magnitude both at genotypic and phenotypic levels. It can be postulated from 

high positive and close relationship between kernel rows ear-1 and stover yield in one cross 

will cause them to respond similarly during improvement of these lines. Moreover, such 

positive relation indicates that favourable genes controlling these traits present in the parents 

could be utilized for the improvement of these lines in future breeding programs. 

Furthermore, the weak association of kernel rows ear-1 with stover yield in the other three 

crosses could be attributed to less variation in number of kernel rows ear-1in these lines. 

 

5.3.3.3 100-grain weight  

 Highly significant and positive association was observed between 100-grain weight 

and shelling percentage in first two crosses while in the remaining two crosses, this 

association was although positive but with non significant magnitude in both the genotypic 

and phenotypic models. This high correlations of positive nature indicated that any increase 

in 100-grain weight would simultaneously increase shelling percentage and hence the high 

shelling will directly improve the grain yield by using these materials. The results obtained 

in this study for two crosses where positive and significant association was found between 

these two traits were partially in agreement with the findings of Sujiprihati et al. (2003) and 

Zeeshan, (2007), whereas in complete agreement with the present results of two crosses 

where this association was positive but non significant as they also found non significant 

and positive association between 100-grain weight and shelling percentage. Moreover, 

significant negative association between these traits was also reported by Sujiprihati et al. 
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(2003) at one location which could be attributable to the variation in the agro-ecological 

conditions of that particular testing site. 

 Association between 100-grain weight and grain yield was found to be highly 

significant and positive in nature both genotypically and phenotypically in all crosses except 

one which showed although positive association but with non significant magnitude at both 

the levels. Grain yield is the final product of the development of maize, involving many 

physiological processes and coordinated expression of many genes that determine grain 

yield. Therefore, positive and significant association of 100-grain weight with grain yield 

seemed to be the most effective for selection in improvement towards high yield. Many 

researchers have reported similar significant and positive association between grain weight 

and grain yield in maize in the past (Debnath and Khan, 1991; Sathyanarayana, 1995; 

Khatun et al., 1999; Umakanth et al., 2000; Alvi et al., 2003; Beyene, 2005; Sadek et al., 

2006 and Zeeshan, 2007). The non significant and positive association between 100-grain 

weight and grain yield was also in line with Malik et al., (2005). 

Significant relationship between 100-grain weight and stover yield was observed in 

two crosses in both the genotypic and phenotypic models. Based on positive association of 

100-grain weight with stover yield, the 100-grain weight would seem to be the best selection 

criteria for maize improvement regarding stover yield. Moreover, the high correlations of 

100-grain weight indicated that any increase in this trait would simultaneously increase the 

stover yield. These results were similar to the results obtained by Khan (1986), who also 

reported that 100-grain weight in maize varieties was significantly and positively correlated 

with stover yield. Moreover, the association between these two parameters remained 

although positive but with non significant magnitude in the other two crosses studied. 

 

5.3.3.4 Shelling percentage  

 Highly significant and strong association of positive nature was recorded for all 

crosses between shelling percentage and grain yield both genotypically and phenotypically. 

Significant and positive association of shelling percentage with grain yield concomitantly 

indicated that selection for shelling percentage will simultaneously improve the potential for 

grain yield and could accumulate the desirable genes. These results were in good agreement 

with those reported earlier by Kadubiee and Kurianta (2004) and Rafique et al. (2004), who 
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also reported significant association between shelling percentage and grain yield in maize, 

whereas Sujiprihati et al. (2003) reported although positive association between these two 

traits but the magnitudes recorded by them were non significant which could be attributed to 

the differences in environmental conditions and genetic make-up of the materials studied. 

 Shelling percentage exhibited strong positive association with stover yield in all 

crosses at both the genotypic and phenotypic levels. Strong association of shelling 

percentage suggests that this trait seemed to be very important for increased stover yield and 

has potential use in selection. Moreover, significant positive association of shelling 

percentage with stover yield indicates that plants possessing high shelling percentage 

seemed to be better in stover yield as compared to plants with low shelling percentage. 

 

5.3.3.5 Grain yield 

 Perfect positive association of grain yield was observed with stover yield in all four 

crosses both genotypically and phenotypically. The close relationship between traits will 

cause them to respond similarly during improvement. The stover yield is of similar 

importance as grain yield in areas where maize stalks are used directly as green and dry feed 

for the animals, therefore, these lines are seemed to posses good potential for the 

improvement of these two yields attributes in future breeding program. Results obtained by 

Okogun et al. (2007) are in good agreement with our observation. They also reported 

positive and significant association of grain yield with stover yield while studying maize.   

 

5.4 Heterosis 

In maize, heterosis over mid-parents or the better parent is a common phenomenon. 

Therefore, the type of gene action involved in hybrid performance and its relative 

contribution in the expression of heterosis is of particular importance for the establishment 

of an appropriate breeding methodology for utilization of hybrid vigor in commercial hybrid 

maize. Both mid-parents and better parent heterotic effects were investigated for 20 plant 

parameters in four maize crosses in the present study. These results are discussed here in 

light of observations of the previous investigators. 
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5.4.1 Days to 50% pollen shedding 

 Days to 50% pollen shedding exhibited negative heterosis at both the mid-parents 

and better parent heterotic levels. Manifestation of negative heterosis for days to pollen 

shedding is a desirable attribute in breeding for the evolution of early maturing maize 

hybrids with high grain yield potential. Similar negative heterosis for days to mid-

anthesis/pollen shedding has been reported earlier in maize (Benjamin, 2001; Kara, 2001; 

Malik et al., 2004). 

 

5.4.2 Days to 50% silking 

 Like days to pollen shedding, days to 50 % silking also showed negative heterosis at 

both the levels in all crosses. It can be inferred from this negative heterosis in days to mid-

silking that these inbred lines can play a significant role in the evolution of early maturing 

hybrids in future. The present results are in agreement with the previous reporters 

(Benjamin, 2001 and Tollenaar et al., 2004). They also observed negative mid-parent 

heterosis for days to silk in maize. 

 

5.4.3 Leaf area 

 Mid-parents heterosis of medium level were observed for leaf area in all crosses, 

whereas these crosses exhibited low levels of heterosis over the better parent for this trait. 

This average heterotic effect could be attributed to partial dominance of alleles present in 

late and early maturing inbred parents for this particular trait. Mid-parent heterosis of 

intermediate level for leaf area in maize was also observed by Malik  et al. (2004), while 

low levels of mid-parent heterosis  were recorded for leaf length (a component of leaf area) 

in maize by Springer and Stupar (2007). 

 

5.4.4 Leaf area index 

 All four crosses exhibited moderate levels of mid parent heterosis for leaf area index. 

The better parent heterosis of relatively low magnitudes was shown by all crosses for this 

parameter in the present study. Heterosis of medium levels indicated the low levels of 

dominance or dominance type of epistasis among alleles in the parental inbred lines. Similar 

levels of heterosis for leaf area index were also seen in maize (Muraya et al., 2006). They 
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observed from heterosis estimates that expression of heterosis in leaf area index was an 

important attribute in breeding maize. 

 

5.4.5 Plant height 

 Plant height exhibited low to moderate levels of heterosis of both the mid-parent and 

better parent in all four maize crosses, indicating the presence of some dominant and 

complementary gene actions. The study suggests that these inbred lines could be used as 

parents in future maize breeding program for the development of short stature maize 

hybrids. Dickirt and Tracy (2002); Saleh et al. (2002) and Ozarowska et al. (2007) also 

obtained similar findings and observed moderate levels of mid-parent heterosis for plant 

height in their studies. Better parent heterosis for plant height in maize was also reported by 

Sheoran et al. (2000) and Benjamin (2001). Low levels of heterosis exhibited for plant 

height are also in conformity with Springer and Stupar (2007). 

 

5.4.6 Ear height 

 Moderate to high estimates of heterosis both as mid-parent and better parent were 

exhibited in the present study for ear height in all four crosses. The higher magnitude of 

heterosis is presumably due to the presence of dominance or dominance x dominance type 

allele interaction for ear height. These findings of high magnitude of better parent heterosis 

for ear height are in close conformity with those reported earlier (Benjamin, 2001). Mid-

parents heterosis of moderate level for ear height in present study is in agreement with 

findings of Dickirt and Tracy (2002); Saleh et al. (2002) and Malik et al. (2004). 

 

5.4.7 Days to maturity 

 Mid-parent heterosis of negative magnitudes was observed for days to maturity in all 

of the four crosses indicating a good potential in the parental inbred lines for developing 

early maturing hybrids for commercial cultivation. The presence of mid-parent heterosis of 

negative magnitudes for days to maturity could be due to the presence of pleotropic effects 

of some dominant alleles controlling flowering traits since both days to pollen shedding and 

days to silking indicated a similar pattern of heterosis in the hybrid combinations. The better 

parent heterosis for this parameter was although of low levels but with almost positive 
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nature. This lower level heterotic expression suggests lack of necessary differences among 

inbreds of similar grain type which could be the consequences of similar gene frequency in 

loci. Negative heterosis for days to maturity in a study on maize was also reported by 

Tollenaar et al. (2004). 

 

5.4.8 Ear weight 

 High levels of mid-parents heterosis and moderate levels of better parent heterosis 

were exhibited for ear weight in almost all the four crosses studied in the present 

investigation. It can be inferred from the present study that the two parental inbreds in each 

cross might be having highly diverse nature genetically, therefore, due to high genetic 

diversity in the parental material, generally greater heterotic effects are anticipated. It can 

also be hypothesized that these lines can efficiently be used for improvement of maize 

germplasm of tropical and subtropical nature. These results are in agreement with those 

reported earlier by Geetha (2001) and Saleh et al. (2002). 

 

5.4.9 Ear diameter 

 Ear diameter exhibited moderate levels of mid-parents heterosis in all crosses while 

low to moderate levels for better parent heterosis were recorded for this trait. Since parents 

of all these crosses belonged to similar grain type (mostly flint), therefore expression of low 

heterotic effects can be attributed to the low frequencies of dominant alleles and/or absence 

of epistasis involving dominance. These results are in close conformity with the findings of 

Saleh et al. (2002) who also observed moderate level of heterosis for ear diameter while 

studying single, three-way and double cross hybrids in maize. 

  

5.4.10 Ear length 

Moderate levels of heterosis for mid-parents were exhibited in all four crosses for ear 

length while low to moderate levels of heterobeltiosis were shown for ear length in these 

crosses. Parents of a hybrid having diverse genetic make-up generally exhibit moderate 

heterotic effects. This moderate magnitude of heterosis is a good indication of genetic 

potential for improvement of these lines for this trait. Moderate estimates of mid-parents 
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heterosis were also observed in the previous studies on maize (Sofi et al., 2002; Springer 

and Stupar, 2007) 

5.4.11 Number of kernel rows ear-1 

Cross-1 (Pop.9804 x FRW-4), showed moderate estimates of both mid-parent and 

better parent heterosis for kernel rows ear-1, while the remaining three crosses exhibited 

differential levels of heterosis on both the levels. Low levels of heterosis of positive nature 

for mid-parent and negative nature for better parent were observed in these three crosses for 

the parameter of kernel rows ear-1 except for cross-2 (Pop.9804 x Pop.9801) which showed 

positive heterosis of low magnitude. Saleh et al. (2002) and Springer and Stupar (2007) 

observed similar to our results for cross-1 with moderate level of mid-parent heterosis. 

5.4.12 Number of grains row-1 

 Heterosis estimates for grains row-1 indicated moderate levels for both mid-parent 

and better parent heterosis in all crosses. It is commonly inferred that moderate heterotic 

response is associated with greater genetic diversity of the parents having alleles with 

varying degrees of dominance x dominance type interactions. Similar levels of heterosis for 

kernels row-1 in maize were also reported by Saleh et al. (2002) and Malik et al. (2004). 

5.4.13 Number of grains ear-1 

 High heterotic levels for grains ear-1 were observed for three crosses while one cross 

showed moderate level of heterosis of mid-parent. The better parent heterosis observed in 

this study for the parameter of grains ear-1 ranged from low to high levels among all crosses. 

The larger heterotic effects signify the variability among the parental material which could 

be a potential source for the exploitation of high heterotic levels for the development of high 

yielding hybrids on a commercial scale. Research studies of Saleh et al. (2002) and Springer 

and Stupar (2007) are in close agreement with the present findings who also reported similar 

levels of mid-parent heterosis for kernels ear-1 in maize. Moreover, low level of heterosis for 

grains ear-1 observed in cross-II in the present investigation is also in close conformity with 

the findings of Muhammadi et al. (2002). 
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5.4.14 100-grain weight 

 Mid-parent heterosis of moderate to high levels was found for 100-grain weight in 

three of the four crosses, whereas low to high levels of better parent heterosis for this trait 

were also recorded in these crosses except for cross-4, in which better parent heterosis was 

exhibited as negative with low magnitude. It could be due to the absence of sufficient 

genetic variability among inbreds for grain weight since parents of similar grain type were 

used in this cross. The moderate and high levels of heterosis could be attributed to the 

presence of alleles with varying degrees of dominance and dominance type interactions in 

the parents, which are assumed to be important for the expression of high heterotic levels in 

their hybrid combinations. High levels of heterosis for grain weight in maize were also 

reported by Sheoran et al. (2000) and Malik et al. (2004). Moderate levels of heterosis for 

this trait are in conformity with Dickirt and Tracy (2002). Heterosis of low level for 100-

grain weight in maize reported by Muhammadi et al. (2002) and for 1000-grain weight 

(Tollenaar et al., 2004) is also in agreement with the present investigation. 

5.4.15  Shelling percentage 

 Both mid-parent and better parent heterosis estimates were found to be of low levels 

for shelling percentage in all four crosses studied. These low levels of heterosis may be due 

to absence of sufficient genetic variability among the inbred parents for this trait. Similar 

magnitudes of heterosis have been observed in the past studies for shelling percentage in 

maize (Saleh et al., 2002). 

5.4.16 Grain yield 

 High levels of mid-parent and moderate to high levels of better parent heterosis for 

grain yield were exhibited by all the four crosses. The expression of larger magnitudes of 

heterosis for grain yield in the present study is not unexpected since grain yield in maize is 

the concomitant product of various components including ear length, kernel rows ear-1, 

number of grains row-1, grains ear-1 and grain weight, all of which were seen to have 

heterosis of varying magnitudes in different crosses. The presence of heterosis for the grain 

yield trait could, therefore, be due to the presence of various types of dominance and 

dominance type of epistasis coupled with pleotropic effects of various alleles in the hybrid 

combinations between the contrasting inbred parents. Several researchers in the past have 
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reported high mid-parents heterotic levels for grain yield in maize (Dehghanpour et al., 

1996; Benjamin, 2001; Saleh et al., 2002; Rasmussen, 2003; Tollenaar et al., 2004; Unay et 

al., 2004; Muraya et al., 2006; Springer and Stupar, 2007). Better parent heterosis of high 

levels in some crosses are also confirmed by Vasal et al, (1994); Sheoran et al. (2000); 

Benjamin (2001); Geetha (2001); Malik et al. (2004). Moderate estimates of mid-parent 

heterosis for grain yield in maize were also reported by some earlier researchers (Iqbal et al., 

2001; Rodrigues et al., 2006). Similarly moderate levels of better parent heterosis in maize 

for grain yield were also reported by Koirala and Gurung (2002). On the contrary, Rezende 

and Souza (2000) reported low levels of heterosis for grain yield in maize. 

5.4.17 Grain yield efficiency 

 Moderate levels of heterosis of both mid-parent and better parent were observed in 

all crosses for grain yield efficiency. These moderate heterotic effects reflect the diversity 

among inbreds involved in the parentage of these hybrids. It can be inferred from these 

results that accumulation of dry matter was seemed to be equally distributed towards 

vegetative and reproductive stages of plant growth in this material. Based on these levels of 

heterosis, the parameter of grain yield efficiency could also be used as selection criterion for 

the improvement of these lines in future maize breeding programs.   

5.4.18 Stover yield  

 Stover yield exhibited moderate to high levels of mid-parent heterosis in all crosses. 

The better parent heterotic effects for the parameter of stover yield showed moderate levels 

in all four crosses studied. These high levels of heterosis indicate the significant variability 

in the plant canopy among the evaluated parental inbred lines used in this study. High 

estimates of heterosis suggest that these lines have good potential for the improvement of 

stover yield in maize hybrids on commercial level and could be efficiently utilized in future 

programs of breeding maize for green and dry fodder. 

5.4.19 Biological yield 

 Moderate to high levels of both mid-parent and better parent heterosis estimates were 

seen for biological yield among all crosses. Expression of greater heterotic response of a 

hybrid is usually associated with greater genetic diversification among its parental inbred 
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lines. Based on high heterotic response, this attribute can be considered as one of the 

selection criteria for the improvement of maize breeding program in the commercial 

exploitation of appropriate hybrids. These results are in close conformity with the findings 

of Hussain et al. (2004) who also reported high heterotic level for biological yields in wheat. 

5.4.20 Harvest index percentage 

 Mid-parent heterotic levels were considerably higher in three crosses in magnitude 

than better parent heterosis for all crosses. Better parent heterosis of low level was observed 

in all crosses for the parameter of harvest index percentage, with positive magnitude for two 

crosses and negative for the other two crosses. Larger heterotic levels generally inferred that 

the two parental lines used in the development of these particular hybrids were seen to be 

genetically more diverse in nature. Moreover, the dominance and over dominance genetic 

effects are seen in the expression of these high heterotic levels for harvest index percentage. 

Moderate levels of mid-parents heterosis for harvest index in maize hybrids have also been 

reported in earlier studies (Tollenaar et al., 2004). 
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CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY 

 

Four maize inbred lines of white grain and flint type were selected for the present 

study. Two out of these four lines were having late maturity (110 – 120 days) i.e., Pop. 9804 

and Pop.9805 and the other two belonged to early maturity (90 – 100 days) group, FRW-4 

and Pop.9801. Four crosses were developed using Russell and Hallauer (1980) selfing and 

crossing techniques by crossing late inbred with early one in the first growing season. 

Backcross and F2 generations of each cross were made in the second crop seasons and 

ultimately six generations. (P1, P2, F1, F2, BC1 and BC2) were developed for each cross. A 

total of 20 entries were evaluated on experimental farm at Cereal Crops Research Institute 

(CCRI) Pirsabak, Nowshera NWFP (Pakistan) for two consecutive years (2006 and 2007) in 

summer season using three replications in randomized complete block design (RCBD).  

  

Data were recorded on 20 different parameters which included days to 50% pollen 

shedding, days to 50% silking, leaf area, leaf area index, plant height, ear height, days to 

maturity, ear weight, ear diameter, ear length, number of kernel rows ear-1, number of grains 

row-1, number of grains ear-1, 100-grain weight, shelling percentage, grain yield, grain yield 

efficiency, stover yield, biological yield and harvest index. Data were analyzed for analysis 

of variance and covariance according to Singh and Chaudhary (1985) and genetic 

parameters like gene action, broad and narrow sense heritability, genotypic and phenotypic 

correlations as well as mid-parents and better parent heterosis were estimated using 

appropriate approximations standardized by earlier scientists. 

 

 Type of gene actions and interactions were determined from generation means 

analysis according to Hayman (1958). Both additive and dominance gene effects were 

observed for 100-grain weight and grain yield efficiency whereas the dominance type of 

gene actions and epistasis of non-allelic digenic interactions were seen predominant in 

governing the inheritance of days to 50% pollen shedding, days to 50% silking, ear height, 

days to maturity, number of grains ear-1 and harvest index. The parameters of ear diameter, 

shelling percentage, stover yield and biological yield were seen under the control of 
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dominance gene action. The additive, dominance and epistasis of digenic non-allelic 

interactions were equally responsible in controlling the inheritance of leaf area, leaf area 

index, plant height, ear weight, ear length, number of kernel rows ear-1, number of grains 

row-1 and grain yield. 

 

 Heritability estimates for broad and narrow sense were determined using formulae 

suggested by Weber and Moorthy (1952). High estimates of broad sense heritability were 

observed for all the traits studied except for number of kernel rows ear-1 and shelling 

percentage which showed moderate levels of heritability in broad sense. The narrow sense 

heritability for most of the characters was intermediate but plant height, ear height and ear 

diameter showed low estimates of heritability in narrow sense. 

 

 Genotypic and phenotypic associations among physiological traits, between 

physiological and grain yield related traits and among grain yield related traits were 

determined according to Kwon and Torrie (1964) in all four crosses. Among physiological 

traits, negative association of days to 50% silking with leaf area and plant height and days to 

maturity with plant height was observed. Days to silk with days to maturity, leaf area with 

plant height and days to maturity were positively associated with each other. Association 

between physiological traits and grain yield related traits was mostly positive for leaf area 

and plant height while days to 50% silking and days to maturity exhibited negative 

association with most of grain yield related traits. Except for ear length and kernel rows ear-1 

which showed although positive association with other traits but of non significant nature, 

significant and positive relationships among almost all grain yield related traits were found. 

 

 Estimates of herterosis over mid-parents and better parent were calculated using the 

procedures adopted by Hallauer and Miranda (1981) and Fehr (1993). Ear weight, number of 

grains ear-1, grain yield, grain yield efficiency, stover yield and biological yield exhibited 

high levels of both mid-parents and better parent heterosis. Moderate levels of mid-parent 

and better parent heterosis were observed for leaf area, leaf area index, plant height, ear 

height, ear length, number of grains row-1 and 100-grain weight, while low levels of both 

mid-parents and better parent heterosis were manifested for days to 50% pollen shedding 
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and silking, days to maturity, ear diameter, number of kernel rows ear-1, shelling percentage 

and harvest index in most crosses. 

 

 Plant parameters possessing inheritance pattern governed by additive gene action and 

additive x additive type of interactions and of high heritable nature could be usefull in 

selection criteria for improvement of these inbred lines. Similarly traits which were under 

the control of dominance gene actions and/or dominance x dominance gene interactions 

coupled with high heterotic levels could be better choice for selection of parents in the 

development of superior hybrid combinations for commercial utilization.  
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS  

 

Keeping in view our objectives of this study, generally, the following conclusions 

can be drawn. 

 

1. Generation means analysis 

 

i. Both additive and dominance gene effects were observed for 100-grain weight and 

grain yield efficiency. 

ii. Dominance type of gene actions and epistasis of non-allelic  digenic interactions 

were seen predominant in governing the inheritance of days to 50% pollen shedding, 

days to 50% silking, ear height, days to maturity, number of grains ear-1 and harvest 

index.  

iii. The parameter of ear diameter, shelling percentage, stover yield and biological yield 

were seen under the control of dominance gene actions.  

iv. The additive, dominance and epistasis of digenic non-allelic interactions were 

equally responsible in controlling the inheritance of leaf area, leaf area index, plant 

height, ear weight, ear length, number of kernel rows ear-1, number of grains row-1 

and grain yield. 

 

2. Heritability 

 

i. High estimates of broad sense heritability were observed for all the traits studied 

except for number of kernel rows ear-1 and shelling percentage which showed 

moderate levels of heritability in broad sense.  

ii. The narrow sense heritability for most of the characters was intermediate but plant 

height, ear height and ear diameter showed low estimates of heritability in narrow 

sense. 
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3. Correlations 

 

i. Among physiological traits, negative association of days to 50% silking with leaf 

area and plant height and days to maturity with plant height was observed. Days to 

silk with days to maturity, leaf area with plant height as well as with days to maturity 

were positively associated with each other.  

ii. Association between physiological traits and grain yield related traits was mostly 

positive for leaf area and plant height while days to 50% silking and days to maturity 

exhibited negative association with most of grain yield related traits.  

iii. Significant and positive relationship among, almost all, grain yield related traits was 

found except for ear length and kernel rows ear-1 which showed although positive 

association with other traits but of non significant nature. 

 

4. Heterosis 

 

i. Ear weight, number of grains ear-1, grain yield, grain yield efficiency, stover yield 

and biological yield exhibited high levels of both mid-parents and better parent 

heterosis. 

ii. Moderate levels of mid-parents and better parent heterosis were observed in leaf 

area, leaf area index, plant height, ear height, ear length, number of grains row-1 and 

100-grain weight.  

iii. Low levels of both mid-parents and better parent heterosis were manifested for days 

to 50% pollen shedding and silking, days to maturity, ear diameter, number of kernel 

rows ear-1, shelling percentage and harvest index in most crosses. 
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CHAPTER 8 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

Based on results obtained from various genetic parameters, it is necessary to state 

here a few verses of recommendations for future maize breeders for a successful maize 

breeding program. 

 

1. Possessing additive genetic effects and high heritability levels of traits coupled with 

high heterotic expression and behavior of strong interrelationship especially with 

grain yield and maturity, such type of maize breeding materials could be successfully 

utilized for the improvement of maize germplasm of similar climatic conditions.  

 

2. The maize inbred lines capable of expressing the dominace gene action and high 

heritability levels in hybrid combinations can be successfully utilized in the 

development of superior commercial hybrid combinations.  

 

3. The cross Pop.9804 x FRW-4 was outstanding in performance compared to other 

three crosses with respect to grain, stover and biological yields as well as shelling 

percentage and was also found to be of moderate maturity, therefore, it could be 

released as commercial mazie hybrid after confirmation of yield superiority on 

multiple locations in subtropical climates.  
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APPENDICES 
 
 
Appendix 1  Combined analysis of variance for generation means showing source of variation, degrees of freedom  

and mean squares for days to 50 % pollen shedding, days to 50 % silking and days to maturity. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

** = Significant at 1 % probability level, * = Significant at 5 % probability level, ns = Non significant 
 
 
Appendix 2 Combined analysis of variance for generation means showing source of variation, degrees of freedom and mean 

squares for leaf area and leaf area index. 
 
Source of 
variation 

DF Mean  Squares 
Leaf area Leaf area index 

Cross 1 Cross 2 Cross 3 Cross 4 Cross 1 Cross 2 Cross 3 Cross 4 
Years 1 16693668905.4* 1467135170.1ns 19399031202.4* 3279325559.9** 147720111.6** 5412832.4ns   71519164.2**    8040813.4*

Reps(year) 4  1398207243.9 1482119209.4 1414311560.2   52495517.8   4091911.6 2786409.9       978492.7    1060635.9 
Generations 5 8099432688.1** 3717117925.8** 6318306013.8** 2508185395.3** 136523695.8** 71259361.1** 148003752.7** 112354228.3**

Gen x Year 5 1068285524.9* 2119711191.2** 1703698294.8ns 1408512073.0**   7547344.4** 8160646.1**     8025142.4**  23789190.1**

Pooled Error 20   282144811.4 405731508.3    870840301.1 206411423.9   1179418.5   862327.3       745734.5      890501.9 
C.V (%)          11.79       12.28          20.62        8.78          4.94       4.09         3.72          3.87 
** = Significant at 1 % probability level, * = Significant at 5 % probability level, ns = Non significant 
 
 

Source of 
variation 

Degrees 
of 

Freedom 

Mean  Squares 
Days to 50 % pollen shedding Days to 50 %  silking Days to maturity 

Cross 
1 

Cross 
2 

Cross 
3 

Cross  
4 

Cross 
1 

Cross  
2 

Cross 
3 

Cross 
4 

Cross  
1 

Cross  
2 

Cross  
3 

Cross   
4 

Years 1 16.0* 96.6**  4.0ns    25.0**   9.0 ns 103.3**   6.2ns 20.2* 215.11* 256.00** 272.25ns 220.03ns 
Reps (year) 4   1.0   0.6  1.1      1.1   1.3     1.8   4.1   1.0   17.03     7.81   45.72   68.61 
Generations 5 65.0** 57.5** 36.4**    23.6** 69.1**   62.8** 32.9** 17.8** 444.18** 577.84** 123.56* 152.30* 
Gen x Year 5 17.2**   8.7**   8.6**      9.1** 22.8**     8.4**   7.5**   5.9ns     1.11ns     0.47ns     0.72ns     0.43ns 
Pooled Error 20   1.3   1.1   1.0      1.6   2.3     1.7   1.7   2.8   22.89     7.24   15.02   45.01 
C.V (%)   2.17   2.02   1.95      2.44   2.76     2.38   2.46   3.07     4.56     2.61     3.87     6.65 
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Appendix 3  Combined analysis of variance for generation means showing source of variation, degrees of freedom and  
mean squares for plant height, ear height and ear weight. 

 
Source of 
variation 

DF Mean  Squares 
Plant Height Ear Height Ear weight 

Cross 1 Cross 2 Cross 3 Cross 4 Cross 1 Cross 2 Cross 3 Cross 4 Cross 1 Cross 2 Cross 3 Cross 4 
Years 1 244.93* 876.16**     1.25ns   48.07ns 301.03* 138.85** 1992.14** 4098.14** 718.24*   12.25ns 2344.17**   51.12ns

Reps(year) 4   24.64     6.07   11.84   12.35 42.48   1.21     7.16     5.12   81.82   19.80   37.43   89.05 
Generations 5 2160.64** 1072.86** 2255.18** 1920.15** 397.99** 253.82** 812.31** 322.95** 8579.83** 5892.80** 4420.05** 9522.52**

Gen x Year 5   40.92ns 148.26** 131.68** 345.57** 521.28** 255.47**   24.56* 213.05** 843.64** 218.88** 1253.98** 391.65**

Pooled Error 20   24.67     5.67     6.35   11.75 33.77   8.04     6.66     2.08   29.86     9.18   17.82   40.63 
C.V (%)     3.38     1.77     1.73     2.49 10.45   4.92     4.78     2.83     3.72     2.15     3.21     4.52 
** = Significant at 1 % probability level, * = Significant at 5 % probability level, ns = Non significant 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 4 Combined analysis of variance for generation means showing source of variation, degrees of freedom and  

mean squares for ear diameter, ear length and kernel rows ear-1. 
 

Source of 
variation 

Degrees 
of 

Freedom 

Mean  Squares 
Ear diameter Ear length Kernel rows ear-1

Cross 1 Cross 2 Cross 3 Cross 4 Cross 1 Cross 2 Cross 3 Cross 4 Cross 1 Cross 2 Cross 3 Cross 4 
Years 1 0.07ns 0.09ns 0.34ns 0.02ns   3.24*   9.30** 11.00**   5.76**   1.65** 0.15ns 0.15ns   0.87*

Reps(year) 4 0.21 0.03 0.06 0.01   0.17   0.15   0.21   0.19   0.07 0.18 0.18   0.08 
Generations 5 1.91** 0.67** 1.57** 0.41** 28.40** 23.46** 34.87** 42.42** 13.59** 6.69** 6.69** 16.72**

Gen x Year 5 0.04* 0.71** 0.20** 0.05**   7.88**   7.88**   1.18**   1.53**   3.02** 1.07** 1.07**   3.65**

Pooled Error 20 0.01 0.09 0.01 0.02   0.14   0.11   0.16   0.18   0.17 0.15 0.15   0.13 
C.V (%) 2.68 2.23 2.65 1.91   2.53   2.18   2.76   2.80   2.89 2.91 3.22  2.46 
** = Significant at 1 % probability level, * = Significant at 5 % probability level, ns = Non significant 
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Appendix 5  Combined analysis of variance for generation means showing source of variation, degrees of freedom and mean 

squares for grains row -1, grains ear-1 and 100-grain weight. 
 
Source of 
variation 

Degrees 
of 

Freedom 

Mean  Squares 
Grains row-1 Grains ear-1 100-grain weight 

Cross 1 Cross 2 Cross 3 Cross 4 Cross 1 Cross 2 Cross 3 Cross 4 Cross 1 Cross 2 Cross 3 Cross 4 
Years 1   2.35ns   0.28ns 38.03* 73.67**     3.30ns 7227.84** 5745.64**   272.80ns 10.67ns 229.02** 1.07ns 62.41**

Reps(year) 4   7.93   3.72   2.16   1.83   69.69     79.11   261.93     48.52   7.53   1.07 3.29 0.15 
Generations 5 182.64** 100.54** 304.50** 238.83** 53514.64** 23834.56** 55357.13** 74006.36** 180.56** 193.04** 90.53** 16.29**

Gen x Year 5 109.12** 42.02** 172.42** 103.11** 3662.68** 2785.01** 3786.19** 3732.82** 30.47**   4.61** 36.58** 18.98**

Pooled Error 20   5.13   1.32   1.75   1.22 159.80   156.43  231.58     53.40   2.38   0.88 1.44 0.09 
C.V (%)   7.13   3.67   3.92   3.48     2.86       2.92      3.74       1.71   5.81   3.32 4.48 1.15 
** = Significant at 1 % probability level, * = Significant at 5 % probability level, ns = Non significant 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 6 Combined analysis of variance for generation means showing source of variation, degrees of freedom and mean 

squares for percent shelling, grain yield and grain yield efficiency. 
 
Source of 
variation 

Degrees 
of 

Freedom 

Mean  Squares 
Percent shelling Grain yield Grain yield efficiency 

Cross 1 Cross 2 Cross 3 Cross 4 Cross 1 Cross 2 Cross 3 Cross 4 Cross 1 Cross 2 Cross 3 Cross 4 
Years 1 5.21* 45.11** 14.69** 56.00** 15.23*  2.00ns  6.42*  3.04** 0.00** 0.00ns 0.00** 0.00*

Reps(year) 4 0.55 0.53 0.16 0.79 0.55  0.39  0.82  0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Generations 5 52.88** 12.98** 48.03** 7.07** 33.45** 14.81** 12.66** 12.77** 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** 0.00**

Gen x Year 5 21.09** 3.33** 26.02** 13.23** 1.95**  0.62*  1.10ns  0.93* 0.00** 0.00** 0.00** 0.00**

Pooled Error 20 0.32 0.14 0.13 0.17 0.16  0.19  0.71  0.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
C.V (%) 0.70 0.46 0.45 0.51 7.16  7.72 17.80 10.07 4.85 5.00 6.55 5.66 
** = Significant at 1 % probability level, * = Significant at 5 % probability level, ns = Non significant 
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Appendix 7 Combined analysis of variance for generation means showing source of variation, degrees of freedom and mean 

squares for stover yield, biological yield and harvest index. 
 
Source of 
variation 

Degrees 
of 
Freedom 

Mean  Squares 
Stover yield Biological yield Harvest index 

Cross 1 Cross 2 Cross 3 Cross 4 Cross 1 Cross 2 Cross 3 Cross 4 Cross 1 Cross 2 Cross 3 Cross 4 
Years 1 59.31**  1.75ns  6.99ns 18.11** 61.08ns  0.50ns 14.29ns  5.11ns 422.99**  0.54ns 257.60** 67.24*

Reps(year) 4 0.30  0.32  3.13  0.06 19.79 17.81  8.73 13.69    0.72  0.55    0.71  4.35 
Generations 5 26.24** 13.28**  7.38**  7.77** 101.18** 48.66** 42.51** 34.54**  76.88** 22.56**  27.61** 33.28**

Gen x Year 5 2.73**  1.70**  0.75ns  3.99**   4.84*  3.73* 4.17ns  5.67**  53.05** 21.06**  55.06** 31.79**

Pooled Error 20 0.17  0.19  0.94  0.17   1.54  1.08 2.72  1.19    1.28  0.48    0.94  2.15 
C.V (%) 7.39  6.69   22.1  6.92 11.84  8.94 18.74  9.88    2.25  1.50    1.89  3.04 
** = Significant at 1 % probability level, * = Significant at 5 % probability level, ns = Non significant 
 
 
 
 
 
Annexure 8 Generation means from the combined analysis for days to pollen shed, days to silk and days to  

maturity evaluated at CCRI, Pirsabak (Nowshera), NWFP, Pakistan during Summer, 2006 and 2007.  
   
Generation Days to pollen shed (no) Days to 50% silk (no) Days to maturity (no) 

Cross Cross Cross 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

P1 59.7 59.7 53.0 52.8 62.2 62.2 54.8 54.8 119.8 119.8  97.5  94.2 
P2 53.0 52.8 56.5 56.5 54.8 54.8 58.0 58.0  97.5  94.2 108.5 108.5 
F1 51.0 52.0 49.5 50.5 52.8 54.2 51.2 53.0  98.3  96.0  95.5  97.8 
F2 53.5 53.5 51.5 52.7 55.0 55.8 54.0 55.0 110.2 108.0  99.3 104.5 
BC1 52.2 53.0 52.2 52.5 54.3 55.2 54.2 54.2 102.7 104.3 101.0 100.3 
BC2 50.7 50.8 50.3 52.0 53.5 53.0 52.3 53.8 100.8  96.3  98.3  99.8 
Cross-1 = Pop.9804 x FRW-4, Cross-2 = Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 
Cross-3 = Pop.9805 x FRW-4, Cross-4 = Pop.9805 x Pop.9801  
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Annexure 9    Generation means from the combined analysis for leaf area and leaf area index evaluated 
at CCRI, Pirsabak (Nowshera), NWFP, Pakistan during Summer, 2006 and 2007. 

 
Generation Leaf area (cm2) Leaf area index (cm2) 

Cross Cross 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

P1 125376.0 125376.0  84504.6 139857.0 22868.8 22868.8 15216.8 17015.1 
P2  84504.6 139857.0 137002.7 137002.7 15216.8 17015.1 23187.3 23187.3 
F1 179739.3 181543.5 169720.8 172444.5 29668.1 27723.4 30881.1 30157.9 
F2 126536.8 175938.2 148082.2 175704.3 19277.4 22526.7 23706.8 25730.7 
BC1 170865.8 184123.5 175671.2 187218.7 22885.8 23958.6 22715.3 26024.3 
BC2 167928.9 176948.1 143636.3 169636.3 22086.0 22261.4 23538.1 24149.9 

Cross-1 = Pop.9804 x FRW-4, Cross-2 = Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 
Cross-3 = Pop.9805 x FRW-4, Cross-4 = Pop.9805 x Pop.9801  

 
 

Annexure 10   Generation means from the combined analysis for plant height, ear height and ear weight evaluated 
at CCRI, Pirsabak (Nowshera), NWFP, Pakistan during Summer, 2006 and 2007. 

 
Generation Plant height (cm) Ear height (cm) Ear weight (g) 

Cross Cross Cross 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

P1 118.8 118.8 140.7 121.1 50.8 50.8 41.8 48.9 129.7 129.7  96.3  91.7 
P2 140.7 121.1 115.1 115.1 41.8 48.9 39.0 39.0  96.3  91.7 114.2 114.2 
F1 177.4 155.1 175.4 162.8 58.2 64.1 69.5 61.3 211.6 184.9 177.0 209.5 
F2 142.9 134.6 146.7 140.4 57.0 57.3 54.3 49.8 145.4 134.2 133.0 150.5 
BC1 149.7 137.3 146.5 150.8 62.5 61.0 58.6 53.6 155.9 144.3 139.3  39.7 
BC2 151.3 140.7 151.6 136.3 63.4 63.5 60.5 53.6 142.2 160.2 129.3 140.7 

Cross-1 = Pop.9804 x FRW-4, Cross-2 = Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 
Cross-3 = Pop.9805 x FRW-4, Cross-4 = Pop.9805 x Pop.9801  
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Annexure 11    Generation means from the combined analysis for ear diameter, ear length and 
    kernel rows per ear evaluated at CCRI, Pirsabak (Nowshera), NWFP, Pakistan 

during Summer, 2006 and 2007. 
 

Generatio
n 

Ear diameter (cm) Ear length (cm) Kernel rows per ear 
Cross Cross Cross 

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
P1 3.9 3.9 3.1 3.8 12.4 12.4 12.4 15.5 14.3 14.3 12.0 11.6 
P2 3.1 3.8 4.2 4.2 12.4 15.5 10.9 10.9 12.0 11.6 16.6 16.6 
F1 4.8 4.8 4.6 4.6 18.3 18.6 17.6 18.9 16.6 14.6 15.6 15.4 
F2 4.0 4.3 3.9 4.3 14.4 14.7 14.9 14.6 13.6 13.4 13.3 14.8 

BC1 4.1 4.3 4.1 4.4 15.2 15.3 15.3 15.1 14.1 13.8 14.6 15.4 
BC2 4.1 4.3 4.1 4.3 14.9 15.9 15.4 16.6 14.5 13.1 14.5 14.7 

Cross-1 = Pop.9804 x FRW-4, Cross-2 = Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 
Cross-3 = Pop.9805 x FRW-4, Cross-4 = Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 

   
Annexure 12 Generation means from the combined analysis for grains per row, grains per ear 

 and 100-grain weight evaluated at CCRI, Pirsabak (Nowshera), NWFP, Pakistan 
during Summer, 2006 and 2007. 

Generation Grains per row Grains per ear 100-grain weight (g) 
Cross Cross Cross 

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
P1 30.2 30.2 26.5 24.0 454.5 454.5 298.8 307.8 21.2 21.2 20.2 22.6
P2 26.5 24.0 30.5 30.5 298.8 307.8 328.7 328.7 20.2 22.6 27.1 27.1
F1 41.7 36.2 46.9 43.1 590.0 493.7 568.1 614.7 35.1 36.6 32.4 27.0
F2 28.2 31.9 35.4 29.9 400.0 447.1 401.2 414.1 29.5 28.8 27.1 25.8

BC1 34.4 33.0 29.8 30.1 453.8 433.4 389.9 425.5 26.9 29.4 26.7 26.1
BC2 29.7 32.7 33.4 33.1 452.5 429.6 452.0 476.0 26.5 31.0 27.1 25.2

Cross-1 = Pop.9804 x FRW-4, Cross-2 = Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 
Cross-3 = Pop.9805 x FRW-4, Cross-4 = Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 
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Annexure 13 Generation means from the combined analysis for percent shelling, grain yield and 
grain yield efficiency evaluated at CCRI, Pirsabak (Nowshera), NWFP, Pakistan 
during Summer, 2006 and 2007. 

 
Generatio

n 
Shelling (%) Grain yield (ton/ha) Grain yield efficiency 

Cross Cross Cross 
1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 

P1 79.1 79.1 76.4 80.0 4.070 4.070 2.365 3.741 0.032 0.032 0.028 0.027
P2 76.4 80.0 79.9 79.9 2.365 3.741 4.458 4.458 0.028 0.027 0.033 0.033
F1 85.4 83.5 85.1 82.8 9.413 7.919 6.688 7.953 0.052 0.044 0.040 0.046
F2 81.3 80.7 81.6 80.6 5.137 5.609 4.937 6.037 0.041 0.030 0.033 0.034

BC1 81.2 81.2 81.1 81.0 6.161 5.952 5.668 5.666 0.036 0.032 0.032 0.030
BC2 81.6 81.2 81.6 80.1 5.852 6.632 4.367 5.996 0.035 0.037 0.030 0.035

Cross-1 = Pop.9804 x FRW-4, Cross-2 = Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 
Cross-3 = Pop.9805 x FRW-4, Cross-4 = Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 

 
Annexure 14   Generation means from the combined analysis for stover yield, biological yield and harvest index 

valuated at CCRI, Pirsabak (Nowshera), NWFP, Pakistan during Summer, 2006 and 2007. 
 

Generation Stover yield (ton/ha) Biological yield (ton/ha) Harvest index (%) 
Cross Cross Cross 

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
P1 5.428 5.428 2.762 4.461 9.158 9.158 4.398 7.837 43.0 43.0 52.5 45.6 
P2 2.305 4.461 4.525 5.070 4.398 7.837 9.040 9.040 52.5 45.6 47.0 47.0 
F1 8.845 8.808 6.047 7.606 17.076 15.904 12.483 14.654 52.1 47.3 51.0 52.1 
F2 5.163 6.820 4.428 6.812 9.676 11.960 8.884 12.196 51.9 45.2 52.8 46.8 

BC1 6.087 6.664 4.822 6.036 11.607 11.986 10.088 10.996 51.3 47.4 52.2 48.0 
BC2 5.752 7.063 3.650 6.014 10.875 12.875 7.932 11.389 50.4 48.4 51.0 49.7 
Cross-1 = Pop.9804 x FRW-4, Cross-2 = Pop.9804 x Pop.9801 
Cross-3 = Pop.9805 x FRW-4, Cross-4 = Pop.9805 x Pop.9801 


